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Marlins, Braves
up 2-0; Orioles
claim 1-0 edge
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A LARGE SMALL AUDIENCE: Billy Ray Smith, commissioner of agriculture for Kentucky, spoke
to a group of about 200 Calloway County School District fifth-graders Wednesday afternoon during Ag
Day at the Murray State University Dairy Farm on College Farm Road.

LOCAL

Theologian
to discuss
book at MSU
The senior editor of the
weekly "Christian Century" will
be on campus on Thursday, Oct.
2, to discuss civic virtue. Dr.
Martin Marty, a leading American theologian, will address the
community about the issues covered in his latest book,"The One
and the Many: America's Struggle for the Common Good."
Marty, the author of45 books,
serves as the director of The
Public Religion Project, funded
by the Pew Charitable Trusts.
The project was established "to
help assure that religion in its
many voices is well represented
in North American public life
and to promote efforts to bring to
light and interpret the forces of
faith within a pluralistic society,"
says Many. The project is
housed at the University of Chicago where Marty serves as the
Fairfax M. Cone Distinguished
Service Professor.
Under Marty's direction, the
project staff and advisers highlight situations where dialogue,
mutual respect and the search for
common values and solutions
have produced positive and healing results. They also address
situations where repressive or
destructive expressions of faith
are evident. The goal is to "put
into practice and make a difference with" existing talent and
expressions, and to discover and
showcase
new
approaches
within our diverse cultural environments rather than to "come up
with new theories," Marty observes.
Marty's lecture on Oct. 2 is a
part of the College Forum Series
sponsored by MSU's college ol
humanistic studies. The lecture
will begin at 7 p.m. in the
auditorium of the Wrather West
Kentucky Museum. The public is
encouraged to attend.

Attorneys for the so-called
leader of a vampire cult are asking a Florida judge to appoint a
legal guardian for the Murray
youth.
Rod Ferrell, 16, and three other
youths from Murray and Mayfield are currently under indictment on murder charges for the
November 1996 slayings of Ruth
and Richard Wendorf at their
home in Eustis, Fla. Ferrell faces
first-degree murder, robbery and
burglary charges. The others are

charged as principals in the case.
Ferrell's mother, Sondra Gibson, is currently being held in the
Calloway County Detention Center on a $5,000 cash bond or approved surety after being indicted
by a Calloway grand jury on one
count of criminal attempt to commit first-degree unlawful transaction with a minor, aVass-D felony. Local prosecutors say Gibson tried to solicit sex from a
14-year-old boy.
In a telephone interview with
II See Page 2

Buckingham
running for
Curd's seat

Parents
charged
in boy's
death

a England will
not make run

PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — The
parents of a 2-year-old boy who
weighed just 10 pounds when he
died of malnutrition told police
they had no money for food, but
a prosecutor says they had
enough to pay life insurance premiums on their starving children.
The two younger children of
Susan and Billy Gene Mitchell
subsisted on nothing but water
for seven days, police said. Their
6-year-old daughter got her only
meals at school.

By DAVID RAMEY
Staff Writer
Robert "Buddy" Buckingham,
director of regional planning and
governmental issues at Murray
State University and president of
the Murray-Calloway County
Economic Development Corporation, is planning a run for the
Kentucky House.
Buckingham, 63, said Wednesday he plans on seeking the
Democratic nomination for the
5th IDistrict seat being vacated by
the retirement of Freed Curd.
"At this time, I am leaning
towards running for that seat,"
Buckingham said. "I'm assuming
that I will."

The learning curve
for me would be awfully
short. And I feel that
would be a great advantage to the people of the
district.
Buddy Buckingham

in seeking Curd's seat, but on
Thursday he told the Ledger he
has no political plans.
Buckingham said he has been
interested in politics "for a long
tinte" and said his extensive experience in the public and private
sectors would be an asset to the
district, which consists of Calloway County and much of Trigg
County.
"My experiences have been
very broad," Buckingham said.
"Nine years in industry, I've
worked in private business and
I've been heavily involved in
economic development — both
locally and at the state level."
A 1951 graduate of Murray
High School, Buckingham has a

Local businessman Bob Jackson had been the apparent front
runner to succeed Curd, but chose
instead to seek the 1st District
State Senate seat that came open
with the death of Sen. Jeff Green.
Jackson faces GOP nominee Dick
Dissinger of Mayfield in a special
election on Nov. 4.
Larry England, a retired school
teacher, had indicated an interest • See Page 2
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READY TO POUR: Workers with the Murray Street Department
make forms for concrete to replace the sidewalk torn up on Poplar
.Street Wednesday afternoon. Although the pouring is scheduled for
today, sections of the sidewalk may be roped off until Friday.

The Mitchell's apartment had
nice furniture, two television sets,
a video cassette recorder, a stereo
and a computer, police said. The
kitchen, however, held nothing
but a bottle of cooking oil and a
spice rack.
"It looked like the typical
house until you opened the refrigerator and cupboards," said
Detective Bruce Watson. "We
found a jar of water and two trays
of ice cubes."
Mitchell, 45, and Mrs. Mitchell, 37, were arraigned Wednesday on murder charges. They are
also charged with two counts of
endangerment involving their two
girls, ages 3 and 6. They pleaded
See Page 2

Rape case goes
back to grand jury

WEATHER
Today...Mostly sunny. High in
the upper 70s. South wind 5 to 10
mph.
Tonight...Clear. Low in the
mid 50s. Light south wind.
Friday...Sunny and warmer.
High in the mid 80s.
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By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer
Bcnjamine R. Frcitag will testify before a Calloway grand jury
in an attempt to clear himself of
rape charges.
The 31-year-old Murray State
University senior was indicted in
April on first-degree rape, fourth degree assault, second-degree unlawful imprisonment and seconddegree stalking charges. The
charges were brought after an
MSU freshman accused the Madisonville man in January of attacking her in the parking lot of
her campus dormitory.
His scheduled three-day trial
was to begin Monday in Calloway Circuit Court but has now
been postponed to Oct. 29 because of new evidence in the
case, Freitag's attorney Mark
Blankenship said.

agraililaillb11.4110.111111014--

That information includes a
sworn affidavit from the wife of a
Madisonville police officer who
claims she saw Freitag at his Madisonville home less than one
hour before the girl was attacked.
That information, Blankenship
said, was obtained after Freitag
had been indicted and was not
presented to the grand jury for
review.
Because of that and other new
evidence, Blankenship said he recently asked Commonwealth's
Attorney Mike Ward to resubmit
the case to the grand jury.
Freitag will have to testify before the panel without Blankenship present.
"We are willing to take the
chance." of letting him testify.
II See Page 2
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FIELD FIRE: Calloway County Fire-Rescue responded to a fire alarm Wednesday evening with a brush
fire truck and three firefighters to a field fire on Barber Road In Midway. The fire was extinguished by a
bulldozer.
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•Guardian...
FROM PAGE 1
the Ledger, Assistant Public Defender Dave Norris said he
doesn't expect Lake County prosecutors to fight the motion to
appoint a "guardian ad litem" for
Ferrell.
"In his situation, the necessity
derives from his age," Norris said
Monday. "In a situation like this,
when (juveniles) are charged as
adults, they have adult decisions

to make that normally parents
help with."
Norris said his office has not
had contact with Gibson since
she was arrested in Daytona
Beach, Fla. and extradited here to
face her charges.
The Ledger spoke with Gibson
Tuesday about Ferrell's hearing.
"I didn't know anything about
it," Gibson said in an interview at
the county jail. "Both my parents
are living down there now, so if I

Authorities say the western
Kentucky teens are part of a vampire cult. The group reportedly
cut each other's arms and drank
each other's blood.
All four are being tried as

•Buckingham...

seeing Kentucky's 10 enterprise FROM PAGE 1
zones.
Blankenship said Thur
Buckingham said his extensive "Most defendants do not testify
work in economic development at before the grand jury, but we re
the state level would serve. him electing to do that in this case.
well in the Kentucky House.
"(The danger) is that he could
"The learning curve for me
make an incriminating statement
would be awfully short," Buckwhich will be on tape and in front
ingham said. "And
feel that
of
the grand jury and the comwould be a great advantage to the
monwealth's
attorney."
people of the district."
In
a
letter
to Ward, BlankenThe 1984 Murray-Calloway
ship said he believes he "is repreCounty Chamber of Commerce
senting an innocent man" and
Citizen of the Year, Buckingham
told the Ledger he feels confident
served five years on the Murray
that
Freitag could not say anyBoard of Zoning Appeals and
thing
that would hurt his case.
served on the task force that
Along
with Freitag, the grand
promoted Murray's designation
as Rand-McNally's No. 1 place jury is expected to hear testimony
from the Madisonville officer's
to retire.
Iwife
and an investigator hired by
A member of First Baptist
Blankenship.
But Blankenship
Church, he and his wife, the former Betty Hutson, have two sons,
Kentucky Court of Appeals Judge
David Buckingham and Mark
B uckingham.
With Jackson seeking the Senate seat, Buckingham is the only
announced candidate for the 5th
District seat.
England, who retired after 27
years as a Calloway County
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
school teacher, had considered a
People turned down by insurance
run for the House or for Callocarriers who seek coverage from
way County Judge-Executive.
a high risk pool would be paying
However, England said Thursday
half again as much as someone
he does not plan on seeking any
with ordinary policies. But that
political office.
still will not be enough to offset
"I'm not planning for a run in
expected losses.
any direction," England said.
The difference would be made
"I've had a lot of people encour- up from a variety of sources, inage me to run, but my family and cluding a three-year possible
I have decided to look in a diffe- commitment of General Fund tax
rent direction. I've got some
money.
other opportunities."
The cost of that, to individuals

trf

IN Parents...
appeared to be current on bills including premiums for $60,000
life insurance policies for each
child, Kaltenbach said.
"My understanding is that the
father said his monthly bills were
for rent, a car payment, cable and
credit cards," Kaltenbach said.
Mitchell told detectives he lost
his job last year and was forced
to live on his military pension of
S1,400 per month. Mitchell said
social-service agencies told him
last year that his pension disqualified him for food stamps or other
benefits, so after the bills were
paid, the family had $40 to $50
left for food.
On . Wednesday, local socialservice agencies said Wednesday
there were programs to help.
Martha Bell directs the private
nonprofit Martha's Vineyard, a
no-questions-asked food program
that delivers hot meals to hundreds of people in their homes
each week in the western Kentucky city of 30,000.
She said her drivers pass the
Mitchells' apartment five days a
week.

said he is not worried.
"I think the Commonwealth
agreed to this because it basically
gives them a free shot at a cross
examination of these witnesses
before the trial," he said. "But
again, we're willing to take that
chance."
Blankenship said Freitag has
passed one of two polygraph
tests.
The first test, which he failed,
was administered by the Kentucky State Police shortly after he
was arrested and was presented
as evidence to the grand jury, according to Blankenship. The second test, which he passed, was
administered by a former KSP officer hired by Blankenship.
"The first test was administered to him during a period of

great stress. I think he was nervous about his situation and that's
why he failed it," Blankenship
said. "The results of those tests
are largely based on the interpretation of the person administering
it, that's why they are not admissible in court. We'd be willing to
take him back to the Kentucky
State Police and let him take
another one there."
Blankenship said he would be
surprised if he is in court on Oct.
29 but said he is ready for trial if
the grand jury rules against him.
"If after (Freitag) presents his
case and they feel he still needs
to be charged, then we'll be
ready to go to trial," Blankenship
said.
Ward was unavailable for
comment.

and the state, was the primary focus of debate in the S,Fnate Appropriations and Revenue Committee during the opening day of
testimony Wednesday.
"We don't know and I don't
think anybody can tell you what
this thing is going to cost," Insurance Commissioner George
Nichols III said.
Senate and House leaders decided to cancel Friday's sessions
because of the death of the son of
Sen. Glenn Freeman, D -

Id!

We are remodeling at all our locations..so it is
out with the old...and in with the new! We are
remodeling all of our Broyhill Galleries and
need to make room for the painters. All items
not making our new '98 lineup must be sold.
Prices have been slashed on the remaining
closeout items now at all 3 locations of Fleming
Furniture. And come see our new Henredon
Gallery now open at the Fleming Supercenter.

PRICE

Benton *

In With
The New

Benton & Paducah

All 3 Stores

All
Closeouts!

Cumberland. Freeman's son,
Barry, was killed in an accident
Wednesday and the funeral will
be Friday in Cumberland.
Sen. Tim Shaughnessy, a
Louisville Democrat, the primary
sponsor of the legislation that appears most likely to pass, said it
is a societal debate because of the
subsidy.
"We don't know if we can afford to be this compassionate and
that's what we'll have to decide," Shaughnessy said.

Paducah * Flemin Furniture

Remodeling
Sale

Out With

if

posedly written to Wendorf's
older sister Jennifer.
According to an article in the
Lake County Sentinel, Jennifer
Wendorf told authorities her
younger sister blamed the killings
on Ferrell.
"She could also just be saying
this to get my support, and it
could be a lie," the newspaper reported her saying.
Heather is expected to give a
deposition to prosecutors Oct. 14.

Health insurance pool
financing is discussed

Paducah * Flemin Furniture * Benton

T

ary trial date approaches.
"The attorneys are here to represent the defendants, but there
are certain strategy decisions that
we are beginning to make that are
usually made by the parents of
juveniles," Norris said.
Hawthorne is also expected to
ask the court Thursday to view
letters written by Heather while
she was in the custody of Louisiana officials.
Some of those letters were sup-

•Rape...

FROM PAGE 1
County Economic Development
bachelor's degree from MSU in
Corporation and was actively inbusiness administration.
volved in bringing a number of
He worked eight years at The industries to Murray, including
Tappan Co. in Murray in the Briggs and Stratton, Kenlake
1960s, before operating a clo- Foods and Southeastern Book.
thing store from 1968 to 1990.
Buckinghamm served on the
In 1983, he was chosen as -Kentucky Enterprise Zone Aupresident of the Murray-Calloway thority from 1986 to 1994, over-

FROM PAGE 1
innocent and bail was set at $1.05
million each.
When 2-year-old Jeffrey died
Tuesday he weighed just 3
pounds more than his birth
weight.
Prosecutor Tim Kaltenbach
said the boy's death was "the
worst I've ever seen personally.
... It was like what you see in a
Third World country."
The two girls — weighing 28
and 16.8 pounds — have been
hospitalized for malnutrition.
The emaciated Melanie, 3, was
too weak to hold her head up.
Billie, who ate breakfast and
lunch at school, was in better
condition, police said.
It appears the entire family
went without food for days at a
time. Watson said Mitchell, who
has lost nearly 80 pounds in recent months, told him the family would eat crackers, peanut butter
and jelly when he could afford it.
Mitchell, who retired from the
Air Force in 1994, claimed his
monthly retirement check is being garnisheed for debts. Yet he

adults after they were captured
last year. The youths were arrested three days after the murders in Baton Rouge, La., driving
the couple's stolen vehicle. The
Wendorfs' youngest daughter
Heather, who was traveling with
the group and charged at the
time, was later freed by,a Florida
grand jury.
Norris said the court-appointed
guardian is expected to help with
key decisions as Ferrell's Febru-

didn't have any choices...then
they would."
Gibson said she wild rather
her parents take guardianship of
Ferrell throughout his court
proceedings.
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MSU Theatre season
opens with'Home'

'Bell, Book, and Candle'
to open on Oct. 10
The play "Bell, Book, and Candle" has been described as a "wonderfully suave and impish fantasy"
and such is very true though perhaps
it should be mentioned that it is also
called a romantic comedy.
Now, the words "fantasy" and
"comedy" usually conjure up ideas
of strange events and much
laughter, and this play does have
these. But, it also has passion,anger,
and frustration in large doses. In
other words,it is about life and love.
This is the tale of a witch who
casts a spell over an attractive
publisher, partly to keep him away
from a rival and partly because she
is attracted to him. He falls head
over heels in love with her at once
and wants to marry her. Witches,
unfortunately, cannot fall in love.
This minute imperfection leads to a
number of difficulties, not only for
the couple but also for her brother,
his new writing partner, and her
"dramatic" aunL
Kim McFarlen is the director of
"Bell, Book and Candle." The
superb crew is directed by Don
Fleming, technical director at Playhouse in the Park. He is ably assisted
by Gary R. Willis, stage manager
and props manager as well as by
Vicky Peyton,sound board operator
and Justin Cripps, lighting board
operator. Dana Hoffman completes
the crew as the costumes coordinator and set decorator. All of these
people have also been helped and
supported by volunteers. Among
these are Breanne Sykes, Timothy
Peyton, Mackenzie Hoffman and
Emi McFarlen.
The superlative cast mentioned
consists mainly of seasoned local
talent. However, two of the leading
roles belong to relative newcomers.
These cast members are:
Amy Sykes(Gillian)is a native of
Murray where she lives with her
daughter Breanne. Also, she works
at Hart Ophthalmology as a certified
ophthalmic assistant and serves as
an officer on the Murray-Calloway
County Swim Team and the Murray
Middle School PTO Board. Although Amy was involved in speech
in school, this is her first experience
with community theater.
Nathan Hicks(Shep)grew up and
went to school in Auburn,Washington. After high school, he joined the
Navy for three years. This is his
second production at Playhouse in
the Park. The first was as a lieutenant in "South Pacific." He plans to
become a professional actor once he
graduates from college.
Gary Potts (Nicky Holroyd) has
been an active member of the
Purchase Players for seven years
and has recently returned home.
After attending the American Musical and Dramatics Academy in New
York City, Gary is very proud to
make his Playhouse in the Park
debut as Nicky Holroyd.
Nancy Christensen (Aunt Queenie Holroyd) is a native of Minnesota. She moved to Murray in 1993
where she was initiated into Murray

There's Nothing
Mightier Than
The Sword
For more information
coil toll-free
1-800-ACS-2345

AMERICAN
V, CANCER
?SOCIETY

Support Your
Local
Businesses.

c
r
:olympie.(
.

theater with the part of Mrs. Willy
Loman in "Death of a Salesman."
Since then she has participated in
five other plays at the Playhouse in
the Park. In her other life, Nancy is
the Coordinator of Basic Writing at
Murray State University. So, when
not playing someone's aunt, neighbor, or wife, she can be found
grading papers, washing her family's dishes, or water skiing on
Kentucky Lake.
Ed Davis (Sidney Redlitch) is
originally from Alabama but has
lived in Kentucky for the past
twenty-one years. He first became
involved in the Playhouse in 1980
when he played the father in "Little
Women." Following this production, Ed's work was more backstage
until 1994 when his granddaughter
became interested in the theater. At
that time, he was cast in six different
produclions including "To Kill a
Mockingbird," "The Last Play," and
"Life With Father" in which he
played the title role. Ed has also
served on the Playhouse Board of
Directors for the last three years and
is currently Interim Executive
Director.
Special thanks is also due to
David Fleming, Kathy Fleming,and
William J. Phillips for their support
and advice during the production.
"Bell, Book and Candle" opens at
the Playhouse on Friday, Oct. 10,
with shows Oct. 10-11, 17-18, 2425 at 8 p.m. A 2 p.m. matinee is
available on Sunday, Oct. 26. Reservations may be made through the
theater box office by calling 7591752 or 1-888-759-5991. The production is sponsored by Boone's
Laundry,Cheri Theater and Vintage
Rose Emporium.
The Playhouse also announces
that auditions for the holiday show,
"The Best Christmas Pageant Ever"
will be held on Monday,Oct.6 and
Tuesday,Oct. 7 beginning at 7 p.m.
at the University Church of Christ
fellowship hall (in back on the first
floor). Parts are available for four
males, six females, eight boys, and
nine girls. The holiday show will
open on Dec. 5.

Calloway County resident Kimberly
Story was one of nine students
recently selected to represent West
Kentucky TECH at Paducah as ambassadors during the 1997-98 school
year. Story, a Marshall County High
School graduate, is a student In the
surgical technology program at West
Kentukcy TECH. The school's ambassador program was established
In 1993 to building community
awareness about the school and
vocational technical education. Each
student was nominated by a faculty
or staff member, and has committed
to represent the school at a variety of
activities during a one-year tenure.
They receive no monetary payment
for their efforts.

EMILY WOLFSON

Art Guild
offering
workshop
The Murray Art Guild is offering
a six-session Watercolor workshop
directed by Emily Wolfson,starting
Tuesday, Oct. 7th.
The workshop, limited to 12
participants, will meet on Tuesdays
and Fridays from 10 a.m. to noon,
and will end on OcL 24th. The
emphasis will be on color and
composition and work will be
planned for beginners and for others
who would like to refresh or expand
their perception of color.
Those interested should sign up
by Friday, Oct. 3rd. For more
information call the Murray Art
Guild 753-4059, or Mrs. Wolfson
753-1867.
The Art Guild is open on Tuesday, Wednesday, and Friday from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m.

Plaza

'so

I

..
753.6149 •

World class music and dance
attractions are being brought to the
region for the 39th year by the
Murray Civic Music Association
and partners.
MCMA is a volunteer organization made up of members of the
Murray community who want to
bring quality cultural entertainment
to the area which would be impossible without a joint effort. Partnerships with Murray State University
and the Murray Woman's Club
assist the association. Sharon Hart,
president of the association, said,
"We want to have a large enough
membership to make the programs
as affordable as possible and to truly affect the cultural climate of our
region." It is,a critical element for
the success of MCMA, Hart said.
MSU assists the group by allowing the use of Lovett Auditorium for
the performances. University students are given free admission with
their valid MSU identification card.
Community members may purchase
tickets for the MCMA season.
The 1997-98 season will begin in
Loveu Auditorium on Nov. 2, at 2
p.m. with "Ballet Gran Folklorico
de Mexico," a 35-member ensemble
of singers,dancers and instrumental
musicians. The final performance
for 1997,"Chanticleer — America's
Premier Vocal Ensemble," will be at
8 p.m. on Dec. 1.
The season will strike up again
with "Rhythm and Brass," a lively
brass-percussion group that performs music from the baroque era to
American jazz. That show will
begin at 2 p.m. on Feb. 12, 1998,
Andreas Klein, a German-born
piano virtuoso, is scheduled for 2
p.m., on March 29, 1998.
Adults in the area aren't the only

ones who benefit from the MCMA
effort. Thousands of regional
elementary and secondary students
are also brought to Loveu Auditorium for special programs by the
artists. These programs are structured to meet educational goals and
often include materials sent in advance to help the students better
understand and react to the programs. The music department of the
Murray Woman's Club takes on the
organization of these special youth
concerts.
MCMA also offers its members
the opportunity to attend programs
in the Tennessee cities of Martin,
Union City and Dyersburg, as well
as in Paducah, Ky. This is done
through a reciprocal agreement with
similar associations in those cities.
Membership applications for
MCMA can be obtained at the
Murray-Calloway County Chamber
of Commerce or by calling (502)
753-4516.

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY
Pick 3:
4-6-7
Pick 4:
4-8-8-7
Cash 5:
3-5-12-16-35
Lotto Kentucky:
7-14-16-19-24-40
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BOOK REVIEW

OMEGA
PATRICK
LYNCH

Omega
by Pairick Lynch
From best selling author Patrick Lynch comes
a cutting edge medical thriller, set against the
backdrop of an all-too-real crisis in contemporary medicine. Omega brings our most frightening health-care nightmares as close as tomorrow's headlines...
Surgeon Marcus Ford's Trauma Unit at the
Willowbrook Medical Center is on the front
line, fighting diseases that rage through South
Central, L.A.'s violent, poverty-stricken inner
city. But suddenly Ford finds himself battling an
insidious new enemy.
Patients brought in to the emergency room
begin to develop routine infections that suddenly bloom out of control. None of the drugs in
the vast arsenal of modern medicine can check
the symptoms...or prevent the bactena from
multiplying. As more and more cases appear,
and infected patients throughout L.A. start to
die, Ford knows he is witnessing the onset of a
mass epidemic — a modem-day plague.
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the sub-textual information in the
play. Mr. Storey has given us words,
but not words that considerably help
with the character. We all had to
focus on the actions of the characters to gain insight into the production and into those characters."
Malinauskas agrees. "This show
is an exploration of communication
processes in which what is unsaid is
often more important than what is
said. The pain of memory often
mutes the communication process."
"Home" opens Friday, Oct. 3 at
7:30 p.m. It runs Oct.4 and 9-11 at 7
p.m. All performances are at the
Robert E. Johnson Theatre in the
Doyle Fine Arts Center on the MSU
campus. For ticket information,
please call 762-4421.
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Murray State University Theatre
will open its 1997-98 season this
weekend with a production of David Storey's "Home."
Directed by Mark Malinauskas,
the cast includes: 011ie Drury II
from Franklin, New Hampshire;
Antony J. Triano from Ewing, Ill.;
Anne M. Gardner from Jeffersonville, Ind.; Tim Vaughn from Murray; and Hattie Whelan from
Quincy, Ill.
"Home" is a quirky show concerning five characters who are at
"home." Discovering where home is
becomes the challenge. Originally
starring Sir Ralph Richardson and
Sir John Gielgud,the play is considered to be an acting tour de force.
According to David Balthrop,
scenic and lighting designer for the
production, "The key to this play
seems to be the simplicity of the
characters and the minimal approach to their lives by Mr. Storey.
We learn about them as they learn
about each other, in an environment
where miscommunication and perception is abnormal."
The scenery and costumes attempt to communicate as much as
possible about the characters.
"Mark told me that I should
concentrate on the idea of miscommunication. Because I look at the
show through spatial qualities, I
took that miscommunication to the
architectural level," said Balthrop.
"The Actions of the characters towards each other in this small space
seemed to be more important than
the text, so I designed a disjointed,
incomplete look for the set."
A.J. Triano agrees. "As the character Jack, I had to quickly focus on
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This Harvest Season we will be extending our
hours in the Parts Department to serve you better.
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FROM OUR READERS
Churches want cuts restored
Dear Editor:
The recent 7.5% reduction in funding to private and church-based
homes for children, ordered by Secretary Viola Miller of the Kentucky
Cabinet for Families and Children, is a matter of serious concern to the
Kentucky Council of Churches. Children's welfare has been at the top of
the concerns of churches in the Commonwealth of Kentucky since the
early days statehood. The Kentucky Council of Churches iLself
developed out of an interchurch program whose focus was the moral and
spiritual well-being of children. Our churches sponsor some of the finest
residential centers for children in need that we have in the Commonwealth of Kentucky.
The churches in Kentucky are dedicated to the health, welfare, and
growth of children. The churches also provide the first safety net for the
poor and those in need in their local communities. With the recent
welfare reform changes, the churches are being asked to do even more in
their communities. The churches have a great deal of pride in their
children's agencies and they are generous in their support of these
institutional providers ofcare for children in need and in crisis. With the
new reduction in state payments for services, the churches are being
asked to pick up an even greater portion of the cost. For many of our
churches, these cuts will require a reexamination of the historic mission
to care for children in need.
The Keutucky Council of Churches places children and their welfare
at the top of our program and ministry priorities. We therefore call on the
Governor and the Secretary for the Cabinet for Families and Children,to
restore the budgetary cuts which have been mandated to the private and
church-based agencies. In the meantime,the Council will work to inform
the churches across the Commonwealth of this recent action and its
implication for our historic programs for children.
Kentucky Council of Churches
Rev. Nancy Jo Kemper, Executive Director
412 Rose Street, Lexington, KY 40508

Fight already starting on census
WASHINGTON (AP) — In the
largest peacetime mobilization in
PERSPECTIVE ON
U.S. history, about 600,000 census takers will set out on April 1,
2000, to count some 270 million
Americans. They know they
won't find everybody: No census
Walter Mears
ever has.
Associated Press columnist
Thereby hangs a political dispute, a possible veto and the certainty that the census will wind
likefFici-beiiiissed by the door to
up in court, again.
door and mail census. They don't
Republican leaders insist there
answer by mail, they don't have
has to be a complete, actual head
telephones, they aren't home, or
count — no estimating. Demothey just don't want to be
crats and the Census Bureau want
bothered by somebody from the
to use statistical sampling to acgovernment.
count for people the enumerators
The Constitution calls for an
don't find.
enumeration of citizens each deThe Supreme Court upheld the
cade, the basis for congressional
last census six years after it was
apportionment and, in modern
taken.
times, for the allocation of nearly
The House has voted to send it
$150 billion a year in federal aid.
there first this time, forbidding
State legislatures also are apporthe use of sampling until the Sutioned on the basis of the census.
preme Court determines whether
That makes it central to both
it is constitutional. That probably
political power and money, a
would take a year or more, by
combination guaranteed to stir
which time it would be too late
disputes. It did last time, after a
for the Census Bureau to test and
1990 census admittedly less accuimplement sampling. That would
rate than the one 10 years earlier,
suit the Republicans adamantly
the first time that had happened.
opposed to it.
The results were contested in
They say sampling would be
more than 30 court challenges
suspect, and could be subject to
from cities and states that said
Democratic meddling. They don't
they were being short-counted
say, but fear, that it would work
and therefore shortchanged.
to GOP disadvantage by adding
A post-census survey, based on
usually Democratic minorities
sampling, produced the missing
and lower income people to the
persons numbers, now estimated
count.
to be about 4 million. That led to
Those are the groups most
demands for an adjustment of the

POLITICS

forbidden.
The bureau promises the most
intensive mail and doorbell effort
ever made, with sampling to
cover no more than 10 percent
who can't be contacted.
GOP opponents counter that
the census would deliberately
stop at 90 percent and use sampling to estimate the rest, which
could taint the whole census with
constitutional uncertainty and
politics.
"Let us not allow them to develop Censusgate," said Rep.
Bob Barr of Georgia.
But Rep. Christopher Shays of
Connecticut, one of the few Republicans to side with sampling,
said the bottom line should be
science, not politics, and the expert consensus is "that the best
way and the fairest count is to
use statistical sampling" to cover
the final, hardest to reach
Americans.
House Speaker Newt Gingrich
takes a hard line against sampling
now, but not alway Six years
ago, he asked the Co
epartment to adjust the census for
Georgia to correct an undercount.
The correction he sought
would have been a product of
post-census sampling.
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numbers, which would have been
the first in 200 years, but the Republican administration decided
against it.
At that point, the argument was
that the system should be repaired for 2000. Congress,Pthen
Democratic, had the National
Academy of Sciences look into
changes for next time, leading to
the plan for the use of sampling,
which ran into Republican opposition as soon as the Census Bureau adopted it.
A ban on sampling was one of
the veto issues in the springtime
deadlock over flood relief appropriations, finally settled with a
compromise in which the Census
Bureau was forbidden from making irreversible sampling plans,
but not from spending money to
prepare for the process.
The latest House GOP measure, subject to negotiations with
the Senate on final terms, is part
of the bill that appropriates funds
EDITOR'S NOTE — Walter
to the Census Bureau, which says
R. Mears, vice president and
it can handle the 2000 count for
columnist for The Associated
about $4 billion with sampling, Press, has
reported on
or for up to $4.8 billion, with less
Washington and national poliaccurate results, if the change is tics for more
than 30 years.
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EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
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Sept. 22 — The Oregonian, Portland, Ore., on discrimination
against Asian Americans:
Asian Americans have been the unlucky targets of heightened
suspicions from a number of quarters since questions were raised
about the sources of contributions to last year's presidential
campaign.
The latest episodes involve U.S. citizens with advance security
clearance to visit the White House. A number were initially prevented from entering because security guards jumped ao the wrong
conclusions, assuming that Asian surnames meant foreign.
A Secret Service worker changed one visitor's citizen designation from U.S. citizen to foreign, according to a report in The
Washington Post. Yvonne Lee, the insulted guest, is a member of
the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights.
That's irony at its sharpest.
Sept. 19 — The Sun News, Myrtle Beach, S.C., on Americans'
health:
In most public pronouncements concerning our collective health,
gloom is almost always accompanied by doom. If you've become
accustomed to the negative, a new federal health report will come
as a surprise.
According the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, accidents now kill more Americans than AIDS does. The CDC also
says infant mortality has reached a new low, and on the other end
of the spectrum, we are living a bit longer. There was a decline in
the rate of homicides and suicides as well.
As might be expected, not all the news was good. A health gap
continues to exist between the races. Still, the trends seem to be
toward the positive, and progress can even be found in fighting
dreaded diseases such as AIDS.
Perhaps we'd feel better if we just didn't worry about our health
so much.
Sept. 20 — Albuquerque Journal, Albuquerque, N.M., on
back room dealing:
Too clever by far, they were. The House of Representatives,
through a subterfuge obviously intended to prevent internal debate,
passed a bill which routinely in recent years has included a provision blocking the automatic cost-of-living raise lawmakers programmed in for themselves years ago.
"No one was trying to pull a fast one on anybody," said Rep.
Jim Kolbe, R-Ariz., who steered the bill to passage. It apparently
was the result of a deal worked out quietly among senior lawmakers, including Speaker Newt Gingrich, R-Ga., and Rep. Richard
Gephardt, D-Mo.
But, they did it - and the reports of discussions in closed caucuses make clear the pay raise issue was going to move.
It must be a disease that afflicts only the majority party. Whatever happened to the Republican fervor to stamp out backroom politics and power center deals that burned so brightly when the GOP
was itching to oust the long-entrenched Democrats? On important
things like congressional pay hikes and taking care of tobacco, it
seems to have evaporated.

Just drop us a line •••
Readers and residents arc welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Forum" page by writing letters to the editor. We print
letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following
guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the writer's
address and telephone number included in case verification is necessary (telephone numbers will not he published). Leiters must not be
more than 500 words. Letters should be typewritten and double-spaced
if possible. We reserve the right to condense or reject any letter and to
limit frequent writers.
Letters should hc addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071. ,
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Defining moments for Clinton-Gore
The definition of two words
precisely characterizes the attitude
toward certain laws displayed by the
current president and vice president
of the United States.
The first word is "dissemble,"
meaning "to hide under a false
appearance; conceal facts, intentions, or feelings under some pretense."
The second word is "deceive." It
means "fail (tire) to fulfill; to cause
to accept as true or valid what is
false or invalid."
Don't these words describe the
actions of Bill Clinton and Al Gore
during the last election cycle? Clinton-Gore deny breaking laws to
ensure their reelection, deceive the
public and dissemble about their
own activities. This is not just about
"a century-old law"(do all laws lose
potency with age?), but about their
personae ("an individual's social
facade or front reflecting the role in
life the individual is playing"). As
businessman Roger Tamraz shamelessly revealed, these two sold access to themselves and continue to
sell themselves to the rest of us as
saviors of our children, the environment and the poor and middle class.
Court records discovered by The
Washington Times indicate money
laundering between the Democratic
National Committee and the Teamsters Union.
Senate Judiciary Committee

CAL'S THOUGHTS

Cal Thomas
Syndicated caliutrinist
Chairman Orrin Hatclasztrfrt when
he contends that Attorney General
Janet Reno has enough evidence in
hand to warrant the immediate naming of a special prosecutor to investigate the Clinton -Gore reelection
fund-raising. But why should she?
She's in on the fix, too. Thirty days
hath September and 120 days bath
Janet Reno before she has to decide
whether to add Clinton and Gore to
the sleazeball hall of shame. That's
four additional months for ClintonGore to announce more measures to
save our children, clean up the
environment, contribute to world
peace by subordinating American
sovereignty to the United Nations,
and wrap themselves in the protection of opinion polls.
All of the blame can't be placed
on Clinton-Gore. A con artist must
have a willing dupe to be successful.
He must have people willing, even
wanting, to be told what they wish
the truth to he

Former top White House aide
Harold Ickes has given the Senate
Governmental Affairs Committee a
sheet of paper indicating the president raised $50,000 on one call
alone. And The Washington Post
says the president's staff constantly
pressured him to make calls to
prospective donors. The president
himself instructed his staff to raise
all the money they could. Are we to
believe that Clinton would not show
the way?
The road to his political heart was
through the Lincoln Bedroom,
countless "coffees" and other
"face-time" opportunities. From
what has been reluctantly turned
over to Congress and from the
testimony of those who didn't flee
the country, we know that Bill
Clinton transformed the White
House into a veritable ATM machine for himself and the Democratic National Committee.
Michael Lewis wrote a revealing

.1*•;*

1

story on Ickes in last weck's New
York Times Magazine. Referring to
Ickes as Clinton's "garbage man,"
Lewis says that Clinton "combines
an understanding that winning is
dirty work with a distaste for doing
the dirty work himself; he uses and
abuses people like Ickes in order to
get what he needs."
Lewis says Ickes will "tell you
point-blank that Clinton does not
care about campaign-finance reforth, and that he's just using the
issue for his own purposes, none of
them altruistic. He'll let you know in
so many words that he — like
Clinton — understands you must do
certain things to win, and that
everything starts with winning."
The deception and dissembling
continue with the president saying
he can't "recall" making any calls
from the White House. Even if he
did, he says, he and the vice president never intended to break any
laws and, besides, raising a lot of
money was necessary. "We had to
do it," he says. Saving America
from nasty Republicans was
deemed more important than being
honest with the people and abiding
by the law.
That would seem to define arrogance:"a feeling or an impression of
superiority manifested in an overbearing manner or presumptuous
claims."
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By G. CROMWELL HAUGE
NFB Writer

Need Line lists pantry items
Murray-Calloway County Need Line has listed items needed this
week for the food sacks given to clients. Items needed include peanut butter, macaroni and cheese, rice and powdered milk. These may
be taken to the Need Line office, located on bottom floor of Weaks,
Community Center between the hours of 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday
through Friday. Need Line is United Way Agency.

Aurora reunion on Saturday
A reunion of the Aurora community will be Saturday, Oct. 4, at 1
p.m. at Ponderosa Restaurant at Draffenville. All residents and past
residents of the Aurora community and school are urged to attend.

Gun and Knife Show this weekend.
Murray Kiwanis Club will have its Gun and Knife Show on Saturday, Oct. 4, from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. and Sunday, Oct. 5, from 9 a.m. to
4 p.m. at Calloway County Middle School. A $3 donation will be
received at the door. The public is invited.

Benefit sale at Armory.
yard sale
The National Guard Family Support Group will have a
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Cub Scouts plan yard sale
CuR Scout Pack 73 will have a yard sale on Saturday, Oct. 4, from
7 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Weaks Community Center. The public is urged to
support the scouts in this sale.

Delta meeting on Saturday
Delta Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet Saturday,
Oct. 4, at 10 a.m. at the club house. "Exercise for Health" will be
the subject of the program to be presented by Janice Fountain of
Murray Family YMCA. Roberta Tarry will give the thought for the
day. Hostesses will be Alice Koenecke and Eva Morris.

Barnett Cemetery meeting Saturday
Barnett Cemetery annual meeting will be Saturday, Oct. 4. A basket lunch will be served at noon following the business meeting.
Bids are being accepted for the care and maintenance of the cemetery, located off Highway 280 on Poplar Spring Road. For information call Dale Campbell at 753-7775 or Hazel Jean Brandon at
753-1513.

Homemakers plan annual day
Calloway County Homemakers will have their county annual day
on Saturday, Oct. 4, at the Senior Citizens Center at the Weaks
Community Center. "School Days" will be the theme. Jane Steely,
county extension agent in home economics, urges all homemakers
and interested persons to attend.

Holly Ann Leslie
and *tiny Don Inglish

Leslie and Inglish
wedding to be Oct. 25
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Leslie of Murray announce the engagement and
approaching marriage of their daughter, Holly Ann Leslie, to Jimmy
Don Inglish, son of Mr. and Mrs. Sammy Inglish of Possum Trot.
Miss Leslie is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. H.L. Riley of
Almo and of Mr. and Mrs. Alvis Leslie of Boonville, Ind. She is the
great-granddaughter of Mrs. Audrey McCuiston of Murray.
Mr. Inglish is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Inglish of Possum Trot and of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Farris of Hardin. He is the greatgrandson of Mrs. Ilene Garland of Benton.
The bride-elect is a 1997 graduate of Calloway County High School
and is currently attending Murray State University. She is employed at
Wal-Mart.
The groom-elect is a 1992 graduate of Marshall County High
School and is currently employed at Ryan Foods.
The wedding will be Saturday, Oct. 25, 1997, at 2 p.m. at the Murray Woman's Club House.
A reception will follow the wedding ceremony.
Only out-of-town invitations will be sent. All relatives and friends
are invited to attend the wedding and the reception.

Bikers plan Toys for Tots
Bikers of Calloway County will have its Toys for Tots on Saturday, Oct. 4, at 1 p.m. in the new Wal-Mart parking lot. The group
will be collecting toys for needy children to be distributed through
the Human Resources Department. For more information call Charles and Edna Barnett at 753-5476.

Bazaar will be Oct. 25

The Governor's Statewide Independent Living Council (SILC)
just recently sponsored its second
independent living conference
since the SLIC's inception in
1993. The conference was held in
July at the University Plaza
Hotel, Bowling Green.
The SLIC is a management
board of federal funding appropriated to Kentucky to facilitate
the rehabilitation of persons with
disabilities geographically proportioned from across the
Commonwealth.
Rita Cherry and John Glisson,
two of our Western Kentucky
representatives, live in Murray.
1 feel privileged to have had
the opportunity to attend this
year's conference. A group of approximately 14 from the Calloway County area attended.
Firstly, I would like to extend
my gratitude to Jim and Edna
Perry, volunteer drivers for the
National Federation of the Blind,
Murray, and Shirley Parrish and
Kathy Burnett of Murray Transit
Authority for making it possible
for our group to travel to Bowling Green.
And of course, I would like to
thank the SL1C for making our
lodging accommodations and meals available at no cost to conference participants in addition to
providing a magnificent array of
professionals that presented on
the various topics.
This year's theme was "Celebrating and Embracing Our Disability Community: A Living
Tapestry." The theme refers, in
part, to the many individuals with
varying types of disabilities
across the state who work day in
and day out to raise awareness
about persons with disabilities
and to promote full inclusion into
their respective communities.
Approximately 200 of these
people came together during the
conference to continue to learn
more about their own disabilities
and more about the disabilities of

A retirement dinner in honor of Harold Hill, assistant chief of
Murray Fire Department, will be Friday, Oct. 3, at 6:30 p.m. at Seven Seas. All friends and relatives are invited to share in showing
appreciation for Hill's 23 years of service with the fire department.
Meal will be served Dutch treat.

CCHS Choir Boosters plan event
Calloway County High School Choir Boosters will sponsor a chili
supper on Friday, Oct. 3, from 5:30 to 7 p.m. prior to the CallowayMarshall football game. The supper will be in the high school
cafeteria. Entertainment will be by the three choirs, directed by
Mark Dycus, consisting of 105 members. Tickets may be purchased
from choir members now, according to Steve Harper, president of
the booster club.

R 1:20 4:00 7:00 9:30
Fire Down Below
R

1:20 3:30 7:20 9:45
Matinee Shows
Saturday &
Sunday Only!

Call 759-8000 for an appointment

B. Scott Foster D.C.

City or County...
Kentucky Farm Bureau is where
you should Insure your Home!

Free dance lessons scheduled

Check our Rates

Woodmen of the World will give free dance lessons starting Friday, Oct. 10. This will be on Fridays through Nov. 7. The first 50
people to sign up and send their deposit will receive free social
dance lessons which include ballroom, fast dance, country line
dance, and Texas two step. In order to have these free lessons, send
in a deposit of $10 (refundable upon completion of the classes) and
$25 for non-Woodmen members (non-refundable) to WOW Dance,
Third and Maple, Murray KY 42071. For information call 753-4377.

MHS Class of 1988 plans reunion
The graduates of the 1988 class of Murray High School are beginning to plan for their 10-year high school reunion. Members are currently searching for addresses and phone numbers of all graduates.
Parents and graduates are asked to please give the information to
Angela Whited Richardson at 753-7533 or Melissa Easley at
753-8096.

LifeHouse needs items
Ginger Leavell, decorations chair for the LifeHouse annual banquet to be Saturday. Oct. 18, at 6:30 p.m. at Curtis Center Ballroom,
Murray State University, is preparing for the event on a limited
budget. Several items are still needed. They include window sheers,
natural color baskets and hourglasses. Leavell said baskets and
hourglasses will be returned if they are well labeled. Any one having
items to donate call the LifeHouse at 753-0700.
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The Game

1. Degenerative Spinal arthritis
2. Loss of normal motion
3. Pain and interference to nerve function
Regular chiropractic adjustment can inoted %ov
from these ailments.

Johnson
Blvd.
Murray, KY

1210

The Peacemaker
R 1:30 3:55 7:10 9:35

Spinal problems are progrPssive
and can lead to:

Ee•

Hill retirement dinner Friday

their friends and comrades in the
independent living movement
throughout the nation.
Six distinctly different workshops were offered during each
of the five "time-slots."
The five workshops I attended
were: Independent Living Philosophy: Who, What, When, Where
and Why; Deaf Awareness and
Sensitivity; Children's Advocacy:
Low Tech Accommodations;
Blind Awareness and Sensitivity.
John Kemp and Marie Baiter
were keynote speakers for two of
our luncheons. Both were encouraging and inspirational, exhorting
persons with all types of disabilities to work together in unity and
harmony.
I'm looking forward to the
next conference in 1999. I can re
turn to meet with new friends
again and learn still more about
disabilities, knowledge with
which we can make our community a better place to live for all.

Closed
Sunday

Gifts For AU Occassions, school supplies. Jewelry, 99t toys,
household products, pottery, Rex AU health products, beauty
aids, books, t shirts, tools, life size dogs, and large Indians.

100*

SoutbsIde Shopping Coster
61SH Ill 12t1 Street • Mornay. Ky 42071
We are across the street from Strllos Stockade

753-4703
NORMA PASCHALL photo

Angie Massey, program chairman for Creative Arts Department of Murray Woman's Club, stands by a display of "Roly Poly" snowmen made
recently by department members. The snowmen represent a small poi%
tion of items which will be for sale at the Christmas Bazaar, "A Classic
Christmas," on Saturday, Oct. 25, from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Calloway
County Public Library. Proceeds will support local art scholarships,
sponsored by the department, and other community projects. the public
is invited. For more information call Norma Paschall, Bazaar chairman,
at 753-6931.

4Vilkuo
Fall
Container
Trees
Hoffman's

j,

"No transplant shock, easy to plant, patented
and hybrid varieties...."
• Scarlet Oak '17.95
• Golden Willow '17.95
• Frisia Locust '18.95
• Autumn Blaze Maple '17.95
• Red Sunset Maple '18.95
• Green Moutain Maple '17.95
• River Clump Birch '19.50
• Red Bud '19.50
*Us* root stimulation for fast
root development when
planting trees & shrubs
mon-Sat cm -5 pm. • Sun 12 prrt.4 pnt
94 E • Murray • 759-4512

`oo

HOME • MOBILE HOME • RENTERS • FARM
Stuart
Alexander

310 South 4th Street • Murray

Bob
Corrieligion

The Murray
Seventh-Day Adventist
Church
cordially invites you to attend
art exciting

International Satellite Seminar
Evangelist - Doug Batchelor
15th & Sycamore St. in Murray
Friday, Oct. 3rd • 6:30 p.m.
and continue through Nov. 1st
No meetings on Monday or Thursday nights.
For more information call

753-0444 or 753-0835
EVERYONE IS WELCOME
Child care will be provided.
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Donation made for helmets

CALENDAR

Members of the Home Department of Murray Woman's Club recently
made a donation for the purchase of the CairnsIRIS helmets for the
Murray Fire Department and Calloway County Fire-Rescue. Sue Allison,
past president of Murray Woman's Club, fourth from right, accepted the
donation from Jackie Helm, past chairman of the Home Department.
Also pictured, from left, are Clara Humphrey, Vanda Jean Gibson, Mary
Gertzen, Virginia Thomson, Kay Hays, Madelle Talent and Velvet
Wilson.

Every Friday Night

B•1•N-0•0
Early Bird Bingo 6:30 p.m. • Regular Bingo 7:00 p.m.

New Location - 121 North
(Next to Calloway County Fairgrounds)

* $1,000 Letter H

* Special Games
Double Bingo Pays
60%, 75% and 90%

(30 calls or less)
$.500 Jackpot Every Week

* Air Conditioned - Accommodations for Smokers and Non-Smokers
Sponsored by Murray Shrine Club

Santa's Attic
Murray's Exclusive Christmas Shop.

Reopening for 1997
Holiday Season!
October 6th • 10 a.m.
Regular Hour-ST-Mon-Sat 10 a.m.-5 p.m.
Court Square • Murray • 753-8212

Thursday, Oct. 2
Clothing processing left from Resource Fair at National Guard Armory
University Church of Christ, smaller
Churches of Christ, First Presbyterian
Church scheduled to help
Garden Department of Murray Woman's Club/1 p.m /club house
Calloway County High School SBDM
Council Technology Committee/1 40
p.m./Media Comes.
Murray-Calloway County Girls Softball Association/7 p m /Curns Center
Ballroom, MSU.
Murray High School Soccer team
hosts Marshall County High
Schooli5.30 and 7:30 p.m./Ty Holland
held.
Calloway County High School Soccer
team hosts Christian Fellowship/7
p m /Calloway field
Calloway County High School Lady
Soccer team plans at Heath/5 and 7
p m.
Rape Crisis Center training for
volunteers/5:30-8:30 p.m.
Info/1-800-928-7273.
Calloway County Farm Bureau annual meeting/7 p.m /Calloway County
High School Cafeteria.
Murray-Calloway County Shared
Care Adult Day Center open 7:30
a m -4 p m. Info/753-0576.
Prepared Childbirth Class at
MCCH/7-9 p.m.
HIV/AIDS Support Group/7-9
p.m./private dining room of Columbia
PineLake Hospital, Mayfield. Info/
Marilyn, 753-6882.
Kentucky Contract Poultry Growers
Association/7 p.m./PADD office at
Mayfield.
Murray American Legion Post 73 at 7
p.m./American Legion Hall.
Accessible A.A. meeting/7
p.m./Center for Accessible Living, Dixieland Shopping Center.
Info/753-7676,
Breast Cancer Support Group
meeting/6:30 p.m./private dining room
of Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Info/753-3862.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Weaks Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Murray TOPS I469/weigh-in/6
p.m./meeting/7 p.m./Annex of Calloway County Public Library.
Murray
Club/6
Kiwanis
p m./Shoney's.
St. Leo Catholic Church Mass/2 p.m.;
RCIAd.7 pm.
Memorial Baptist Church Visitation/7
p.m.
First Baptist Church Experiencing
God/6:30 p.m.
Murray Women of the Moose
Enrollment'8 p.m
Knights of Columbus/7 p.m./K-C
Hall.

Investment Rates
TERMS

182-DAY
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT

12-MONTH
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT

24-MONTH
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT

30-MONTH
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT

500

500

500

500

MINIMUM

CURRENT
INTEREST
RATE
ANNUAL
PERCENTAGE
YIELD

Thursday, Oct. 2
First Christian Church Craft
Workshop/6 30 p m.
College Forum Series with Dr Martin
Marty. speaker/7 p.m./Wrather West
Kentucky Museum. Free and open to
public. In1o/762-2397.
Wrathor West Kentucky Museum.
MSU/open 8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m
Currie Center Gallery, MSU/open 11
am -i0 p.m.
Eagle Gallery at Doyle Fine Arts Center. MSU/open 8 a m.-730 p.m.
National Boy Scout Museum/open 9
a.m.-4.30 pm.
Friday, Oct. 3
Clothing processing left from Resource Fair at National Guard Armory.
Westside Baptist, Memorial Baptist. St
Leo's Catholic Churches and other unassigned churches scheduled to help.
Calloway County High School hosts
football game with Marshall
County/7:30 p.m./Jack Rose Stadium.
Calloway County High School Choir
Boosters host fund-raising chili
supper/5:30-7 p m./school cafeteria.
Tickets available at door.
Murray High School plays football
game at Heath/7:30 p.m.
Bluegrass music concert/8
p.m./VVeaks Community Center. Free.
Info/Jack Kerr, 753-2698.
Murray Seventh -day Adventist
Church hosts International Satellite
Seminar/6:30 p.m. Info/753-0444 or
753-0835.
Retirement dinner for Harold Hill,
asst. chief of Murray Fire
Department/6:30 p.m./dutch treat
meal/Seven Seas.
Weeks Center open/8 a.m.-4 p.m. for
senior citizens activities.
Hazel Center/open 10 a m.-2 p.m. for
senior citizens' activities.
First Baptist Church Parents' Night
Out/6 p.m.
Bingo, sponsored by Murray Shrine
Club/7 p.m /Highway 121 North by
Fairgrounds.
AA open to newcomers/8
p.m./American Legion Building.
Info/759-9882.
Alford Chapter No. 445 of Order of
Eastern Star/7:30 p.m./lodge hall at
Aurora.
Main Street Youth Center/205 North
Fourth St./open 7 p.m.-midnight.
Info/753-TEEN.
Gravure Day by Department of
Graphic Arts Technology and Printing
Management, MSU/8-11:30
a.m./Freed Curd Auditorium, MSI1.
Info/762-3394.
"Home" will be presented at Robert
E. Johnson Theatre, FA Center,
MSU/7:30 p.m. Info/762-4288.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum,
MSU/open 8.30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
Curris Center Gallery, MSU/open 11
a.m.-10 p.m.
Eagle Gallery at Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU/open 8 a.m.-6 p.m.
National Boy Scout Museum/open 9
a.m.-4:30 p.m.
LBL events include 8th annual Twin
Lakes Star Parry/7 p.m./Golden Pond
Visitor Center, info/1-924-2243; Competitive Trail Ride/Wranglers Campground. Info/1-503-365-9430.

4.30% 4.90% 4.90% 5.00%
A
4.35%

4.96% 4.96% 5.06%
.

uminCOVVA1ONWEALgp

1111 Main, Murray, Kentucky 42071
502-759-9443. Member FDIC. Equal Housing Lender
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Judith Ann Workman and
Richard Lamar Johnston

Workman-Johnston
wedding to be Oct. 18
Judith Ann Workman and Richard Lamar Johnston announce their
engagement and approaching marriage.
Ms. Workman is the daughter of the late Joe and Ann Workman and
the granddaughter of the late William Dorothy James and J.C. and
Mildred Workman, all of McCracken County. Her godparents are Michael and Irma Castleberry of Marshall County,
Mr. Johnston is the son of Eddie and Fay Johnston of Almo. He is
the grandson of Thomas Johnston of Dexter, the late Mary Louise
Johnston, and the late Marvin and Flossie Bell.
The bride-elect is a 1994 graduate of Paducah Tilghman High
School. She is employed at Western Baptist Child Care Development
Center, Paducah.
The groom-elect is a 1987 graduate of Calloway County High
School. He is employed in management at Steakout Restaurant,
Paducah.
The couple will be married Saturday, Oct. 18, 1997, at 11 a.m. at
Symsonia United Methodist Church, Symsonia. The Rev. Eulas Greer
will perform the ceremony.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend.
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ATTENTION
SOCCER COACHES
Call us for the best prices
on your team photos.
Memory Kite

$7

Cards

$10

Trading

The
Schi
Stat
zar,

Coaches get a FREE
team photo!

Allison Photography
607 S. 4th St.

753-8809

We are simply Christians without being members of any denomination.
We invite you to visit and study with us.
Hastings Housden, right, an August graduate of the University of Alabama, was recognized recently as the recipient of the Bonnie Goodman
Ruunion Scholarship during Honors Day ceremonies. Pictured at left is
Dr. Judy Bonner, dean of the College of Human Enivironmental Services at the university. Housden held a teaching assistantship in the
College of Human and Environmental Sciences during the 1996-97
school year, and was social secretary to Chancellor Phillip Austin of
the University of Alabama. Housden, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Sam
Housden of Murray, resides in Ottawa, Ontario and attends Le Cordon
Bleu Paris Cooking School.

glear Christ Proclaimed
Hear the "Good News"...
October 5th - 10th
Sunday Bible Study
Sunday A.M. Worship
Sunday P.M. Worship
Monday thru Friday
You too can be'Eadly •
a Christian
We can read and have
heard of the displeasure
people have with denominationalism. Some have
concluded that Christianity is not relevant today. It is not necessary in
their lives. Maybe they
have reached these conclusions because they are not
sufficiently
acquainted
with the Scriptures to be
able to distinguish between the Gospel of Christ
and what men have added
to religion.
If some of these things
have troubled you and you
have desired to return to
the simple uncomplicated
religion of Christ we want
to invite you to visit us.
Ask any questions and we
will be honored to open the
Bible - God's Word and
study with you. We believe
we must give book, chap
ter, and verse for all that
we do in our service to
God.

What to expect when
you visit with us
You may be hesitant to
attend worship services at
an unfamiliar place, with
people whom you do not
know. To help relieve your
apprehension we would
like to explain what to
expect when you visit us.
Kindness
You will find no exclusive
pews for any person. All
are greeted with equal
courtesy arid kindess.
(Acts 10:34-35; Galatians
3:28)
Order and Reverence
You will not be confused
by many people speaking
or praying at the some
time. Good order will pre
vail at every service II
Cor.14.33). You will ob
serve one of the brethren
leading the congregation
reverently and quietly in
prayer (I rim. 21-5). If
you visit on Sunday, the
Lord's day, you will observe the congregation eat
ing bread and drinking
the fruit of the vine in

10:00 A.M.
10:50 A.M.
6:00 P.M.
7:30 Nightly
memory of the death of
Christ (Matt. 26:26-29).
We do this on the first day
of the every week, like
Christmas in the first century (Acts 20:7).
You will not find special
collections taken at every
service. You will see that a
collection is taken on the
Lord's day (I Off. 16:1-3).
This congregation is supported by ?We free will offerings ofits members. We
do not ask nonmembers of
this congregation tofinancially support the work
here when the collection is
taken up.
Singing
You will find no beautiful
organ or piano or band
music. Our music is vocal.
Like the first century
Christians we will engage
in the singing of psalms,
hymns and spiritual
songs (Eph. 5:19). The
words used in our songs
will be easy to understand
II Cm.. 14:15)andfrom the
heart (Col. 3:16).

Bible • our only guide
You will find that the Bible will be the textbook to
which references are made
in our classes and in our
sermons. We have classes
for all ages on Sunday
morning and on Wed.
ecening. You will never be
asked to accept what some
man says about the Bible,
we want you to read the
Bible for yourself to see
-whether those things are
so- (Acts 17:11). You can
quietly observe and study
that which you see and
hear (I Cor. 14:40). You
will never be embarrassed
or singled out in any way
for some sort of testimony
or demonstration. You
will hear obidience to the
will of Christ emphasized
as necessary to salvation:
faith in Christ as taught
in the Gospel (Rom.
10:17); repentance (Luke
24:47); confession of faith
of Christ (Rom. 10:9-101:
and baptism for the remission of sins (Acts 2:38).

You too can be just a
Christian
We strive to u'vship and
to serve God in the same
way the early disciples
did. Christ is our only
creed and the Scriptures
our only guide. The Bible
is final authority - (Col.
03:17 and Matt. 23:9). The
Bible can be understood
by all(I Peter 2:2). We are
an autonomous groups...that is, independent and
self-governed as God's
Word directs.
Conclusion:
If we could not understand the
Bible- God would be defective
in power(not being able to give
a clear revelation)and God
would be lacking in goodness
(not willing to give it to us).
Clearly then we can be simply
Christians
We can serve God without
belonging to any clenomota
lions, its laws and obliga
turns
If simplicity arid freedom op
peals to you, please contact us
or better still corn* and visit

6
Corner of Doran Rd & Holiday Dr.
Murray, Ky.
Please Call 753-3800 for further information.
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We are pleased to
announce that Chanda
Dawson, bride-elect of
Joey Scott, has made
her domestic and
household selections
through our bridal
registry.
Chanda and Joey
will
he
married
October 1 1, 1997.

We are pleased to
announce that Heather
Lewis, bride-elect of
Luke Piroras, has
made her domestic and
household selections
through our bridal
registry.
Heather and Luke will
be married October 11,
1997.

WAL-URT

WAL-MART

Hwy. 641 North
Murray

Hwy. 041 North
Murray
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Hazel club holds meeting

HOSPITAL REPORTS
Three newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Tuesday.
Sept. 30, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Myers baby girl, parents, Kimberly
and Ronald, Benton,
Paschall baby girl, parents, Michelle
and Stanley, Alm°,
Bear baby boy, parents. Stacie and
Conan, New Concord,

Dismissals
Mrs Blanch B Russell, Mayfield,
David Douglas Allen, Buchanan,
Tenn.;
Mrs. Beulah Mae Jones and Mrs
Lava Travis, Hardin, Mrs. Mary Volene
Durrwachter, Dover, Tenn.;
Wayne Harland Craddock, Puryear,
Tenn.; Mrs Evelyn Burkeen, Dexter,
James William Norrell, Ms. Pamela
Jean Keyes, Mrs. Vivian Campbell,

Dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Wednesday,
Oct. 1, have been released as
follows:
Dismissals

Volunteers needed
The Campus Connection, Volunteer Center, a division of
American Humanics, is searching
for volunteers among Murray
State University students, staff
and faculty.
The Calloway County 4-H
Council is looking for 4-H leadrs
who are able to commit three to
four hours a month. They also

18
ince their
kman and
J.C. and
Ls are Mi-

need volunteers to help prepare
children for a speech competition
on Oct. 23 from 3:30 to 5 p.m.
Judges will be needed for the
competition to be Nov. 4 at 6:30
p.m.
The Murray Family YMCA

Birthday celebrated

Mrs Sandra Tucker Cantrell,
Jerry Wayne Hines, Mrs Ruth Irene
James, Alan Ray Haley, and Mrs Ula
Wilma Stanley, all of Murray
• • • •

Mrs Lona Viola Hardy, Roger Lee
James, and Mrs Barbara Ann Steele,
all of Benton,
Mrs Molly Ann Ross and Billy Joe
Thorn, Dexter; John Abe Williamson,
Dover, Tenn.;
Wendell Winston Gardner, Paris,
Tenn , Ms Bernice Catherine F3azzeii
and Mrs Edna M. Jones, Kirksey.
James T. Underhill Jr., Mrs. Tammy
S Brandon and baby boy, Robert A
Jaszenko, and James Ivan Armbruster, all of Murray.

HAZEL WOMAN S CLUB photos

Houston Robert Billington
celebrated his first birthday on
Sunday, Sept. 7, with a party at
Pagliai's.
"Sesame Street" was the
theme. Several family members
and friends attended.
Houston is the son of Robert
and Tonya Billington. An older
sister is Courtney Taylor
Billington.
His grandparents are Ms. Patsy
Bogard of Benton, and Dale and
Shirley Bogard, Bob and Jeannie
Billington, and Ms. Peggy Billington, all of Murray.
His great-grandparents are the
Rev. Paul Bogard and the late
Wanda Bogard, and Mrs. Lurline

Hazel Woman's Club recently installed its new officers with Sue Allison,
past president of Murray Woman's Club, left, conducting the installation. Installed were, from left, Linda Bennett, Carolyn Parks, Rita Emery,
Janice Wilkinson and Sandra Gallimore. The club will host the Car
Show as a part of Hazel Day Celebration on Saturday, Oct. 4. Hostesses
were Sharon Ray, Paula Ray and Patty Knott.

needs volunteers to help with the
teen center and with Parents'
Night.
Shared Care at the Weaks Center is looking for volunteers to
read and visit with patients.
Need Line needs volunteers to
help stock shelves and do computer entry work.
The Animal Shelter has opportunities for anyone who likes to
work with animals from 8 to 11
a.m.
If you would like to make a
difference in the community by
volunteering at these or other
agencies, contact Davina Davie at
762-6117 or 762-3808.
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Special recipe listed

Mr. and Mrs. Craig Adams of
2021 West Fork Rd., Murray, are
the parents of a daughter, Kaytlynn Marie Adams, born on
Thursday, Sept. 25, 1997, at
11:29 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The baby weighed eight
pounds four ounces and measured
201
/
4 inches. The mother is the
former Heather Riley.
Grandparents are Martha and
Pat Adams and Lucy and Ronnie
Griggs, all of Murray, and Rick
and Cindy Riley of Northern
Kentucky.

Williams boy
born Sept. 12
Adam Williams and Christie
Lamb of 500 Fifth St., Hazel, are
the parents of a son, Matthew
Steven Williams, born on Friday,
Sept. 12, 1997, at 9:35 p.m. at
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
The baby weighed six pounds
10 pounces and measured 20
inches.
Grandparents arc Betty Lamb
of Hazel, the late Bill Lamb,
Kathy Williams of Murray, and
Roy Williams of Hopkinsville.

Recipe from: California Kiwifruit Commission

SUBSCRIBE
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YMCA

1510 Chestnut St., Murray

7534295
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Megan RhayAnn Humphreys

It's Fall Decorating Time *

A&A AUTO
RENTAL

*Mums
*Asters
*Pansies
*Flowering Kale

• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us For Rates

I/

Holland Motor Sales
513 S. 12th St.

*Gourds
*Pumpkins
*Indian Corn
*Straw

753-4461

FARM
INSURANCE
Your Home
Other Structures
Personal Property
Additional Living Expenses
Farm Personal Property
Farm Buildings
Medical Payments
Comprehensive Farm Liability
Damage to Property of Others
Options to suit your needs

We Also Have Flags, Scarecrows & Wind
Chimes For Your Decorating Needs

Complete Autumn Display
Packages Available
Economy Package
Deluxe Package

$24.95 ,
$34.95
Plant Tulips & Daffodils Now
For Great Spring Colors

Ask about Shelter's
LIFE, CARE, HOME, BUSINESSS
coverages too

INSIARANCI.

University Branch

407
N. 12th St.
Murray
'

We can provide information and coverage for your

SHELTER

Mon-Th - 3 p.m.-8 p.m.
Fri & Sat - 3 p.m.-9 p.m.

111111111.• IIPTPtii1•! i)101

CONNY OTTWAY photo

Adams girl
born Sept. 25

TEEN ACTIVITY CENTER

Folios were judged by the Kentucky Professional Photographers' judges. Barbara Frank of
Mayfield was a photographer.
Megan's grandparents are
Cindy and Jeff Scarbrough, and
Dean Stutesman, all of New Concord, and Linda Humphrycs of
Mayfield. A great-grandmother is.
Mrs. Frances Castleman of
Murray.

The Fourth Grade Cub Scout Webelos of Pack 37 from East Elementary
School recently took a trip to the National Scouting Museum at Murray
State University. Those participating were, from left, Leader Kathy Salazar, Brandon Eldridge, Chase Ottway, Jacob Wyatt and Alex Salazar.

1 grapefruit, peeled and
sectioned
1/4 cup fresh or frozen
blueberries
/
1
4 cup toasted sliced almonds
Yogurt-Lime Dressing (below)
Arrange fruit on platter,
sprinkle with almonds. Serve
with Yogurt-Lime Dressing.
Makes 2 servings.
Yogurt-Lime Dressing: Combine /
1
4 cup plain yogurt with 1
teaspoon honey and 'A teaspoon
grated lime peel: mix well.
Makes about /
1
4 cup.

0 New Picture Frames

0 Camille Beckman Shower Gels & Lotions

Humphreys wins
Megan RhayAnn Humphreys,
four-year-old daughter of James
and Corinna Humphreys of
Springville, Tenn., won first
place in the Regional Wee Wonder's Children Portrait Contest at
Barren River State Park.

0 Fall Scarecrows

Pumpkin Lanterns & Teapots

This year at Emmanuel Baptist Academy the German language is being
taught to the older students. This Is just one of the things happening at
the academy. Pictured, from left, are Jeremy Byerly, Ashley Byerly, Danielle Bell, Sam Bell and Jason Thompson.
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By The Associated Press
Kiwifruit-Grapefruit Salad
makes a great dessert or light
meal. The yogurt-lime dressing
with honey tops off this light,
healthy and easy-to-make dish.
This_recipe takes less than 15 minutes to prepare and serve.
Kiwifruit-Grapefruit Salad
3 (about 3 ounces each) kiwifruit, pared and sliced

Girl Scoi0

Pier 1 Imports
is pleased to have
Julie Morrison
bride-elect of
Jason Littrell
join our
bridal registry.

o Afghans 20% off
o Ghost Candlesticks

[1 a.m. at
ilas Greer

Have a
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Halloween‘
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Scouts visit museum
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telopment

Billington and the late Guy
Billington.
His great-great-grandparents
are Mrs. Bessie Bogard and the
late Hayden Bogard.
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We Will Soon
Be Moving
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With Many Half-Priced Specials

Harold "Jack" Romaine
401 S. 12th St. - Murray
759-1033 or 753-0873
Licensed in KY & TN

Open Mon.-Sat. 9-5
We'll always be there for you.
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Encampment will highlight 18th Century
State Park in Metropolis. Ill. Activities begin at 10 a.m. each day with
the posting of colors. Closing ceremonies are at 5 p.m. Saturday and
4:30 p.m. Sunday.
There is no admission fee. Ample
parking is located nearby, with free

18th
century will share the color and
flavor of Illinois' early history with
visitors to the annual Fort Massac
Encampment.
The event is held Saturday and
Sunday, Oct. 18-19 at Fort Massac
Tt1C sights and sounds of the

MADE IN
THE U.S.A.
Compare The Quality - Compare The Price.
OPEN
Mon.-Fn.
7-5

WAREHOUSE TIRE
400 Industrial Rd. • Murray • 753-1111

*** * ***********
FAST
BIG
gASY
At Your MoneyPlace CashAdvancer

NW

shuttle bug service to the park. The
shuttle service is handicapped accessible.
The two-day event offers foods,
crafts, military drills, music and
more from roughly 1750-1850.
During the Encampment, military re-enactors will represent
French. British and American
troops, all of whom saccupied Fort
Massac at various times from 1757
through 1814. Daily battle demonstrations illustrate battle maneuvers
and equipment familiar to soldiers
of the time. .
Buckskinners and blanket traders
offer a glimpse of the fur trade era,
when trappers and traders met to
buy and sell goods and socialize.
On the Ohio Riverfront, visitors
can greet the arrival of the voyageur
canoes. The voyageurs, or French
trappers, once made a living bringing goods up and down the Ohio
River.
Visitors are invited to wander

past

booths that show skills from

blacksmithing to spinning and from
basket making to jewelry design.
A fashion show will explain
clothing styles of the era, while
musical

performances

chicken and dumplings and apple

crisp.
A special area just for children,
located near the food court, will
offer ptippet shows,storytelling and
traditional games,such as needle in
the haystack.
The Fort Massac Encampment is
sponsored by the Illinois Department of Natural Resources and
Players Casino.

The
MoneyPlace,,

Investments Since 1854.

Prices as
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- -Af, Stock Market Report
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Dow Jones Ind. Avg..7988.97 - 24.53
Air Products..................8214 - 1/s
A T T................... 4313/14 • 'its
Bell South
'lie
Briggs &
Bristol Myers Squibb.--823/4 + 'lit
251/IA
CBT Corp. Ky..
Caterpillar.-.-.-.............541/1 - s/s
Chrysler --.-.-.-----.....351/2 - 74
Dean Foods................. 473/4 + 1/16
le - 3/4
Exxon ....-.........
p„.. Ford Motor...............461/1e + 11/is
General Electric ..-.-.....689/16 NC
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General
.45 -'4/16
Goodrich..
+ 1/16
Goodyear
•
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Ingersoll Rand............ 433/
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Two new members were sworn In prior to the beginning of the September
meeting of the Murray State University board of regents.S
t day by
Sid Easley (left), board chairman, were Olivia Ann Burr (center) of adOcah
and Elizabeth Griffin McCoy of Hopkinsville. Burrs appointment runs
through June 2001. McCoy's term will expire at the end of June 2003. Both
were appointed by Gov. Paul Patton to the board and join nine other
members.

For more information, contact
Fort Massac State Park at 524-9321
or Southernmost Illinois Tourism
Bureau at 800-248-4373.

DEATHS

Yes! Get Money-in-Minutes-sm. Up to $300 TODAY!
Just bring driver's license, latest paycheck stub, bank
statement, and personal check.
Save more time!Start your Illoseyilare CashAdvance
by phone!
WHAT A PLACE!The MoneyPlace!
Come in Today!9-5 Mon-Thurs,9-6 Fri,9-12 Sat
9-5 M-Fri. (Murray Location Only)
at the big, bo!d, bright-as-gold MoneyPlace Sign.
513-A So. 12th St Shopping Plaza 926 Broadway
1203 S. Ury
Murray, KY
Mayfield, KY
Paducah, KY Union City,TN
(502) 759-8900 (502) 251-9500 (502) 575-9900 (901) 885-7500

showcase

fife and drum corps and bagpipes.
Food vendors will offer many
kinds of foods authentic to the time,
from root beer and turkey legs to

Mrs. Estella Scarbrough

Gerald E. Pigg
Gerald E. Pigg, 58, Hickory, died Monday, Sept. 29, 1997, at 10
p.m. at his home.
A Navy veteran, he was a member of Farmington Baptist Church.
Survivors include his mother, Mrs. Robbie Pigg, Farmington; one
daughter, Mrs. Melissa Pepper, Oregon; four sons, Charles Wesley
Walker, Matthew Edward Walker and Lucas Walker, all of Oregon,
and Brian Lewis, Georgia; three sisters, Mrs. Carla Shelton, Paducah,
Mrs. Sharon Shirley, Benton, and Mrs. Pam Long, Martin, Tenn.; two
brothers, Michael W. Pigg, Farmington, and Donald Z. Pigg, Almo;
nine grandchildren.
The funeral will be Sunday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Byrn Funeral
Home, Mayfield. The Rev. Harry Yates will officiate. Burial will follow in Farmington Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 5 p.m. Saturday..

K I. Energy
343/4 +
Kroger ..............
+
E.....................22'/4 + 1/111
L G
Lucent Tech.
8.31/14 + 3/4
Mattel
- sits
McDonalds ......-..........481/16 • s/is
Merck ........................99"/is • 11/4
Microsoft.
.134 + 14
J.C. Penney..........-..... 581s/is - 112
Peoples First*......... 281/213 291/4A
Quaker Oats
4954 - s/is
Schering-Plough......... 5113/16 + 'Is
Sears.
.571/is NC
Texaco
603/4 - 3/ts
Time Warner............541s/is + 3/4
UST.
3014 - 'he
-

The funeral for Mrs. Estella Scarbrough will be Saturday at 1 p.m.
in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. John Dale will officiate.
Burial will follow in Hillcrest Cemetery, Dover, Tenn.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 11 a.m. Saturday.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Health Talents, P.O. Box
59871, Birmingham, Ala. 35259-9871 or Mt. Dora Children's Home,
Mt. Dora, Fla. 32757.
Mrs. Scarbrough, 84, Bradenton, Fla., formerly of Murray, died
Tuesday, Sept. 30, 1997, at 11:30 a.m. at I.H.S. Nursing Home,
Bradenton.
She was a member of Glendale Road Church of Christ, Murray. Her
husband, H.M.(Bunk) Scarbrough, died Nov. 24, 1986. Born Oct. 10,
1912, at Bumpus Mills, Tenn., she was the daughter of the late Jay
Dunn and Mae Carr Dunn.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Susan Starks and husband,
Walter, Bradenton, Fla.; one son, Dr. Charles Scarbrough and wife,
Sarah, Macclenny, Fla.;,two brothers, Orin Dunn and Joe Dunn, both
of Hopkinsville; nine grandchildren; one great-grandchild.

r P.;

John Allen Coleman
Services for John Allen Coleman will be Friday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Terry Garvin will
officiate. Burial will follow in Murray Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 4 p.m. today (Thursday).
Mr. Coleman, 83, Warrenton, Mo., former resident of Sunny Lane,
Murray, died Saturday, Sept. 27, 1997, at 11 p.m. at the home of his
granddaughter, Susanna McKee, at Warrenton.
His wife, Mrs. Eileen Coleman, died Jan. 12, 1994.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Barbara Anderson, Troy,
Mo., and Ms. Virginia Allen, Cypress, Calif.; one son, Richard Coleman, St. Clair, Mo.; five grandchildren; seven great-grandchildren.

*Hilliard Lyons is • market maker in tits stock
NC - no change in price_

Milliard Lyons
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-3366

HI WARD
LYONS

Arts Council reps
to visit Murray State

Our Best Investment Is You.
J.J.B. IOW* W.L Lyons, Inc • Mosuber NYSE and UPC

'The Factory says...

Move 'em out!"

Murray State University recently hosted a "grand opening" to dedicate a new
Representatives from the Kenstudent computer lab on campus. The lab, which is located in the Applied tucky Arts Council will be at MurScience Building, is equipped with approximately 70 new computers.The lab ray State University on Monday,
is funded by the student technology fee which is assessed each semester. Oct. 6 to assist organizations interParticipating in the ribbon cutting were(from left) Dr. Linda Gardner, chair of ested in applying for art grants.
the department of family and consumer studies; Linda Miller, director of the
The council awards grants each
academic computing and technology center; Dr.James L I3ooth, provost and year to organizations and individuvice president for academic affairs; Lori Dial, staff regent; Don Olson, chief als needing funding to support adInformation officer for information systems; Todd Eanvood,-student regent; vancement in the field of the arts.
and Dr. Kern Alexander, MSU president.
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McKeel Equipment has over 20 used and reconditioned Case
& Ingersoll Tractor Mowers from 12 h.p. to 20 h.p. and they
HAVE GOT TO GO!
If you're serious,come and sec us and well MAKE A DEAL!
Sale price good thru 10131197
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Paints
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Sheet

I
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An application process must be
completed to be considered for this
grant.
A workshop will be held in the
Performing Arts Hall of the renovated Doyle Fine Arts Building
from 6-9 p.m. to assist in this
process. Anyone interested in applying is invited to attend.Instruction
will be given on how to complete
the application form for the grant.
For further information, contact
Lori Meadows at the Kentucky Arts
Council office in Frankfort at(502)
564-3757.
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SCOTT NANNEYtedger & Times photo

Murray High assistant coach Russell Usher talks with backup quarterback Michael Parker during last week's 44-7
Tiger victory over Trigg County.

308 NORTH 12th STREET
MURRAY, KY.
502-753-7743

MSU SHIRTS
CAPS - T'SHIRTS - JACKETS
GOLF SHIRTS- SWEAT SHIRTS

Heath High (0-4)
Oct. 3, 1997 — 7:30 p.m.
Heath High School, Paducah

tin... °Mt Omaha Itbea0ka

• Massage Therapy • Facials
+ Hair Care + Nailcare
• Aromatherapy + Sugaring
• AVEDA & OPI Products

By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer

Martial Arts

When Rick Fisher became head coach of the Murray
High Tigers, the measuring stick for high school football teams was Heath High School.
"When we came in here in 1990, our number one objective was to get this program to where Heath was at,"
said Fisher. "They always had very good teams and
were winning state championships at the time."
But the Heath team that Fisher and his Tiger squad
will face Friday night in Paducah has struggled since
moving to Class AA.
"They're a team that hasn't had a lot of success
lately," Fisher noted. "But there's not a lot you can really say about that when it comes to Murray against
Heath."
The Pirates have struggled out of the gate to an 0-4
start.
While the Tigers started the season in much the same
fashion (0-2), a recent offensive explosion has put Murray back on track at 3-2. In the last three games, the
Tiger offense has outscored its opponents 135-20 in
wins over Reidland, Russellville and Trigg County.
Fisher said the offensive outburst is a result of getting
the ball to the right players.
"This shows that we've been getting the ball in the
hands of our athletes," said Fisher. "It's really helping
us out.
"When we came out of the Calloway game at 0-2, I
told our kids that we hao a chance to win our next five
games if we did the right things, and we have," he
added.
According to Fisher, winning on special teams has
been a key to the Tigers' turnaround.
"Our special teams have been getting better every
week," he said. "We're starting to win those battles.
We're real pleased that we have become a more consis-

FORD
.r"re

MERCURY
LINCOLN
Proudly
supporting
our Tigers
for the
past 69
years.

753-1820

I lie Insurance Soclet)

Day Spa
'Murray's 1st Full Se:14(T Salon"

301 N. 12th St. • Murray • 767-0760

Dovld L. Hudspeth
Woodmen Bldg.
3rd & Maple, Murray

Woodmen

The Essential

Tigers hope offensive explosion
continues Friday against Heath

For more than a century,
Woodmen has stood behind its
members, providing insurance •
protection and fraternal benefits.
To learn more about Woodmen's 106-year commitment to
its members, contact:

of the World

759-4979
(S. 12th) Bel-Air
Shopping Center
Murray

1
PARKER
FORD LINCOLN-MERCURY
753-5273

701 Main Street

tent football team. We're more comfortable with what
they're doing.
"When you look at the two games we've lost (Fulton
County and Calloway County), we've lost to good competition. We're getting better as team each week."
Fisher said it is important for the Tigers to stay in
tune offensively heading into a three-week stretch of
district play that will see Murray against Fulton City,
Mayfield and Ballard Memorial.
"I think the true test is yet to come," said Fisher. "If
we can get this kind of offense in district games, we'll
be in good shape.
"We've got to continue to put points on the board. I
think one thing that our kids have realized is that the
other team was not beating us. We were beating
ourselves. You just can't afford to beat yourself."

Gift Certificates Arailable

means better
grades!
Introductory
Special

29.95
includes Free Uniform
Call Today!

n' 753-6111
1413 Olive Blvd. • Murray

nIcash ''our Potential!

GOOD LUCK TIGERS

UNNINGBABI
AUTO
REPAIR
302 Main S
One.
753-9935
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753-1540

J.T. LEE

Jeweler
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Independent
repair shop In Murray'

619 South 4th • 753-6831

Ruthie's
University BP
Let us keep your
car running
smooth!

GO LAKERS & TIGERS
ewelry Repair Specialist • Custom Design
"Where Your Ideas Turn To Gold"

Dixieland Center
On Chestnut St. • Murray, Ky • 759-1141
VISA • mAsi ix( Aim • tits( k)‘.i.x

Keep Your Batteries
Charged Up This Season!
Mon Sat 6 a.m.-6 p.m.
\ Five Points • Murray • 753-5782
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Injuries force shuffling on Racer 0-line
By MARK YOUNG
ports Editor
Jason Williams is facing the
lost dangerous assignment any
'ileniber of the Murray State footall team can undertake right
..ow: starting at center.
Williams, who began the sea,on at the Racers' backup right
tackle, was forced into duty at
enter last Saturday at Middle
'ennessee when both the team's
•tarter (Brian Cox) and backup
Adam Blalock) went down with
Johnson said Williams, a 6-3,
'63-pound sophomore, filled in
dmirably at center, and will start

there for Saturday's 7 p.m. Ohio
Valley Conference game at
Tennessee-Martin.
"Jason has played center before, so it's not totally foreign to
him," Murray State coach Denver
Johnson said. "But he had to
learn it on the run Saturday. We
had him take some snaps on the
sideline before he went in. The
others on the offensive line
propped him up, and I'm really
proud of him. He's a highly intelligent person, and he'll do a good
job."
Cox, a senior, will be out for
some time — and possibly for the
season — with a torn medial col-

Williams to start at UTM
lateral ligament in his right knee.
Johnson said he suffered the injury during warmups.
"It was a freak deal," he said.
"He was blocking someone in
warmups and he got his foot
caught on the turf and twisted his
knee. I could sense the offense
bogging down after it happened,
and I was concerned about how
we would play, but we responded
very well."
Blalock, a junior, has a se-

verely sprained right foot.
"It was swelled up like a
pumpkin after the game and
Monday morning, and we were
afraid at first that it was broken,"
Johnson said.
Williams said the Middle game
was gut-wrenching, but the other
linemen's help has been
invaluable.
"They've been great," he said.
"We've got a senior-dominated
offensive line, and they have con-

fidence in me. I had taken five or
"Everybody heals a little diffesix snaps in camp this spring at
rent, and there's a chance he can
center, but that was the last time, come back, but it's a slim
so it was kind of a crash course
chance," Johnson said. "He's a
for me Saturday.
tough guy, and if he can get his
"Brian has been a big help to
range of motion, we could maybe
me, coaching me up, and I've
tape it and brace it up and he
been watching a lot of film on
could play. If anybody can come
him; I couldn't ask for a better
back from this kind of injury, it
teacher than him," Williams
would be Brian, but we're going
added. "The best things about to take the posture that he won't
Middle were that we won and
be back, and then that way, we
that I didn't have any fumbles be- can only get good news."
tween me and Dan. That was my
Johnson hopes Blalock can be
biggest fear."
back for the Racers' Oct. 18
Johnson said it is "possible but game against Eastern Kentucky
very unlikely" that Cox can return this season.
• See Page 11

American League Playoffs

National League Playoffs

Braves demolish
Astros 13-3, take
2-0 edge in series

Orioles keep with
form in drubbing
Mariners, Johnson
9-3 on Wednesday

By PAUL NEWBERRY
AP Sports Writer

By DAVID GINSBURG
AP Sports Writer

don't want to give the other team
any confidence."
The Astros are playing like a
team that was satisfied just making it to the postseason for the
first time since 1986. Mike
Hampton had eight walks Wednesday and "The Killer Bs"
have become "The Killer Zs,"
snoozing through the series with
just one hit.
Not even manager Larry
Ditrker sounds optimistic about
his team's chances heading back
to the Astrodome to finish out the
series. Heck, the Braves had a
better record on the road (51-30)
than they did at home (50-31).
"It's going to be hard to sweep
the Braves," Dierker said. "It
looked like we were jittery,
pressing, trying too hard, because
everyone knew we needed to get
one win here."
In 11 regular-season games between the Braves and Astros, the
margin of victory was never more
than two runs — a trend that continued in Game 1 of the divisioa
series when Atlanta won 2-1 behind Greg Maddux.
There wasn't any drama in
Game 2.
Hampton, who had only two

ATLANTA (AP) — The Atlanta Braves and the NL championship series. They have become
inexorably linked, much like bacon and eggs or Simon and
Garfunkel.
The division series, supposed
to provide another obstacle when
it was instituted three years ago,
has become little more than a
nuisance for the Braves.
Atlanta routed the Houston
Astros 13-3 Wednesday to move
within a victory of its sixth
straight league championship series. C'mon, did you rea!:y expect a change in this October
ritual?
"We're up 2-0 and we've got
John Smoltz, a big-game pitcher,
on the mound for Game 3," third
baseman Chipper Jones said. "I
like our odds."
The Braves keep saying the
best-of-5 division playoffs are the
scariest part of the postseason,
but they've hardly played like it.
Over the past three years, Atlanta
'c 8-1 in the short series.
"I hope we have the killer instinct," said Tom Glavine, the
winning pitcher Wednesday. "In
any series, you want to get it over
with as soon as possible. You • See Page 11

File photo
Mike Mussina struck out nine batters and allowed just two runs and five hits in seven
innings in helping Baltimore to a 9-3 win over Seattle Wednesday in the opening game
of their American League divison series at the Kingdome. It was Baltimore's third win
this season against Seattle pitcher Randy Johnson.

Garnett signs richest
deal in sports history
•Timberwolves'star
inks six-year extension
for close to $125 million

By STEVEN WINE
AP Sports Writer

III See Page 11

M See Page 11

Pro Basketball

Marlins win
again in last
at-bat, hold
off Giants 7-6
MIAMI (AP) — The game
came down to a play at the plate
that never happened, because the
throw from center field caromed
off the back of the mound, then
high into in the air as 41,283 fans
cheered their team's good luck.
For the Florida Marlins, that's
the way the ball bounces, especially at home, especially in the
ninth inning, and especially in
this playoff series against the San
Francisco Giants.
The lucky hop allowed Gary
Sheffield to score the winning
run uncontested Wednesday, and
the Marlins beat San Francisco
with their final swing for the second game in a row,.7-6.
Sheffield came home from second on Moises Alou's single with
no outs in the ninth.
"We caught a break," Florida's Bobby Bonilla said "I've
never the ball bounce quite so
high."
The Marlins took a 2-0 lead in
the first playoff series in franch-

SEATTLE (AP) — Everything went according to
form.
The Baltimore Orioles beat Randy Johnson — again.
Mike Mussina defeated the Seattle Mariners — again.
And although the record-setting Mariners hit three home
runs, the best team in the American League won yet
another game on the road.
The Orioles used a pair of four-run innings, including
one against Johnson, to blow away Seattle 9-3 Wednesday night in the opener of their AL division series.
Game 2 was to be played at the Kingdome this
afternoon.
Operating against a lineup loaded with right-handed
hitters, Johnson allowed five runs and seven hits in five
innings. He's started four games against the Orioles this
season, and the Mariners lost all four of them.
Johnson has absorbed five defeats this season, three
to Baltimore.
"They're the one team I haven't pitched well against
this year. I don't know. Maybe I've got a phobia or
something about the Orioles," Johnson said. "Tell all
the Orioles to go and put on another jersey.
If the series goes to Game 4, the Big Unit will again
be opposed by Mussina, who improved to 9-1 against
the Mariners by putting up some numbers that were similar to those usually attributed to Johnson.
Mussina struck out nine, a division series record by
an Oriole, and allowed two runs and five hits in seven
innings.
"He's been a big winner in this league for many
years," Seattle manager Lou Piniella said. "When you

By RON LESKO
AP Sports Writer

Fis anew
Minnesota Timbenvolves forward Kevin Garnett (left) signed the richest
contract in sports history Wednesday, agreeing to a six-year extension
reportedly worth up to $125 million

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — Need
a loan, Shaq Daddy? Talk to Da
Kid.
Kevin Garnett surpassed Shaquille O'Neal as the owner of the
richest contract in professional
sports history Wednesday, agreeing with the Minnesota Timberwolves on a six-year extension
worth more than $121 million.
The deal, which two reports priced as high as $125 million,
surpassed O'Neal's seven-year,
$120 million contract with the
Lakers in terms of total value, annual value and shock value.
"We all had sticker shock on
the whole thing, that's easy to
say " said, Kevin McHale Min
nesota's vice president of basket
ball operations.
But the Wolves believe Garnett
will be worth it, even though he
is just two seasons removed from
high school and has yet to prove
he can consistently dominate a

game like O'Neal or Michael
Jordan.
Jordan, by the way, has the
richest single-season deal at an
estimated $36 million for the
1997-98 season.
'We put Kevin in the category
of 'future elite player,'" McHale
said. "We signed a deal that's
going to pay him like that. I
know Kevin, and he's such a
great guy and with his work
ethic, he's going to achieve that.
And as he achieves that, we're
going to achieve a lot of tremendous things."
The Wolves, who set a franchise record with a 40-42. record
and their first playoff berth last
season, have put tremendous faith
in — and in the process even
more pressure an -- their
21 -year-old star
While neither side would confirm the exact contract figure,
agent Eric Fleisher called it "a
precedent-setting" pact and acknowledged it eclipsed O'Neal's.
The Star Tribune and the Saint
Paul Pioneer Press reported it at
$125 million.
That made the deal as much as
$37 million more than Glen Taylor paid for the franchise in 1995,

t""r

just three months before the
Wolves used the fifth overall pick
to draft Garnett out of Chicago's
Farragut Academy High School.
"It's not about the loot," said
Garnett, who turned down a
$103.5 million offer in early
August.
The Wolves managed to get
Garnett to sign without an "optout" clause, a provision which
would have allowed him to leave
before 2004, when the extension
expires.
"(Taylor) has shown me the
commitment on his part, so I
showed him that I'm committed
on my part," Garnett said.
In between playful shoulder
bumps with McHale during a
news conference, Garnett said the
pressure of his astronomical deal
wouldn't change his carefree approach to the game he adores.
"Like I've told Key since I've
been here from day one, 1 want to
be the best in what I do, Garnett
said. "Not only as a player, but
as a person. I think there's plenty
of room for me to grow in both
areas. I want the sky, and I'm not
going to stop until I reach the
top."
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talk about the top right-handers
in baseball, you've got to mention his name prominently. He's
won nine of 10 against us; the
next time it will be nine out of
11."
The Mariners, who hit a major
league-record 264 home runs thisseason, got solo shots from Edgar._
Martinez, Jay Buhner and Alex
Rodriguez. But that was the extent of their offense, and it
wasn't nearly enough to prevent
Baltimore from adding another
road win to the major league-best
52 they got during the regular
season.
"We've been a good road team
all year," Orioles manager Davey
Johnson said. "I felt that if we
could play well against Randy
Johnson, we could have a good
series."
Step One was completed in
style, as Baltimore forced Johnson to throw 100 pitches in five
'innings. He left with Seattle
down 5-1, and the Orioles added
four runs against Mike Timlin in
the sixth to turn the game into a

SOCCER

MHS 7th, CCHS 16th at region golf tourney
MAYFIELD - Murray tied for seventh and Calloway finished 16th at the
First Region boys golf tournament at Mayfield Golf and Country Club
Tuesday.
Graves County won the tournament with a team score of 306. Murray
wound up with a team score of 328 while Calloway finished at 348.
Paducah Tilghman finished second in the team standings at 309. Other
team scores were Mayfield (315), St Mary (319), Trigg County (341), Ballard
Memorial (327), Hopkinsville (331), Marshall County (331), Christian County
(338), Heath (341), Caldwell County (344), Reidland (345), Hickman County
(347), Crittenden County (352), Fulton City (362), Carlisle County (368), Todd
County Central (374), Lyon County (381), Livingston County (404) and Fort
Campbell (458).
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Jones wins at Kentucky Senior Games
ELIZABETHTOWN - Brownie Jones of Murray participated in the Kentucky Senior Games Sept. 24-28. Jones competed in 11 events, winning five
gold medals, one silver and two bronze_ Jones plans to participate in the National Senior Games in Orlando, Fla., in 1998

Braves...
FROM PAGE 10
walks in 17 innings during his final two starts of the regular season, walked four in the first four
innings and got worse after getting two outs in the fifth.
With the score 3-all, he threw
16 balls in an 18-pitch span, resulting in consecutive walks to
Chipper Jones, Fred McGriff,
Javy Lopez and Andruw Jones,
forcing home the go-ahead run.
Hampton, who threw only 38
strikes in 87 pitches, was replaced by Mike Magnante, who
gave up a two-run single to
pinch-hitter Greg Colbrunn that
made it 6-3.
Colbrunn's hit ended an
0-for-25 postseason slump by Atlanta pinch-hitters, dating back to
the '95 World Series.
"I was just trying to be a little
too perfect and it wound up costing me," Hampton said. "I probably just tried to nibble too
much."
Atlanta added five runs in the
sixth - four unearned - once
again striking with two outs. Fred
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SATURDAY
FOOTBALL
• Racers at UT-Martin
Martin, Tenn. - 7
SOCCER

Sponsored By:

of Murray

L

Remember Don't Drink & Drive

Beringer White
Zinfindel
750 rni

$4.99

750 re

McGriff had an RBI single and
two more scored when first baseman Jeff Bagwell let a high
throw deflect off his glove for an
error. Danny Bautista followed
with a two-run single, though the
inning mercifully ended for the
Astros when he was thrown out
trying to stretch it to a double.
It has been a miserable series
for Bagwell, who had 43 homers,
135 RBIs and 31 stolen bases
during the regular season.

relief."
Alou, 0-for-8 previously in the
series, downplayed his first post
season RBI.
"This was pretty big," he said,
"but there should be a few more
bigger hits coming in the postseason, hopefully. It just felt great
delivering at the right time."

David King

901 Sycamore

NFL TEAM STATS
AVERAGE PER GAME
AMERICAN FOOTBALL CONFERENCE
OFFENSE
Yards Rush
Pass
Oakland
396.2 119.2 277.0
Nevi England
395.8 126.5 269.3
Denver
357.4 151.2 206.2
Baru more
356 8 962 2008.
Buffalo
353 3 109.0 244.3
Kansas City
146.6 137 6 209 0
New Your Jets
339.2 121.2 218 0
Seattle
335.6 110.8 224 8
Jacksonville
333.3 85.3 2460
Tennessee
148.8 171.8
3205.
Cincinnati
315.0 101.0 214.0
PlAsbutgh
293.5 149 3 144.3
San Diego
291 4 81.4 210.0
Marn
284 5 64.5 220 0
Indenapols
248 3 975 150 8
DEFENSE
Yards Rush
Pass
New England
259 0 83.8 175.3
Eiurtalo
291.0 113.8 1803
Jacksonville
305.3 943 211.0
Denver
3082 127.8 180 4
New Yoe Jets
314* 113 6 201 2
San Diego
3234 986 224 8
Seattle
331.6 136.8 1348
kaam
335.3 141.5 ¶938
01t1Obt.i tip
340.3 630 277.3
I naanapols
350.0 133 8 216.3
Kansas City
366.4 100.2 2572
Tennessee
370 8 81.3 289.5
Baltimore
373.0 940 270.0
Cinannat
377.3 158.3 219.0
Oakland
3780 1402 237.8

$19.40 per

Mao

Caber., Chardonnay4 P1n01 Gnitoo

Old Charter
8

Bud

$19.99

1 75 L

$9.98

s.A.$15.99

Early Times

Busch Lt

Miller Lite

Busch
S Acase

s..$13.99

Vendanie
White Zin.

$5.99.

$5.80

1, $5.99

Halibut
Fillets

Dallys
Mixers

Gordon Vodka

$12.59.

$4.99

Mahl-Mahl
Fillets

King Crag
Legs

$9.69

$6.99 Lb

$11.40 Lb

Louis Jadot
Beaujolais

Sint rno:f
80
175L $15.99

750 rnl

$17.60

'75L

750 ml

Large Inventory Of
Cigars In Our New
Humidor Special Prices By
The Box

Tattoo
Schnapps

901-642-7714

West Wood Warehouse Party Block
901-642-7366
West Wood Street, Hwy. 54 & 69 • Paris, TN
Open 8 a.m.-11 p.m. Monday-Saturday
Visa • Mastercard • American Express • Discover

4510
Murray
305 N 12th Street

When is the best
time to call? Anytime.

(502) 759-3301

GTE Wireless Agent:

Now get minutes you can actually use,
any time of day, every day.

Murray
Twin Lakes Office
Products
516 Main St
(502) 753-012'1

($35 FOR 150 MINUTES)
T

GTE rate plans starting

14

service, and for $35 a
month, you get 150 local

"Al

minutes (that's 2'2 hours
a month).

at $19.95. And phones as
low as one dollar.
Just stop by your
nearest GTE Wireless

There are no "on and

location to find out

"off-peak" times to

more about this. and

think about, so you

other great offers.

can actually use your
wireless phone,
whenever. Unlike other
plans. you can get these

CEO

minutes every month.
WIRELESS

®

A1,-trtgte.comiwirelessproam

ASK HOW YOU CAN GET
30 FREE MINUTES OF GTE
HOME LONG DISTANCE
' EVERY MONTH.
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$13.98

West Wood Wines & Liquors

GTE Wireless Center:

GTE Wireless

$8.81

Dewars Scotch
-5L $32.98

7504

10/11

Plus, ask about other

$11.82

Louis Jadot
Macon-Villages

Act New.
Offer expires

Sign up now with

$29.88

12" Subs

$11.99

Crown Royal

1 75 L

Salmon
Fillets

$28.99

Michael Picard
Wines
750,i $8.99

Jack Daniels
Black

6" Subs
$2.99

Kahlua
Coffee Liquer
,75L $33.63

1 75 L

NATIONAL FOOTBALL CONFERENCE
OFFENSE
Yards Rush
Pass
380 6 140 6 240 0
nnesota
111.2
255 4
366
6
Green Bay
Ph ladetinia
352.5 119.3 233.3
340.4 112.6 227 8
°emit
335.3 111.0 221.3
Washington
303.8 125 8 178 0
St LOOS
San Franasco
303.0 ¶232 179.8
301 8 82.3 219 5
An zone
Carom,.
296 0 104 4 191.6
2615 10.33 188.3
288 6 1294 160 2
Tampa Bay
Atlanta
283 6 776 206 0
279 0 952 183.8
New Orleans
273.4 125 0 1494
Chicago
268.4 82.2 186 2
New York Giants
DEFENSE
Yards Rush
Pass
239.8 79.8 160 0
San Fiancee°
106.8
248.8
142.0
Washington
259 0 112.3 146 8
Dallas
169
0
283 2 114.2
St Louis
284 8 963 .185 5
Anzona
286.6 1366 161 0
Caroina
311.2 1124 198 8
New Orleans
313 2 628 250 4
Tampa Bay
New Yak Giants
317 2 342 223 0
328 5 III 0 217 5
Philadept
Detroit
3320 ¶202 211,8
3324 136 2 196 2
Green Bay
335 8 1138 222.0
Chicago
341 8 920 249 8
Atlanta
365 8 135 6 230 2
nnesola

Beefeater
Gin
175L $26.73

$13.99

Black Velvet

753-8355

Peter Vella
Boxed Wines

Bud Lt.

$15.99

George Dicke!
#8
751$21.99

175 L

'Your nwre than one company agency."

Chivas
Regal
175 L $45.99

Riunne Vintage Wines

Wild Turkey
101

BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE

bit tougher for us, but we feel
confident we can reverse the
tables."
The Orioles, which won a
league-best 98 games this season,
broke a 1-1 tie with four runs in
the fifth.

PARTY STARTS HERE!

The Insurance Center

or for the team's last three conference games, starting Nov. 1.
"I would think that Adam
would be back before Brian," he
said. "We'll just have to wait and
see whether we will start Adam
at center when he comes back or
leave Jason in there. If Jason is
doing a good job, I would hate to
disturb that."
Cox and Blalock aren't the
only Racers battling injuries, but
Johnson said they are probably
the only two who will not play
Saturday.
"We're beat up; I don't know
of anybody who doesn't have
some kind of scrape, bump or
bruise," he said. "But I think
most everybody else will be able
to play."
Murray State (3-2, 2-0 OVC)is
ranked 25th in this week's I-AA
national poll. Tennessee-Martin
is 0-4, 0-2 in the OVC following
last week's 42-7 loss to Southeast
Missoun.
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• Calloway vs Marshall
Jack Rose Stadium - 730
• Murray at Heath
Heath - 7 30

SCOREBOARD 1

FROM PAGE 10

to get
"optwhich
3 leave
tension

FOOTBALL

rout.
Despite the loss, Piniella
wasn't about to concede anything
to Baltimore, which needs just a
split in the final four games to
advance to the AL Championship
Series for a second straight year.
"You have to win three," Piniella said. "Now it makes it a

$14.99

III Racers...
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FRIDAY

el Lady Lakers vs Henderson
CCHS field - 3
JV game - 1
• Lakers at Notre Dame
Cape Girardeau, Mo - 3
JV game - 1

•Marlins...
FROM PAGE 10
ise history. They can advance to
the NL Championship Series by
winning Game 3 Friday at San
Francisco.
"Certainly our backs are to the
wall," Giants manager Dusty
Baker said. "We're not out of it,
but those were two tough games
there."
Edgar Renteria's bases-loaded,
two-out single in the ninth
against Roberto Hernandez beat
the Giants in Game 1, 2-1. Hernandez was the victim again
Wednesday, taking the loss.
Florida has won in its final atbat' 26 times, most in the majors,
and the Marlins are 27-4 at home
in one-run games. They came
from behind to win for the 45th
time, erasing deficits of 1-0, 3-2
and 4-3.
Sheffield led off the bottom of
the ninth with a single and caught
Hernandez by surprise, stealing
second without a throw. Bonilla
walked, and Alou lined a breaking pitch for a single.
Sheffield got a late jump and
center fielder Dante Powell had a
play at home, but his throw never
got there.
"I thought we had him," Powell said. "It's a game of inches."
Sheffield slide across the plate,
then jumped into the arms of jubilant teammates.
"I thought it might have been
a close play," said Jeff Conine,
who was on deck when the game
ended. "When I saw the ball
jump up, I let out a sigh of

IN Murray vs Marshall (DH)
Ty Holland held - 5 30, 7 30
• Lakers vs CFS
CCHS field - 7
• Lady Lakers at Heath
Heath - 7
JV game - 5

TOM GLAVINE
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24 Hour ServIce

CAR WONT
RUN?

5.!

CALL #1
McClard's Towing
207 S. 7th St. Murray
nce.555:05500
753-9132

Banking
On Laker
Pride!
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LAKER
FOOTBALL
ALosok

Good Luck
From All Your Friends At

Kentucky Lake
Oil Company

Shell
622 South 4th

Compliments of

David L.
Harrington
County Attorney

Dees Bank
of Hazel

"DON'T DRINK
6 DRIVE!"

Member FDIC

GOOD LUCK laAKERS
in AutoCare
Center

641 Super
Shell

T. NAP.% Pa,

We

/.°
IMMINGHAM Ai&
-- AUTO

MARK YOUNG/Ledger a Times phole

Calloway assistant coach Lamond Dean talks with a group of Laker, during a dmeout In last week's 28-14 victory
over Union County.

REPAIR
"The Okla's!
Indepondent
repair shop in Murray"

619 South 4th • 753-6831

Ito

7

Calloway County (4-1)

Hometown Service
Hometown
lasa Price
-ice

Open Mon.-Thurs. 6:30 a.m.
Close 9:00 p.m.
Fridays open til 10:00 p.m.
Sunday 7:00 a.m. - Close 8:00 p.m.

South 12th

Don't let the
competition Buy you!
Good Luck This Season!

VS.

4
.
44.
0
-4`

Marshall County (4-1)

Oct. 3, 1997 — 7:30 p.m.
Jack Rose Stadium, Murray
0 1
753-5,27
411W Stonecipher sees mirror image
of Lakers in Marshall County
MURRAY
AUTO
for Friday's game with
PARTS

GO!
FIGHT!
WIN!

Your Automotive Glass Headquarters
-

Insurance Claims Welcome!
Commercial * Residential Replacements
24 hr. Commercial Emergencies
Free Esttmates
717 8. 4th at.

By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer
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IPP

1300 N.
12th St.
753-4424
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CITGO
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•
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•Self Service -Full Service
..Major Brand Oils
c•go Card Slap, Cfed,t Cards & Arreacar Express &civet!
"Ouatfry Service at Compera,ve Prices'

S:utti 12th •

Murray • Monk

Stollens, Mgr. • 753-1615

Marshall County
Preparing
may be almost like looking in the mirror for the Calloway County Lakers.
"They're very similar to us," said Laker head coach
Joe Stonecipher. "They're big and physical and like to
run the football."
According to Stonecipher, a power rushing attack is
something the Lakers haven't seen from the opposition
this season.
"We have yet to play a team that will try and knock
us off the line of scrimmage," he said. "It will be a
challenge for us to see if we can stand up to that type of
offense. It will be good learning experience for us to
play somebody who tries to run the ball and use their
strength."
The Lakers (4-1) come off a victory over Union
County last week in which they put a new wrinkle in
their offensive attack.
Calloway's coaching staff opted to use quarterbacks
Eric King and Dan Arnett in duel rolls, with King under
cent“...during running plays and Aritett taking the snaps
on passing downs.
Stonecipher said the philosophy paid off for his
squad.
"We were really pleased with the way our offense
worked," he noted. "Both of them are team players and
they both took to their roles well. We wanted to utilize
the abilities of both kids."
The Marshals, a Class 4A team, come into Friday
night's contest off a victory over Cape Central (Mo.)
High School. Last week's win marked Marshall
County's fourth consecutive victory, with its only loss
coming to Mayfield in the season opener.

Are You Really Protected?
Take the guesswork out of life
insurance with Woodmen's tree
needs analysis. It can help you
determine how much protection
you need to meet your goals.

FORD
MERCURY
LINCOLN

Proudly
supporting
our Lakers
for the
past 69
years.

71m HIlbrecht
Woodmen Bldg.
3rd & Maple, Murray
753-8113

4

O

k Woodmen
of the World

Lite insurance Sosiet)
0/n,r,

PARKER
FORD LINCOLN-MERCURY
753-5273

701 Main Street

Marshall County is powered by tailback Cory Jessup.
"He's the one that comes off the (game) films clearly
on the offensive side of the ball," Stonecipher explained. "They probably have a little more speed in the
backfield than we do, but I think we're better at wide
receiver.
"In Class AAA, all the teams seem to be built around
speed, quickness and the passing game. But Marshall
tends to power the ball right at you," he added.
Fans should expect a solid contest, said Stonecipher.
"It should be a great high school football game," he
said. "Both teams seem to be evenly matched and this is
always a great rivarly.
Our players and coaches are really looking forward to
the game. This game looks like it might come down to a
field goal on the last play of the game for one of us."

DBD
PLUMBING

SER ALL
TERMITE & PEST CONTROL CO
1604 Hwy 121N. • Murray • 753-6433

MOVIE WORLD
SUPERSTORE

so a

Tele/Fax 753-4736

LAKE
STUDIO

• Portraits • Mats • Frames

Larry, Faye & Kina Hurt

All Our
Football Teams
Have A Great Season!
TO

Hwy. 94E • Murray • 474-2308

All Movies

NU for

$7.95

Keep for 2 days

o
753-7670
626 Central
Snapp.ng
Center

r2—au
Sales a Rentals

VIDEO SUPER STORE

West Kentucky
Properties
Steve Durbin
Principal Broker

Commercial
Residential
Rentals • Property
Management

"Specializing in Quality Work"
Darren Howard
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EVERYDAY SPECIAL

Residential • Commercial
•Service Repair
David Ryan

Phone 753-9131

1315 Main Street • Murray, Ky.
Office: 502-759-1161 • 1-800-755-1236

Ruthie s
University BP
Let La keep your
car running
smooth!

GO LAKERS & TIGERS
Keep Your Batteries
Charged Up This Season!
Mon Sat 6 a.m. 6 p.m.
Five Points • Murray • 753-5782
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CLASSIFIED
CLASSIFIED AD RATES
PAPIQY Asti

TO PLACE
AN AD

$6.25 Column Inch
40% Discount 2nd Run,
60% Discount 3rd Run.
4I.1.40s Mat Rtin Mt* 4 Day 1•40(1)
$2.25 per column Inch extra for
Tuesday (Shopping Guido).

Reader Adt
304 pot word, $6.00 minimum
1st day.6c per word per day for
each additional consecutive
day. $2.00 extra for Shopper
(Tues. Classifiads go Info Shopping Guido.) $2.00 extra for
blind box ads.

_Yard Sale $7.50 Prepg81
A $2.00 tee will be required to maim
any change, to ad offer cleodlIne.

rLegal Notice
.Notice
Personals
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Domestic & Childcare
Position Wanted
Business Opportunity
Instruction
Computers
For Sale Or Trade

010

010

Leo

Name
Mike Burchett
Maxine Scott
Richard Price
Marty Carraway
Steve Steele
Donna Jackson

Address
7063 Airport Rd.-Benton
Box 2127 Univ. Sta.-Murray
Peoples Bank-Murray
2157 Dodd Rd.-Murray
998 Applewood Rd.-Murray
2615 Taylor Store Rd.-Murray

J.D. Williams

Courthouse-Murray

050
Notice

Movie Sale! Hundreds to
choose from. New releases
as low as $6.95 Disney &
Play Station games also
available. Video Gold, behind Hardee's in Murray.
759-4944.

In accordance with Chapter 65 and 424 of the Kentucky Revised
Statutes the following information and supporting data may be
inspected by the general public at Calloway County Extension Office
Weaks Community Center, Murray,KY on October 29,1997 between
the hours of 9:00 and 10:00, Calloway County Extension District
Board, Jim Stahler, Chairman Calloway County Extension District
Board, 317 Stabler Ln. - Murray.

County Judge
Executive

240
Miscellaneous
260....Mobile Home Lots For Sale
270...........Mobile Homes For Sale
280
Mobile Homes For Rent
285. Mobile Home Lois For Rent
290
Heating And Cooling
300
Business Rentals
310
Want To Rent
320
Apartments For Rent
330
Rooms For Rent
340
Houses For Rent
360
For Rent Or Lease

020

UPI
Notice

LEGAL NOTICE

Board Members:
Vice Chairman
Secretary
Treasurer

In Memory

Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
160..................... Home Furnishings
Antiques
165
170
Vacuum cleaners
Lawn & Garden
180
190
Farm Equipment
195
Heavy Equipment
200
Sports Equipment
2.10
Firewood
220
Musical
140
150
155

010

I-01101
Notice

Bolles

CALL 753-1916

Card of Thanks
010
020
025
040
050
060
070
090
100
110
120
130

NEW Weigh of Life Touch
of Gold Tanning, now open
in Hardin. Tan or exercise,
$19.95/mo. 437-3870.

$42,751.82

Receipts
Property Taxes
Assessments
User Fees
Miscellaneous
Total Receipts

$73,303.69
$ -0$ -0$450.16
$73,753.85

Expenditures
Administration
/ Salaries
Operations
Debt Retirement
Other
Total Expenditures

$ -0$60,600.00
$26,094.09
$-0$1,149.65
487,843.74

Ending Balance, (date)

$28,661.93

,

ADULTS have you always
wanted to play piano but
never did" Learn to play
piano in only 4 weeks. A
new, never before in this
area 'Common Sense approach to learning piano.
Be ready for the Concert
Hallin 4 weeks. Sponsored
by: Jameson's Music. To
reserve your spot call today. 502-753-0901. ONLY
$80

I, the undersigned, Treasurer of Calloway County District
Cooperative Extension Education Fund,hereby certify that the above
is a true and correct record of the accounts of the Calloway County
District Cooperative Extension Education Fund, Murray, Kentucky,
as of 6/30/97.
Richard Price, Treasurer
Calloway County District
Cooperative Extension Education Fund
Subscribed and sworn to before me by the foregoing Affiant Richard
Price, this 30th day ofSept., 1997. My commission expires: March 10,
2001, Annie J. Nance, Notary Public, State of Kentucky at large.
Rev. 04/97

Notice

Notice

Kiwanis Gun
8 Knife Show
Saturday & Sunday
Oct. 4th & 5th
Sat. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sun 9 a.m.-4 p.m.
Calloway County
Middle School
lig- $3 Donation At
The Door.

BURIAL INSURANCE
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AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
NO Physicai Examinations
If you are in average health and can answer
no to a few questions you may qualify for preferred rates Below are a few monthly preferred
rates at different ages for $4000 policy

NEW LOWER RATES AT MOST AGES
MALE
age
age
age
age
age
age

50
55
60
65
70
75

$984
$1224
$14 12
$2064
$27 96
$37 76

AREA AVON- Independent
sales representative_ Free
gifts! Would you enjoy
$500-$1000 extra Christmas money? $7-$15 hour/
commission. Bonuses!
t Training! 50- ways to get
customers. 800-735-5286.

020

020

020

FEMALE
$840
$10 04
$1248
$14 76
$22 00
$30 64

McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY, INC.
905 SYCAMORE, MURRAY, KY
Local 753-4199
NatIonwldis TOLL FREE 1-800-455-4199

759-1348

Notice

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE
Available Thru Age 84.
Our most comprehen
sive policy pays for
Skilled Intermediate or
Custodial Care With
Medicare's new guide
lines for confinement
Nursing Home lnsur
ance is more important
than ever

For live
Information cell:

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
-1,0e local clalrr• se,v,ce•
ALL American Financial
Services Why settle for
what is offered? Shop for
your loan! Bankruptcy?
Hard brnes? Less than perfect credit? Turned down?
Don't give up! Give us a
chance! No cost to see
what we can do for you'
502-753-4316.

CAR hauler needed, excellent pay, medical benefits
Late model Stinger equipment. Experienced only call
423-577-2969 days,
615-758-5539 evenings
ARE YOU GUARANTEED
$850.00 PER WEEK?Plus bonuses all year long?
We will at David W. Hood
Trucking, Inc. for west
coast runs Produce experience a must, many benefits. Meet DOT requirem
en
t
s
800-424-9013/812-288-44
10
ATTENTION- Earn
$645_00 a week! No experience? No problem! C.D L
training provided- immediate openings! Experienced
truck drivers and graduates
also needed! One call does
it all! 888-399-6362.
ATTN Murray. Postal posibons Clerks and sorters
No experience required
Benefits. For exam, salary
and testing information call
1-(639)-906-5570 ext 3735
Bam-8pm.

ALTERATIONS, Ruth's
See & Sew 753-6981

AVON an excellent source
of income for Christmas
and beyond Local support
& training Call today.
502-767-0779
or
800-811-9487 IND/SLS/
REP

AVON I am here for all
your Avon needs Whether
you are interested in buying, sailing or lust want to
look through a book to see
what Avon offers give me a
call (502)436-6026, ask for
TOflya ind/sIsirep

a-DRIVER/OTR- make
$3,300 a month- 33 cpm
(including tarp pay), drive
'94-97 Kenworth equipment, 72' sleepers, full
benefits, auricle, paid holidays, good miles, earn money
Call today!
800-635-8669, eat K1107

BIBLE Message 759-5177
FREE Pregnancy Tests
Lltebouse 753-0700
HOUSE of Clothes Open
Mon Sat, 9 to 5, Sun 1 to 5
Nice consignment clothing
$1 00 Buys mens wo
mens childrens leans
sweaters, sweat shirts
dresses Off Kirksey Hwy
left on 464 5 miles Call
489-2243 or 753 6981
MIKE'S Gutter Cleaning
Fall is coming. Call Now!
Free
estimates
502 382 2440

b DRIVER,
OTR800 633-0550, ext SWK,
34 cents with F/S bonus 85
cents per diem 95% no
touch freight, 6-months minimum experience 0/082 cents loaded or empty
Purchase plan McClendon
Trucking

CARPENTERS helper
needed Will train Must be
ambitious 502 436 2766
CASTING- Movie Extras
Production Trainee Film
Studio 502-329-347

Advertisers cue requested
to check Me first Insertion
of thek ads for any error.
Murray Ledper & Times will
be responsible tot only one
Incorrect insertion. Any error should be repotted immediately so cocrecitone
con be made.

Motorcycles
Auto Semces
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Truck‘
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Produce
Five Column
Wanted

OFFICE HOURS;
Mort.-Fri. 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday Closed
• Deadlines we 2 days
Th advanael

060
Help
Wanted

Kelp
Wanted

CAD OPERATORS Immediate openings for CAD operators Qualified applicants must have knowledge
of Autocad R12 or R13.
Position involves the drawing of floor plans, casework
layout, and casework ele-

IIN III III•MI III
If you've ever thought
about pursuing a sales
career, here's an opportunity to join one of the
leaders in our industry.
Complete benefits including health and life
insurance, 401K, ESOP
and more.
Resume to:
District Recruiter
P.O. Box 9654
Paducah, KY 42002
or Call Mark White
Monday, Oct. 6
10 AM to 7 PM
753-5353

DRIVER- OTR Covenant
Transport its not what you
make CPM. It's what you
bring home. Family security, full benefits, top pay.
and miles, experienced
drivers and 0/0 teams call
888-MORE -PAY or
800-441-4394, graduate
students 800-338-6428.

vations. Pre-employment
substance screen is required. Send resume and
salary history to: Moho('
International, PO Box 550,
Paris, TN 38242, Attn: Personnel Director.

DAYTIME help needed
Apply at Dutch Essenhaus
Cafeteria 753-2334

Please Call

Happy Birthday
365
For Sale or Lease 470
370. Commercial Property for Sale 480
Pets & Supplies 485
380
390
Livestock & Supplies 490
400
Yard Sale 495
410
Public Sale 500
420
Home Loans 510
430
Real Estate 520
435
Lake Property 530
440
Lots For Sale 550
450
Farms For Sale 360
460..
Homes For Sale 570

Help
Wanted

CONTINUECARE Horne
Health is presently accepting applications for PRN
Home Health Aides. CNA
required. Information and
applications are available
at 1616 Hwy 121 N, Murray,
KY or 753-1434.

SUMMARY FINANCIAL STATEMENT
FOR FISCAL PERIOD JULY 1, 1996 TO JUNE 30, 1997
Beginning Cash on Hand, (date)

ADJUSTMENTS

DEMONSTRATORS &
hostesses needed for
Christmas Around The
World Average $15/hr plus
bonuses. No investment.
Tanya 437-4875
DRIVERS get off the road
Be a recruiter for several
trucking companies Call
Personnel, Logistics, SunFri, 8:30am- 5pm
1-800-473-1235

E0E/1A-F
DESIGN ENGINEER
ASSISTANT- Immediate
openig for a design engineer assistant. Qualified
candidate must have 2-4
years Engineering College,
knowledge of Autocad R13
and strong computer background. Must have ability to
conceptualize design of
custom casework. Preemployment substance
screen is required. Send
resume and salary history
to: Mohoon International,
Inc., PO Box 550, Paris, TN
38242, Attn: Personnel
Director.

'y HELLO TO GOOD BUYS lifigiiiieds]

WANTED
Standing Timber
Paying Top Prices

Mathis Bros. Lumber
Dover, TN

Telephone Day 615-232-8466
Nights & Weekends 615-232-6872
or 615-232-7879
The Murray Board of Education Head Start is
accepting applications for the following position:

Central Office Secretary
Individual must possess good verbal and communications skills, computer proficiency, and strong
skills in all aspects of office management. Position
requires ability to process multiple work assignments and to meet deadlines with accuracy under
pressure. Degree preferred, but not required.
Experience in the following areas is required:
word processing (50+ wpm)
-handling multiple phone lines
-establishing and maintaing office filing systems
-working in a busy environment with more than
one supervisor
Interested persons may request an application
from the Murray Head Start office
502-753-6031, and submit to:

Murray Head Start
208 S. 13th Street
Murray, KY 42071
Applications will be accepted until
4:00 p.m. on October 10, 1997.
An Equal Opportunity Employer

In response to existing and anticipated employment opportunities, applications are now
being accepted for production operator positions for our Mattel-Murray facility on the
following shifts:
4:30 p.m.-3:00 a.m.
Tues.-Fri.
(10 hour shift)
6:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m.
Sat., Sun., Mon.
(11.5 hour shift)
Noon to Midnight
2-3-2 Schedule
(11.5 hour shift)
Midnight to Noon
2-3-2 Schedule
(11.5 hour shift)
Starting pay rate is S6.39/hour with a top rate
of $9.11/hour after 24 months. Individuals
would be full benefits eligible after a 90 day
probationary period.
If you've got what it takes to work with the
world's best toymakers. apply in person or
call the
'Murray Employment Agency
201 S. 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 759-150
Mattel is an EOE M/EN/D

DRIVERS- Arctic Express
an Ohio based company is
seeking company/regional
& OTR tractor-trailer drivers Pay up to 35 cents per
mile plus benefit package
Must have Class A CDL
with ha2mat. Call Dave or
Lisa at 800-927-0431
EOE
DRIVERS,
INEXPERIENCED- MD
Transport needs OTR drivers. 1 year employment
equals free training plus
$1,300 extra in your pocket
Call now for details.
800-662-4186 EOE.
DRIVERS NEEDED! No
experience necessary!
Earn $600 per week, plus
benefits Assistance in obtaining your CDL with lodgincluded.
ing
800-467-3806.
BS Insurance with optional
dental bonuses and much
more! Cardinal Freight,
800-346-1542- Joe, CDLA.
DRIVERS NEEDED- Get
Hired! Get trained! Get
paid! No experience
needed. No cost CDL training available if qualified.
Get home most weekends.
Call 800-525-3237.
DRIVERS- OVER THE
ROAD, 35 states Flat with
sides, late model conventionals. 3 years experience.
Start 30c-33e a mile + benefits. Call 800-444-6648.
DRIVERS- Owner Operator & Company Driver, the
word's out. SilverEagle/
Arnold is lookig for top qualified drivers in your area.
Great package! Call
800-846-4321.
Solo/
DRIVERindeperident contractor
CRST. .81¢ a mile! Great
miles! Base plates paid!
Permit paid! Fuel taxes
paid! Call Dale or Bob at
800-553-2778.
DRIVERS, WANT RESPECT?- Start up to .32it a
mile, per diem + to .03c a
mile. Must take home pay!
CDL training availabel. TSL
8 00 - 5 2 7 - 9 568
www.transstates.corn
EOE.
DRIVER- Up to 35c a mile
to start plus up to $700 a
week orientation pay Great
homebme and assigned, all
conventional fleet 0/0's
welcome Boyd Bros
800-543-8923 EOE
EXECUTIVE assistant
Opening for assistant to
real estate executive You
should be an organizer, positive person, have computer experience, willing to
work hard and smart
Please indicate salary desired First step is to send
resume to P0 Box 1040
W, Murray, KY 42071.

Card of Thanks
It is with deepest sincerity that we would
like to thank all of our friends and
relatives for their many expressions of
sympathy during our time of loss. We
commented so many times about how
overwhelmed we were at the outpouring
of love we experienced. Our pain was
eased so much by yours prayers, presence, cards,food and beautiful flowers.
So many times we were asked if there
was anything you could do for us. The
answer is you did it, and we thank you so
much for being there. In addition, we
want to thank the nurses, who in the last
few weeks have been such a blessing to
us. We would ask that anyone who
would like to make a contribution in the
name of Eura W. Flood, do so to the
Murray Hospice, 803 Poplar St. Murray, KY 42071 or American Cancer
Society P.O. Box 1807 Louisville, KY
40201-1807.
Sincerely,
j
Fran and Karl Flood

OWENSBORO
1•4 E RCY
HEALTH

Owensboro Mercy Health System wants to help
you live A Better Life, A Better Way-We are a
full service regional healthcare system caring
for the communities in western Kentucky and
southern Indiana, and have the support of over
2000 employees and a medical staff of over
130 physicians. We offer excellent compensation, benefits and relocation package.

Exercise Physiologist - Full-time
Bachelor's degree in Exercise Science with
certification in one or more of the
accrediting bodies (ACE, AFFA. ACSM).
Masters preferred. Prior experience working
in a high volume health and fitness facility
required. CPR and first aid certified.
Excellent communication and customer
service skills required. Job duties include
assisting with planning. assessing.
implementation, and evaluation for children's
assessments, as well as employees and
corporate clients. Prepares individual
exercise prescription and instructs clients in
proper techniques of exercise intervention.
Please submit resume and salary ,nstory to

Human Resource Development Employment Office
811E Parrish Avenue, Owensboro, e 41303
Phone (502) 688-2786 or(502)688-2787
Fax (502)688-1610
EOL:

'lave Mew.,
Tr-ctvdel
r.44I Total Cleaning Service

759-4222
General Cleaning

HAROLD
IVES
TRUCKING Is hiring drivers Training available Experience pay up to 28t per
mile Now taking owner op
orators 80tt loaded or
empty Call 888 367 4837
HIRING part bme machin
est or tool makers Contact
us at 753-3531

Classifieds
Office Open

'

7-30 a.m. - S p.m.

Monday-Frlday
Closed Saturday

Carpet &
Upholstery
(Pet Odor)

Churches
Residential

Stripping &
Waxing Floors

Commercial
Bonded & Insured

Owner - Beverly De Vries

EXPERIENCED night cook
wanted Ann's Country
Kitchen, Hazel, KY Apply
in person
FULL time position at HINTON 8 SONS CASH 8
CARRY 621 S 4th St
Some heavy lifting computer knowledge helpful
Apply in person between
*am 12noon

SYSTEM

YARD
SALE
SEASON
ADVERTISE

Your Yard Sale 3 Times and
1x2 ad 25 word max.

7.50
50
:1
15
2.00

SAVE

1 insertion
2 insertions
max.insertions

2x2 ad 70 word
0
:0
119
4..00

1 insertion
2 insertions
3 insertions
ho• _paid in advance

Ails must

DEADLINES ARE I DAYS IN 1.A.ndl/
D„ANHC.
E:
Edition
T
Tuesdaysfd)d0Ravy
...
Friday 3 p m
Wednesday Kiition
Monday 3 p m
Thursday Edition
Tuesday pm
Enday Edition
Wednesday 3 p m
Saturday Edition ....... ...
Thursday 3 pm
For anadatance call, 76-1816 or come by
,

Murray Ledger & Times
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150

fORTICULTURAL student
ieeded to work part ome,
iaturdays required
502)9241999
MMED1ATE openings
ivailable for light industrial
vork in the Murray. CelloNay County and Marshall
;ounty areas Please apply
•1 person at People Lease.
406 N 12th, Murray The
idlage Office Complex
,ext to Cans Dodge

oka.

'
.•

• 'to--

MAKE A DIFFERENCE
Jnique and rewarding opoortunities
for
-iouseparents/Caregivers
'or private, nationally
ruiown school for mentally-ihallenged children and
adults Full-time, part-time
and temporary positions
available Ideal full-time
;candidate would live on the
oeautiful 500 acre campus
•ocated in Frankfort, Ken
rucky 23 consecutive days
and be off 5 days Schedules can be somewhat
flexible Experience in
nealtocare preferred, but
not required Excellent benefit package includes meals and use of school facilities For more information,
piease call Machete Tao:ken 502-227-4821, Stewart
Home School, A Special
Place for Special People'
NOW hiring all positions,
Friends Family Restaurant,
formally known as Knoth's
3E.10 Apply in person
2-4pm everyday Opening
10/7/97
PART-time church secretary (15 hours per week) If
nterested please mail resume to First Presbyterian
church, 1601 Main St Mur-ay, KY 42071
PART time macaine quilter,
sales clerk Will damn Apply
in person Murray Sewing
Center Bel-Air Shopping
Center
PART time position greeting newcommers into your
community Applicants
should be people oriented
sett motivated 8 have good
organizational skills
Please send resume to
Newcommers Greeting
Service, Inc, 1608 Seminole Way Bowling Green,
KY 42103 or fax to
502 782-8624
POSTAL JOBS Positions
available Full benefits, no
experience necessary App cation & intormation.
800-866-9311 ext 8046

Ankles
For Sale

WENDY'S is now hiring
daytime sandwich makers
& night time closers Apply
in person 2 4pm

15 fiCU ft Sears upright
freezer, $200 Sears
clothes dryer. white $135
753-7761

WORK FROM HOME PT/
FT $982-$69471mo FREE
INFORMATION BOOKLET 1 800-373 8188 or
.warr youcanworkfromhom
e corn
070
Dorassik
& Childcare
HOME daycare just outside
of Murray Certified ages
one emu school age preschool Excellent references Call 759-3176
Melinda
HOUSE cleaning & corn
meroal cleaning Call Lori
474-8340
LPN will do pvt sitting with
sick, elderly 8 handicap
children 767-0623,
MATURE woman wanted
to watch infant in my home
on Monday & Wednesday
from 7 30am-4pm
753-3484
MOTHER of 1 has openings for evening & all night
childcare Educational
background in Child Development, MSU 759-4649

SMALL retail turnkey business Be in for the Christ
mas shoppers 753-0953,
753-8588

ANTIQUES- piece or es
tates Call Larry Elkins
492-8646 or 753-1418

SAVE $173 with

this 2x2
constistency ad in classifieds every day for a month - including
Shopper for only S195

753-1916

For Details

/ ALPINE
)°C1(63rd 6)SC/C1631

Cla
14. 1010 4Clon
4C A'IL Irio

Tapes
CD's
Car Audio

Sunset Boulevard Music
...and center

.1;3

Mrs. Ann

s

Reader & Advisor
A true Born Psychic: Gifted from God
•1 give advice on Business Marriage and Love Attairs
•Bnng Your Problems to Me-I will Help Solve
'Save Them No Matter What Your Problem May Be
Don't Compare Me With Imitators
8 a.m. to 10 p.m. Daily & Sunday
208 S. 12th Street
Murray, Ky. 42071

For Appointment Phone
(502) 767-0508

HALEY'S

11uck
Ug19
l

Rental and Sales

Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
"Don't Let The Name Fool You"
112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071

2- 350 CHEVY engines
$175 for both or trade for
Mopar parts 753-7765
2 CONCERT tickets for
Aerosmith Oct 7th at Nashville Call after 5pm
474-8340
2 TICKETS row 12 championship section for Napa
500 stock car race in Atlanta, Nov 16th, 12 30pm
753-2935
ALL Steel Buildings 40X36
was $6370 now $4390,
50X95 was $18,660 now
$10,590 Other sizes available
Chuck
1-800-320-2340
ANTIQUE white wedding
dress train 8 veil Laced
wipeara, size 8, $500 obo
Worn one time only
759-9824 after 400
AVAILABLE Now 4 ton air
conditioners $1099 3 ton
$899 Electric pole $65
502-767 9787
BLAUPUNKT car stereo
Montreal model CFt40, removable cassette/ radio,
stereo 60 watt Incredible
sound New $500. asking
$150 obo 753-5778
COPY machine, top line
Toshiba with toner
753-0274
DUNEBUGGY & trailer
1835 motor 45 del carb , 3
rib trans turning brake, 5
point seatbelts $3000
759-9086

PRINTING press for sale
Hamada Star 500 QT
$1500 obo Can be seen
locally 901-253-7837
SALE OR LEASE 335 Ft
Tower, utility building on 4
acres county road frontage 5 miles north of Bowling Green 502 781 2121
WDNS-FM. PO Box 930
Bowling Green KY 42102
SEE us for your barn or roof
metal Cut to length Coy
ems 36 inches many colors
Economy Metal & Supply
Co 489 2722

WOLFF TANNING BEDTan at home Buy direct
and save' Commercial or
home units from $19900
Low monthly payments
Free color catalog Call today 800-842 1310

STEPPING Stones, landscape retaining wall Nooks
patio stones Assorted
sizes and colors Also, potting soil top soil peat 8
cow manure Play sand,
mulch & spagnum peat
available Coast to Coast
Hardware, Central Shopping Center

TOMMY Armor 845's,
3-wedge. Hot Z bag Warhead driver, $425 for all
436-5080
240
Miscellaneous
A BEAUTIFUL CANDLELIGHT OLD-FASHIONED
WEDDING- Smoky Mountains near Gatlinburg overlooking river, horse-drawn
carriage cabins, Jacuzzi.
ordained ministers No
tests or waiting Heartland
800-448-8897 (VOWS)

_

QUEEN size waterbed red
Racecar waterbed (super
single) 753-4838

What the mind can cause
The mind can curs.

Don Hellkamp 759-6000
FREE CONSULTATION

BLACK bedroom suit with
gold trim Mirrored queen
king headboard dresser
chest night stands and
lamps to match $500
492 8514

280
lAoble
Homes For Rent

2BR, 1 bath, gas heat, central air, 3 miles east of
Murray $250/mo plus deposit.
No
pets
502-623-6314.

NEWLY decorated 2br in
country. Central gas h/a.
759-1837.

12X60 MOBILE for sale
$1,000 or best offer Buye
to move Phone 753-4268
14X70 3BR, 1A bath,
$4,795 14X70 storage
use, $1,250 437-4465
1974 2BR, 1A bath, 12X60
CH/A
$4400 obo
759-4889
1984 FLEETWOOD
14X80, 3br, 2 baths, central
air & appliances. Extra
nice. 1985 Fleetwood
14X70, 2br, 1 bath, central
air & appliances 753-9866.
1991 14X60 CLAYTON
Phone 767-9614 8-16 Fox
Meadows Dr
1993 14X70 MOBILE
Home set up at G-5 Coach
Estate Drive in Murray, 2br,
2 baths, out building
753-0379
1994 16X80 CHAMPION
3br, 2 bath, central gas h/a,
lots of extras, country setting in Farmington Priced
to sell
345-2719,
527-9398

Ala&

fttitt

V2 Mile on 94 West, Murray, KY

Call 502-435-4487 or 800-265-7786

641 Storage
All Sizes
AvailAble

753-5585
FOR Lease' Office space in
new professional building.
700-1000 sq ft. For details
write to PO Box 1040-F,
Murray, KY 42071
LARGE fireproof building,
excellent location. Four
overhead doors, natural
gas, office, plenty of parking, car wash pit, three
phase power, extra storage Available 8-1-97 or
sooner. $375/mo rent,
$375 deposit 404-1 N 41h
St Phone 753-3018 to
have call returned
OFFICE space for lease
Walnut Plaza, 104 N 5th St
753-8302 or 753-9621

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
New Buildings
All Sizes Available

753-3853

1BR furnished, $200/mo,
plus deposit No pets, 3212
St Rt 121 N, next to fairgrounds 753-3139

2BR 1 bath, all appliances
including washer 8 dryer
Call Mum -Cal Realty
753-4444
2BR 1 bath, stove, refrigerator, washer, dryer Close
to school & dose to town
753-7207
2BR duplex, 1303 Valley wood Dr $450/mo
759-4406

Timber Trails Subdivision
Now Selling Lois
Located on corner of Johnny Robertson Rd.
& Squire Rd., alurrAy, Ky.
lot. for 1500 sq ft homes or large‘ All Ley
utilities. %lean I mile of Lily limits Lots
starting at 515.000 & up Curbed & paved
roads Y. ill he Lompleted before (km 1st For
more info call
753.9950.7.4 p.m., 759-182/1 • 5 p.m.-9 p m.
or 762-0009 • 5 p.m.-9 p.m.

Esquire Investment
Properties
If

you have ever thought about
getting into rental properties...NOW IS THE TIME! All properties
are to be sold with a positive cash
flow. Most are currently leased
thru May 1998.
Call 759-4696
10 a.m.-6 p.m. Mon.-Fri.

KENTUCKY Lake, Lakeland Wesdy Village, 1tx
apartment, utilities in chided, rent based on income 62 8 older, or handicap & disabled Equal
Housing Opportunity
502-354-8888
LARGE 2br, 2 bath 2 blocks
from MSU new carpet &
tile References $395/mo
No pets 759-3050
LARGE 2br duplex, IA
baths, 1142sq ft of living
space Retrig., stove,
microwave, dishwasher,
wad, central gas heat & air
deck, garage No pets,
lease & deposit, $550/mo
436-2113
NEW 2br duplex, $375/mo
Smiles north, 12mo lease
No pets
Deposit
753-4937, 436-2741
NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or
3-4br house w/washer &
dryer, furnished near
MSU Inquire at 1210 Main
St 753-1252 before 5pm,
753-0606 after 5pm

28'R duplex appliances
furnished central h/a
Available now Coleman
RE 753 9898
3BR 1 5 bath duplex apt
central hie 2 car garage
No pets References re
quired $450/mo $450 de
posit Call 753-1630 for
appointment
AVAILABLE immediately
IBA, handicap accessible
unit Call 759 4984 or come
by Mur Cal Apta 902 North
wood Dr Equal Housing
Opportunity
EXTRA large duplex in nice
area Central gas HVAC
utility room dishwasher,
etc Lease & deposit No
pets Available 1005/97
$475/mo 759-1087 alter
&Pm
EXTRA nice 1& apt ap
dances furnished central
gas heat & air. $.375irno
month deposit, lyr lease
No pets 753 2905 or
753-7536

AKC St Bernard puppies
shots 8 wormed, $275
502 382 2331

t

LL NEW HAPPY JACK
IOUI-VICT 2X- Combines
safety, efficient & convenience for monthly proven
bon of internal parasites in
dogs Available at Southern
States

BORDER Collie, Syr old
female $30 489-2741
DOG obedience classes or
private Serving Murray 17
years 436-2858
PUPPIES, AKC, shots 8
wormed Pomeranian, Bi
chon Frise, Shih Tzu
382-2831

ago
Livestock
& Supplies
2 HORSE trailer 492-8761

ARABIAN HORSES- Immediate sale 30 Russian
Bred Mares bred to
NOW taking applications Champion Russian Stalfor 1,2 & 3 bedroom apart- lion Pure Polish and Spanish mares Stallions, Geld
ments Mur-Cal Apartings,
beautiful foals Fabul
ments, 902 Northwood Dr,
ous
discounts
Murray, KY 759-4984
606-362-7600
Equal
Housing
Opportunity
KY 31 Fescue seed 94%
VERY nice duplex, great
germination, 65o/lb
area, 2br, appliances with 502-345or
2545
microwave, furnished, w/d,
502-382-2207
private deck $475/mo, deREGISTERED Brangus
posit required 436-5725
bull 753-8965

2BR brick 8 miles out of
town $300/mo + $300 deposit. No pets References
required 489-2033 after
&Pm2BR houses in Murray &
Lynngrove, lease 8 deposit
required 753-4109

320
64X28 DOUBLEWIDE,
Apartments
3br, 2 baths double garFor Rent
age In Anderson Shores
Minutes away from KY 1 & 2BR duplex, gas heat
Lake Phone after 5pm
No pets No appliances 1 br
474-8014
$225/mo & deposit 2br,
BIG Savings on red tag redecorated, $400/m0 &
depose (314)965-0143
specials New energy efficient homes in stock at 1BR apartment furnished,
special discounts Dinkins all utilities included. No
Mobile Homes, Inc. Hwy pets Lease & deposit re79 E, Paris
TN
tweed 436-2755.
1-800-642-4891
1BR Diuguid Dr, new Call
Coleman Realty 753-9898

Lots starting at $18,000. Great location
for now and the future.
1,800 sq. ft. min. restriction.

GOOD 23cu ft refrigerator
$295 436-5927

3 PIECE bedroom suite
Nice Asking $500 origi
natty 51003 492 8890

NEW 1997 Spiral 28X56,
3br, 2 baths, dishwasher,
electric range, 18 refrigerator,40gal water heater,
master bath has glamour
tub plus shower stall, fire
place in living room
$362/mo to qualified buyer.
This house can be completely set up on A acre lot,
with electric water, sewer
& landscaping Woodland
Estates, 502-767-9787
641N to 1429 go 17. miles,
turn right on Seth Ln, 5th
place on left

MOBILE home lots, starting
at $5,000. North area
759-0873

- A Wonderful Address -

Specializing In

Managing Stress *Overcoming Fears
Changing Habits:

MOBILE HOME LOANS5% down, refinancing,
equity loan Free sellers
package, land or home
loans Green Tree Financial, 800-221-8204 or
800-554-8717

1 OR 2br apts new downtown Murray 753-4109

155

Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

LARGE selection of used
homes See the housing
leader Dinkins Mobile
Homes, Inc. Hwy 79 E
Paris, TN 1-800-642-4891

2BR trailer No pets References needed
Call
753-9866

Mobil*
Horn** For Salo

LIKE new Ingersol model
3018 tractor with 48" deck
lyr old, kept clean, sharp,
power steering & hydraulics. Call 901-642-5454,
8am-5pm Mon -.Fri,
Eorn-12prn Sat Sold new
over $7,000 Asking
$4.995

GUNS, buy, sell, trade
436-5650

BY Owner Doublewide
31x, 2 full baths & 1 acre
Cad 759-3473

COUNTRY living close to
town 1 acre mobile home
lots Financing available
759-0404.

270

9N FORD tractor with 6'
Caroni finish mower, bushhog & grader blade $3600
for all 436-5080

Yard
Sala

Homes For Sate

NICE wooded mobile lot
with water & septic furnished $100/mo Phone
753-4268

715 INTERNATIONAL
combine with both headers
753-6835

WOOD splitter, 6' finish
mower snow blower cb's 1
portable Jenie Lift Call
753-2967

Appliances

I

TAIN'- Be married in our
magnificent mountaintop
chapel surrounded by trees
& awesome views of the
Great Smoky Mountains!
Call 800-729-4365.
http Owww mvchapel corn.

FALL SPECIAL PRIVACY
HEDGE- Will mature into
privacy Cedar/Arborvitae,
3-4, bush $995 each, 12
tree minimum Guaranteed Discount Tree Farm
800-889-8238

400

Mob&

lillse•114n4ous

USED FURNITURE Bedroom & dining room WASS
china cabinet, beds
ALLERGY Suffers, lifetime
chests, dresser. bunkbeds
warranty on High tech ElecChairs, rockers, roll-a-way, trostatic
Filter custom fit to
microwave & cabinet, color your
unit, $89 95 Includes
tv tv cabinet desks creduckwork & unit sanationg
denza, loves-eat, bar stools
&
deordorizing
Lamps, Rattan & wicker
502-753-1001
headboards Danish coffee
table pitcher & bowl set & DEER HUNTERS Apple
stand gas heating stove, corn now in stock at Fardorm refrigerator & trash mers Farmacy 759-2248
compactor 753-1502
GET MARRIED- Smoky
Mountains, areas most
beautiful chapels, Christen
services, complete arrangements, hooeymoon &
CLAY Pots large & small family cabins, jacuzzi,
breathtaking views Wedplain & decorative, straw
Chapels
berry pots clay window ding
boxes, azalea pots, con- 800-893-7274, Vacation
crete planters, bird baths & Lodging 800-634-5814.
more Coast to Coast Hard- http•www vic corn./shoplin
ware, Central Shopping la/chapel/chapel htrn.
Center
MARRY ON A MOUN-

TWO STEEL BUILDINGS'
Public liquidation' 40X24
was $5718 now $2784
40X59 was 49740 now
$5880 Must sell' Can de
liver' 800-292 0111
VACATION for sale Destinations include Grand Bahama Island Cancoon
Nassau 8 Orlando $550
F-or info call 753-4321 or
leave message

270

ADORABLE AND AFFORDABLE WEDDINGslIn the Smoky Mountain Log
Chapel All service provided Including formal
wear, honeymoon rentals
Ordained ministers Dotty
wood country Before de
coding 800 262 5683

TWIN waterbed like new
$100 753-8697

STEEL BUILDINGS SALE30x40x10 $4 323
40x60x14, $7,786,
50x75x14. $10,591. A BEAUTIFUL CHAPEL/
50x.100x16 $14,240, CHURCH CHRISTIAN
WEDDING Gatlinsburg's
60x100x16, $16,707 Mini
original (since 1980)
storage buildings, 30x160
Photography, music, flow32 units. $13,944 Free bro
ers limos, lacuzzi suites,
chores Sentinel Buildings
800 327 0790, extension fireplaces Love Walk
Brick Rev Ed Taylor
79
800 3 4 6 2 7 79
TENNESSEE COUNTRY httpPwww gatlinburgchap
LOG HOMES Beautiful log els corn
home packages' Kits, Dry ins Turn-keyed Wholesale
prices For info or models
call 901 232-8545

Phone: 753-6910

ETHICAL HYPNOSIS

OCTAGON shaped glass
table, 2 chess $50 obo
753-6183 day 759-4500
nights

18 DISH Network digital
satellite, $199 Programming
$19 99/mo.
753-7419

A Steel diamond cut tool JBL Grand Touring car stereo speakers model T502.
box for a Dodge Dakota
Call 474-8340,after 5pm -60 watt power Pair new
$150, asking $50 obo
CASH paid for good, used 753-5778
rifles, shotguns, and pistols Benson Sporting LEER Topper good condition, red $600 Call
Goods 519 S 12th
474-8340
after 5pm
Murray
LOG
HOMES
Standard
Riding mowers &
models available or design
4-wheelers that need work
your own Free brochure
436-2867
Honest Abe Log Homes
3855 Clay County High150
way Dept CK, Tennessee
Articles
38575 800-231-3695
For Sabi
PRESSURE CLEANERS'100LB LP Cylinders for
Factory direct sale' New
sale LP GAS REFILLS
2800 PSI $599. 3500 PSI
Lowest prices in town B&B
$779, 4000 PSI $889. 4500
Brokers 701 So 12th
PSI $1449 Lowest prices
753-4389
guaranteed' Free catalog!
688-867-7729 24 hours

Business On A Budget?

Call

I

Help
Wanted

2BR house appliances
furnished gas heat, carport 415 So 10th St
$325/mo, lease required
759-4696
3-4BR brick home on quiet
dead-end street near MSU
Stove, refrigerator & dishwasher furnished New
carpet, vinyl 8 paint.
$575/mo. Call 436-5917.
3BR brick, $395/rno
pets 753-6931

No

3BR close to hospital Deposit required No pets
753-3300
3BR house Call 759-3489
3BR house, Dexter.
$225/mo lyr lease No
pets Deposit 753-4937
3BR house No pets
$400/mo $400 deposit,
some appliances furnished 753-8981
3BR house in
435-4027

Moving
Sale
Inside Garage
1409 Michelle Dr.
Thurs. & Fri.
Oct 2 & 3
8 a.m.
Dishes, Chnstmas
decorations, clothes,
towels & lots of items.

Huge Hazel
Yard Sale
Renovator & Rama/nage
Must
sell
antiques,
couches, gpliances, bidg
sup., clothes, books, crafts,
1992 Lemans
Oct. 2, 3, 4
(Thurs., Fri, Sat.)
7 a.m.-1 p.m.
601 Third St.
Hazel, Ky.

•I

Carport Sale
7 a.m.-2 p.m.
94 East, turn on 280,
2nd road past East
School on right, Cohoon Rd., 1st house
on right

ui.
cli
dr
a

Boys 5-7, girls 3-4, women's 5-16, shoes,toys,
knick knacks, 25 inch
console TV, some furniture

Rain or Shine

Yard Sale

Yard Sale

108 N. 7th St.
Fri., Oct. 3rd
/tic Can Out Continues

505 Whitnell
Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m.-?

Al New

Items
Furniture,
clothes,
glassware,
books,
fabric, craft items, etc.,
1989 Chevy S10 truck

753-9619
Huge
Garage Sale
Oct. 2, 3, 4
94 East to 280 pass
Miller Golf Course,
2nd road to right,
Wright Rd., 1 mile.
Dryer, glassware, rods
& reels, 10c clothes,
baby clothes-4T, new
prom gowns size 718

$60.00 ea.

94
ml
Si
Or

Maternity
clothes,
baby clothes, children's clothes & household items.

Si'

S.
on

Yard Sale
94
ab
C.
Pr
te
bo
bo

Saturday Only
October 4
In cabin next to
Brass Lantern,
Aurora.
8 a.m.-1 p.m.
Storm door, portable
dishwasher, stove,
clothes, shoes, and
1,000's of items.

Hazel

3BR newly decorated Must
have references, deposit, 8
lyr lease No inside pets
753-2342

Carport
Sale

3BR w/gas heat, low utilities, nice home 605 Sycamore, $450imo plus dee
759-4696

1510 Belmont
Between 16th St
& Kirkwood
Thurs.-Frl.-Sat
7 a.m.-2 p.m.
each day.
Lots of everything.

3 OR 4BR house, 1 bath,
w/basement, central h/a,
newly decorated, $700/mo
1 Month deposit, no pets
753-2905 or 753-7536
4BR, 2 bath 1006 Man St
Call Mum Cal Realty
753-4444
4BR, 2 bath house 5 miles
north, newly redecorated
central h/a, $530/mo 12
month lease No pets Deposit 753-4937, 436-2741
a-3BR house 1 block from
university. Newly redecorated, central h/a $535/mo
12 month lease. No pets
Deposit
753-4937,
436-2741.
BRICK, 5 rooms down
up, 14 bath, sund
central gas
age
00Imo
ays 759-9728
ev
NICE 3br, 2 bath brick with
carport in country, gas
heat. $550/mo plus deposit No pets 753-8582
360
For Rent
Or Lease
CREEKVIEW Self-storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney's
$20 $40/mo 759-4081
NORTHWOOD storage
presently has units avail
able
753-2905 or
753-7536

Garage Sale

30
mi
Sq
ml
ho

Fri. & Sat.
Oct. 3 & 4
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Behind Cain's
1010-A Northwood Dr.
Patio table & 4 chars,
pillows & bedspread &
shams, Samsonite overnight bag, lots of nice
clean ladies & children's
clothes, B.B. guns, fan,
lots of odd things

[-Need ExtraCash?
I Run a Classified.YARD SALE
Fri. & Sat. 8 a.m.-4 p.m.
Sun. 10 a.m.-3 p.m.
Brown's Market Parking Lot - Hwy.94 E Little Golden
Pond, 10 miles East of Murray.
STORE INVENTORY: Dining table & 8 chairs. portable
dishwasher, cabinet stereo, coffee table, roll away bed,
new queen bed, brass lamps, VCR, Golden Pond Pnnts,
motorcycle seat, 2 new motorcycle helmets, bicycles,
set of Bible Story books, records, books, lots of
collectibles, paint guns, air tools, women's clothing Lg.3X, jewelry & lots more household items'

j)

Cub Scouts Pack 73
"Gigantic" Yard Sale
George Weaks
Community Center
Sat., Oct. 4th
7 a.m.-2 p.m.
Help Support Scouting!

GREAT BUILDING'
GREAT LOCATION' 3500
sq ft multi use heat/ ac. 2
garage doors 203 LP Miller
(corner of Maple) Asking
58,800 762 6733 or
750 9738
•

AKC Collie puppies 1st
shots & wormed Born
7124/97 502 382-8284

YARD SALE
Friday 9 a.m.-Noon
Saturday 7 a.m.-11 a.m.
Home of Marsha Tucker, 968 Crossland Road,
take Wlswell Road past Southwest Elem., make
a right at 4-way stop, 3rd house on the right,
look for Tucker on the mailbox.
Ladies & boy's designer clothing. decorating
accessories. assortment of children's toys

..1.1•441•4411164.••
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Fri.
3

nstmas
Jothes,
f items

Yard Sale

Lzel
tie

2202
Creekwood Dr.
Friday 8-?
Sat. 8-12

marriage
antiques,
s, bldg.
a, craft,

Name brand ladies
clothes, shoes, little girls
clothes, entertainment
center, coffee table,
household items, etc.

4
Sat.)

St.
Y.

4 Family
Yard Sale

;ale

1807 Ridgewood
Fri. & Sat.
a.m.-?
Women's plus, regular and chkiren's
wedding
clothing,
dress, toys, books
and more.

Dn 280,

;t East
ht, Cohouse

3-4, woes,toys,
25 inch
te furni-

tine

;ale

nell
;at.
.?

)ortable
stove,
s, and

Box springernattress, vac
uum cleaner, carpet 2
playpens, toddler boys
clothes, toys, dishes,
books, women's clothes 14
to 18, typewriter, girrs ake,
car seat, girls size 4 dresses, window panes, RIUCI)
more

Huge
Yard Sale
Oyna Reeves
305 3rd St.
Hazel, Ky.
Behind Dee's Bank
Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Lots of baby clothes
0-4T girls, brand
name clothes.

Yard Sale
Sat, Oct 4
3020 Airport Rd.
7 a.m. W ?
Daybed, clothes, kids
toys, lots of knick
knacks.

Fri. & Sat.
Oct. 3 & 4
7 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

2118 Southwest Dr.

2 Party
Yard Sale
Fri., Oct 3
8 a.m.-1 p.m.
94 East to Hwy.290,go
about 1 mile, left on
Cardinal Ridge Ln.
Preschool leaching materials, small shelf,
books, toys, nice Disney
book sets, clothes (MW-Kids), kitchen items,
much give.

Dnly
4
,xt to
tern,

Southwest VIII. Subd.
2nd entrance
(Wisewell Rd. to Gibbs
Store Rd. to S.W. Dr.)

Fri. 8-11
Sat. 8-12
Size 20-22, 2x & 3x
Excellent Brands,
$2.00-$10.00
Huge Selection!

Yard Sale
Friday
8 a.m.-3 p.m.
641 N. to Coles Campground Rd. about 1 1/2
mile to church, turn
left, 1st house.

Linens, clothes, antiques, furniture, Avon
and much more.

MS

New To You
Sale

3ale

3075 Old Salem Rd., 5

min.
4

from

Court

Square, 121 South, 3
miles turn left, 5th
house on left.
Fri. 7 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sat. 7 a.m.-Noon

1.m.

ood Dr.
chairs,
pread &
lite overof nice
hildren's
ins, fan,
ngs

Lots of goodies
Ram or Shine

6 Family
Yard Sale
410 S. 10th
Off Sycamore
Fri. & Sat
7 a.m.-1 p.m.

Something for everyone. Lots of ladies clothing all sizes, household
Early Birds Welcome
r-

Yard Sale
At New Concord
across from Post
Office
Thurs.-Fri.-Sat.-Sun.

Load from Illinois - canning supplies, lots of
cookware & dishes,
children clothing, clothing of all sizes, lots
more.
436-2350

Yard Sale
1717 Holiday Dr.
Fri., Oct 3
8 a.m.-1 p.m.
Sat, Oct. 4
8 a.m.-2 p.m.
Brand name ladies
dresses & clothes
size 12-16, children's
clothes, toys, bike
seat, t-shirts & much
more.

Golden

portable
iay bed,
d Prints,

Working
Around
The
Clock
For You!

lots of
ling Lg.-

3

Some advertising messages are fleet
irig
they're seen or heard for a
and then they are
few seconds
gone
It's not that way when you advertise
in classified Your message, in print,
can be read and re read
any time
of the day or night
When you're looking for results,
look to classified One phone call
puts your ad in print and it keeps
on working for you
right around
the clock!

Road,
1., make
right,

corating
Dys

ft
)

The Murray
Ledger & Times
Classified Ads
753-1916

CASH
FOR
HOMEOWNERS-Credit
problems/bad credit OK.
No application fees
888-244-9908 Direct Kentucky Lender/Not broker
Debt Consolidation, home
improvements, land con
tracts IMC Mortgage
CASH-Immediate $$ for
structured settlements and
deferred insurance claims
J G
Wentworth
888-231-5375

Motorcycles

38R, 2 bath home Less
than 1yr old 6 miles North
of Murray Has osauzzi in
master bath Ventless fireplace in living room
Kitchen & dining room Plus
breakfast nook AN kitchen
appliances included 2 car
garage On
acre Priced
to sell at only $92,000
753-2592
3BR, gas heat, well built
older home, big corner lot
605 Sycamore $44,900
759-4696

CASH NOW!- We purchase mortgages, annuities, 4BR, 2 bath, vinyl siding,
and business notes Since hardwood floors, large
1984 highest prices paid Landscaped lot, in town.
Free estimates, prompt Asking $85,000. Call
professional service Colo- 753-9297.
nial
Financial ALL wood construction.
800-969-1200 extension 3br, 2 bath, ranch with
58.
foundation & central air on
I HAVE $5 MILLION- To your lot. From $58,600.
loan on real estate, 1st & 759-0220.
2nd Mortgages Good credit...bad credit, O.K. Call: ATTRACTIVE residence at
502-326-9010 or till free 1555 Oxford, Canterbury
Estates. Features 4 bed800-380-9970.
rooms, 34 baths, formal
living room, formal dining
430
room, family room, GrandReal
mother's quarters, eat-in
Estate
kitchen, double garage,
HALEY Appraisals. Bob plus boat room. Screened
Haley, state certified. porch, beautiful wooded lot
759-4218.
Amenities throughout.
KOPPERUD Realty has Contact Kopperud Realty,
buyers waiting to purchase 753-1222 MLS13001022.
homes-all price ranges If
you are thinking of selling- BY Owner 2000 sq ft, 3br,2
contact one of our courte- bath, 53 wooded acres
ous and professional Price reduced Make appt
agents at 753-1222 or stop 502-436-2832
by office at 711 Main St
BY Owner. 3br, lA bath,
newly remodeled, vinyl sid435
ing, central air & gas heat,
L.
ceiling fans, all new apProperty
pliances, oak kitchen ca1BR home, large living binets, Upper $50's.
room, screen porch, car- 753-5592.
port, shed, all exterior new
including roof & vinyl siding, BY Owner: Attractive, well
totally redecorated inside, maintained 5br, 3 bath
woodstove, beautiful home, est 3400 sq ft on
wooded lot, 5 minute walk Quail Creek Dr. Priced to
to Wildcat Beach. $39,900 sell under $179,000 Call
firm. 759-4696.
759-0817.

LOCATED lust south of
Kentucky & Tennessee
state line 3 tracts consist
ing of 10 721 acres
surveyed, blacktop road
frontage, with sepbc sys
tam, gravel &rye Beautiful
building site or a double
wide Priced in the low
$20's Call Moody Realty
Co 1 800-642-5093
LOG Home 3800 sq', 13
acres, fenced with pond,
30'X60 workshop 4 barns
753-7687
NEW 5br, 24 bath, 2600
sq ft of living, hardwood
floors, oak cabinets, Jacuzzi, hunter ceiling fans,
private wooded lot Just outside city limits $164,800
Call 753-6098
NEW brick home Oak Hill
Subdivision, Circle Dr, Benton 3BR, 2 bath, 2 car
garage Custom oak cabinets, ceramic floor tile in
foyer, kitchen & laundry
room. Oven, cooktop & dishwasher installed Deck,
concrete drive, sidewalks
installed. 2000 sq ft.
$120,000. 527-7607 or
354-6261.
NEW home with 14 acres
Call Kopperud- Amos
McCarty 753-1222.
NEWLY decorated 3 or 4br
house, 1 bath, susnroom,
fireplace, large wooded lot.
Extra acreage, great location, $75,000. Call
753-2905 or 753-7536.
OWNER MUST SELL!
Beautiful rustic 2 story
nestled among the trees on
a landscaped 1.3 acre lot, 5
minutes from Beautiful KY
Lake. House features 4br, 2
baths, central h/a, fireplace
with insert, new triple-pane
windows, wood floors and
deck. Must see to appreciate this Lake Retreat Call
436-5499 for appt.

PRICE REDUCED TO
SELL!
GREAT
LOCATION- 804 S. 16th St.
105X250 beautiful wooded
lot 2,850 sq ft (with possibilities for more). Bonus
room up- 40X12 walk-in
attic. 3br, 2% bath, 6
closets, 10 rooms, central
H/AC, LR, Dine, denkitchen combo with apDOUBLE lot with new sep- CANTERBURY: 1523 pliances, fireplace, drapes,
tic system, ready for home Beckett Dr. Approximately shutters, utility with cabs,
or trailer. Located in lake 2600 sq ft plus 2 car gar- sun-room, patio & 2 car
front subdivision with pri- age. Call 759-4801.
attached garage. Call
vate boat ramp. $9,900
759-0700.
firm. 759-4696.
FIRST time on the market.
A well maintained one QUIET country neighborFOR SALE: 10 plus,
hood, 4br, 2 full baths, large
Wooded acres,5 minutes owner, custom built 3br closets, formal dining. 3
brick, central h/a,
from Kentucky Lake Mabaths, 12X24 living room miles from town. By apture trees, private road, with
dining area, eat-in pointment only- 759-9909
apprx 12 miles east of Murkitchen, den with wood- or (502)254-5011.
ray, $40,000 firm. Will not
burning stove. Carport, atdivide. Serious inquiries
only please. Call 474-8704 tached 2 car garage. Lots of RETIREMENT or starter
after 5pm or leave shade. 2 miles from city of home for sale or lease, 3br,
Murray, 94 East in East-Y brick, central, with apmessage.
Subdivision. $94,500. pliances. Half acre with gar753-0444.
den in quiet city of Hazel.
Asking $55,500 or
FOR Sale By Owner Brick $450/mo. 901-642-0291
home 4br, 2 bath, central
2 SECLUDED wooded h/a, 1 blk from MSU Call
470
building lots (1A & 3 753-9636 $68,500
acres), 5 miles NW of MurMotorcycles
KIRKSEY area! 4BR, 2'h
ray. 753-5958.
bath. Must see this one, too
989 YAMAHA Blaster,
Y. ACRE lots for sale. 6 much to list. Sits on RA
miles North of Murray. acres. Priced to sell, full-size. Call 759-4967
anytime or 759-1983 M-F.
$135,500 obo 489-2056
753-2592.

CUSTOM building site in
the county. 3 miles east of
downtown Murray. 3+
acres. Paved frontage
road. Shared well. Restricted. Owner finance
possible. 753-5231.
LOTS for sale Hwy 732
Elm Grove, Hwy 280 near
Panorama Shores, Wildcat
area and in Murray. Seller
financing available with No
Down Payment. Phone
753-4268. Agent owned.
PRESTIGE Homes- Building today, for your future.
Your land or ours. Financing available. Call for free
estimates, 753-5628.
450

Firms
For Sale
2BR brick house on 80
acres Big block barn for
workshop or livestock Located on Browns Grove Rd
Will sell all cx separatly
474-8384
NEW Concord area 22
acres, house & 2 barns
436-2916 after 5pm
460

Homes
For Sale
2100 SOft3te 2 bath 2 car
garge, 1500 sq ft shop
759-9835

For Your

Real Estate Auction

contact
Wayne Wilson Of Wilson Realty

753-5086
or
Pat j0/1/1St0/1, ArietiO/IetT

437-4446

PUBLIC AUCTION
Saturday, October 4, 1997 10:00 a.m.
Paris, TN. - 500 Walnut Street Atkins Porter School.
Paris Special School District Surplus Auction
PARTIAI. LISTING
John Deere F935, 27 Hp, 3 cylinder diesel, front
mower 60": cut w/156 hrs. + 54" Toast Master
double stack oven + Blakeslee mixer 3/4 hp, 3
pedestal + Valcun deep fryer + 10 vending
machines, 6 compartment size + copy machines +
folding cafeteria tables + student chairs + desks +
tables + teacher desks + bookshelves + storage
cabinets + lockers + formica top cabinets +
computers + desk-chair combo units + bulletin
boards + toilet partitions + couch, coffee 8E end
tables + record players + cassette players + film
strip projectors + MUCH, MUCH MORE.

2BR. 1 bath brick, central
h/a, all appliances, de
tached workshop
753-7137 or 753-5263

••••AUCTIONEER'S NOTE: This merchandise was
I,, Atkins Porter School and is in good condition.

2BR, 1 bath A frame, can
tral hie, close to lake
$32,000 492-6261

Announcements day of sale take precedence over
previously printed material
Not responsible for accidents Lunch available

2BR. 1 bath, large open
living- dining area New
roof, vinyl siding, carport
$61,000 Call 753-&953 at
tar lpm

FOR INFORMATION AND YOUR
AUCTION NEEDS CONTACT:

2BR house near lake
Wood stove 20hp riding
mower 759-1606
38R, 2 bath, 2'4 acres
satellite & shed $38000
436-2114

For Information Call Richie

Doug Taylor
AUCTION SERVICE
PURVEAR, TENNESSEE
(901) 247.3784
LIC. KY & TN. *2027
FIRM 81787
'TAYLOR MADE AUCTIONS ARE BETTER"

•
"'"4"'sre-e•em-i-i

• •••••..

Chilcuu at

642-9322

1994 YAMAHA Timber
wolf, good condition,
$2,000 492-8769 or
492-6298
YZ 80 Dirt Bike, excellent
condition New cylinder, air
filter, front tire chain and
rear sprocker, and more
$750 Call for MCNO info
753-1326

1993 FORD Bronco 4x4,
black, loaded, all power,
73,XXX miles, nice with
new tires & brakes Call
492-8899 after 6prn.
1994 EXPLORER XLT, 1
owner, 34,XXX miles,
loaded, always garaged_
Like new inside, outside &
underneath Call 753-1628.
after 5pm.

1978 CHEVROLET Caprice, 4dr, 305 V8, low
miles on new engine $995
obo 753-0331

GE'llOSOLD
ABSOLUTE AUCTION

•

3-4BR 2 bath 2900 sq ft
home on 3 acres Ceramic
tile & hardwood floors
vaulted ceilings large
rooms fireplace, 2 car gar
age, back deck & pool
$79,900 Call 759-5999, attar 6pm

Plus Size Sale

Something for everyone

;ale

4 Party
Carport Sale
1408 Poplar St
Fri. & Sat
7 a.m.-7

CASH
FOR
HOMEOWNERS-Credit
problems/bad credit OK
No application fees
888-244-9908 Direct Kentucky Lender/Not broker
Debt Consolida bon, home
improvements, land contracts INC Mortgage

Yard Sale
44 East to 280, go 1/2
mile to 1536 follow
signs 5'1: miles to sale
or take 121 South to
Cherry Corner, follow
signs.

:lathes,
childhouse-

Homes
For Sale

SAT., OCT V' AT 10:07 A.M.
LAKE RIDGE ESTATES, MURRAY, KY
LOCATION: From Murray traveling north oa Hwy. 641 approx. 3
miles past the new arena, turn left onto Colts Campground Road, proceed 3 miles, take the second Lake Ridge Estates entrance.

5.5 Acres - Lake Front

.
1"
4328 SQ. vr. EXECUTIVE BRICK 2 STORY ±3540 SQ. FT. LIVING
AREA 4 BEDROOMS - 3 BATHS - 4 CAR GARAGE
Near completion is this drop dead gorgeous Murray home Outstanding views outstanding construction - outstanding floor plan & quality - quality - quality

It ALL sells to the highest bidder
regardless of the amount.
TERMS Or ALCTION: 10% deposit day of auction, balance within 30 days. A 10%
buyers premium will be added to the flnal bid and Included in the total contract pike.

RCIBE.WF ALEXANDER
REAL ESTATE & AUCTION CO.

1979 CUTLASS Supreme
753-4838

DM) Lone Oak Rd. Paducah, Ky 42001
PHONE (502) 554-5212 • 1-800-307-SOLD

1985 OLDS Delta 88, dependable family cat, comfortable interior, "fully
loaded, oil changed regularly. $1500. 753-5625
10am- lOpm Mon-Fri.

REAL ESTATE AUCTION

1986 MAZDA 626, runs
great, need to sell $1,800
753-7219 or 753-6292

From Murray,Ky.take 641 North to Hwy.1346.Turn right onto
1346 to Lane St. Go right on Lane,2nd house on left. The Haley
retiidence.
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Yard
Sale
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Party
Garage Sale
2124 Southwest Dr.
Fri. & Sat.
7:30 a.m.-4 p.m.
Large selection of
men's, boys, ladies
suits, sweaters S to
XL, Christmas decor,
purses, shoes, glassware, rugs and lots
more
3

460

420

Yard
Bats
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Fri., Oct. 3rd • 4:30 p.m.

1989 CHEVY S10, looks &
runs great $3000 obo
753-7219 or 753-6292
1989 MERCURY Sable
GS, all the extras, plus new
tires, only 130,XXX highway miles, good reliable
clean car inside & out
Please call 759-5277 or
436-6100.
1990 CHRYSLER Fifth Avenue, white, loaded,
63,XXX actual, mint °Jodition. $7,000 firm. 489-2918
1990 Chevrolet Lutrima,
4dr, V6, $3200 Call
753-7238 or 435-4020
1990 GRAND Prix SE, V6,
fully loaded, tilt, cruise,
power sunroof, p/w, p/I,
power mirrors, spoiler. Nice
car. 753-0486.
1990 TOYOTA Corolla,
98,XXX miles $4,375
753-1747
1991 PONTIAC Bonneville,
like new. Well maintained,
hwy miles, air conditioning,
$3900 502-753-7840
1992 EAGLE Talon, white,
white sport wheels, cd
changer, sunroof, loaded,
85,XXX. 435-4142.

Nice 3 bedroom house - one bath - large living room - dining room large kitchen - utility room - large lot - mature shade - city gas - storm
windows - outside storage:house has aluminum siding.
Lead paint could be present in anyliouse built prior to 1978. Make
your inspection prior to auction date. Buyer will be required to sign a
disclosure waiver for a 10 day post sale inspection.
Terms: 10% down day of auction. Balance in 30 days with passing of
deed. For more information contact Century 21 Loretta Jobs Broker
753-1492.
This auction held jointly with Loretta Jobs Realtors
and

Dan Miller - Auctioneer
REAL ESTATE AUCTION
•

Hazel Day
Sat., Oct. 4, 1997 • 4:30 p.m.
Barbara Drake - Owner

From Murray, Ky.take 641 So. to Hazel. Turn right on State Line St.
Just off Antique Row or Main St. This property is zoned residential or
commercial.

1992 MAXIMA, 68,XXX
miles, p/w, p/1, tilt, cruise,
JVC cd player, auto, excellent shape $11,000 obo
753-0180
CORRECTION! 1993
PONTIAC Grand Prix LE,
all power, 65,XXX miles.
502-382-2263.
1994 MUSTANG 3.8 Liter
V6, 44K miles, black, tinted
windows, custom, cd
player. Asking $11,500
obo. Call 759-8121.

This 4 bedroom house,2 bedroom downstairs -2 bedrooms upstairs • 1 bath eat-in kitchen -large family room - utility room -gas heat - aluminum siding on
large lot. This property has a lot of potential. A nice place to live or a good
location for a business.
Terms:20% down day of auction. Balance in 30 days with passing of deed. For
more information call Century 21 Realtors 753-1432 Loretta Jobs, Broker.
This auction held jointly with Century 21 Loretta Jobs Broker
and

Dan Miller - Auctioneer

1995 CHEVY Camaro,
6cyl, automatic, with t-tops,
air. Hunter green, 56,XXX
miles. Days 753-2922,
nights 753-2753 ask for
Glen.

Lead paint could be present in any house built prior to 1978. Make your
inspection prior to auction day. Buyer will be required to sign a disclosure
waiver for a 10 day post sale inspection. •

1995 GRAND Prix SE,
white, sun/ moon roof, cd
player, loaded, clear,
49,XXX miles Call
753-2121.

Public Auction
Sat., Oct. 4th, 1997 • 10 a.m.
At the home of Mr.& Mrs. Wilson Christenbery who are moving
into a retirement home. From Murray, Ky take 94 West to Oaks
Country Club Estate road. Watch for auction signs.

495
Vans
1982 CHEVROLET Conversion van, extended roof,
front & rear a/c, 4 captains
chairs, new tires, new paint,
excellent condition $4800.
Call 753-2486. after
5 30pm.
1988 FORD Aerostar, Eddie Bauer Edition,exot
condition, 6cyl, art,
•
blue & tan. 13950 obo.
753-9830 after 5 or leave
message.
1990 GRAND Am, excellent condition $4,150
489-2643
1995 DODGE Grand Caravan ES, Emerald green,
captains chairs, ABS. rear
heat/ ac, all power, other
extras. 53xxx, excellent
condition, $14,200
753-5691
1992 CHEVROLET Astro,
loaded Call 753-2967

1979 FORD F100 59 XXX
actual miles, 3sp, swb
$1500 obo 759-3769
1987 FORD Ranger sharp,
nice wheels, 6cyl art a/c, 2
tone tan & brown $3950
obo 753 9830 after S or
leave message
1990 JEEP Cherokee
Sport 4X4, excellent condi
Don $5,800 759-9865

Fine old oak spool leg lamp table - large old pictures & frames - old coffee mill old oak hi back chest w/mirror & rack - old wash stand - nice spindle back
rocker - nice hope chest - old china cabinet - old buffet - slate back rocker - large
shadow box w/mirror in back - small chest - nice bookcase - lighted corner
currio cabinet - beautiful Ethan Allen dining table w/4 chairs & matching hutch
- 2 nice wall mirrors - nice table lamps - 2 nice clean matching chairs - ice box
type lamp table - chum lid & dasher - nice odd bed - small phone table arm
chair - swivel rocker - nice clean rug - nice auto washer & dryer - mirowave
oven - 'small kitchen appliances - pots & pans - cranberry table lamp with glass
pr4nit - 50 or more pieces of cranberry glass - footed crystal candy dish - celery
dish - lot of old milk glass pieces - Lefton china vase - fine creamer & sugar Noritake china - set of stern glasses - 8 Christmas glasses - Crookville plate nice tumen - Grandma cookie jar - West Marlin tea pitchers - mug 8t bowls butter dish - spice rack with vinegar & oil - nice tulip bowl - beautiful cake plate
- Alford Meakin pitcher - very old & good bed chamber w/lid - old bowl &
pitcher - milk glass hob nail vanity lamps - old kerosene lamps - kerosene
heaters - set of Oneida flatware - nice tablecloths - niece crochet table cloths 7x35 Binoculars - elect fan - card table - Christmas items - gas grill - air
compressors - folding chairs - Golden lady golf clubs - stone peices - 6 ft. step
ladder - old 12 ga shotgun with invecta choke's - like new 14.5 H.P. Murray
riding mower - lawn cart with like new Pony Troy built 5 H.P. tiller elect start dump bed- like new 5 H.P. Troy Built Shredder - 10" table top saw -bench drill
press - battery charger - elect drill motor steel bits - bench grinder - Echo chain
saw - gas leaf blower - gas line trimmer - circle saw - tool chest - wrenches &
tools - socket set - shop vise - extension cords - hedge trimmer - nuts, bolts 8c
screws - saw horses - extension ladder - fumfture clamps - yard cart -push lawn
mower - fishing equipment- foot locket - patio set - porch swing - metal lawn
chairs - bird feeders - milk can - old corn sheller - old wash kettle - strop broom hand & yard tools and much more.

Auction held rain or shine. Not responsible for accidents.
Lunch available. For more information & your Auction needs.
Phone 435-4144.

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane
Terry Paschall Auctioneers
"My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays"

„
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

SOO

530
Services
Offered

1991 MAZDA B-2200. fair
shape, as is $1,000 hrrn
753-2494 after 6pm

CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work septic sys
terns, 354-8161 after 4pm
Horace St10181

1993 GMC Suburban, 4wd
69 XXX .miles, new ores
$21,000 Call 753-1372
days or 436-5482 nights
1995 GMC Z-71 ext cab,
34xxx miles, loaded Neck/
maroon wit. $20,000 otxi.
489-2015
520
Boats
Woes
1975 21F1 off shore re
boat rebuilt 455 Olds mo
for, rebuilt pump $4000
°tic 759-9086

&mikes
Off wed

DAVID S Cleaning Services 'Cleaning' vinyl siding homes, mobile homes,
boats brick driveways,
parking lots, all exterior
cleaning acid cleaning
available David Borders,
Insured, Completely Mobile Phone 502 759 4734
Cellular 502-853-1108
ELECTRICIAN- R&R
ELECTRIC New construction, rewiring, mobile home
hookups electrical maintenance and repair Call anytime Murray, 762-0001
cell* 519-1592

1996 ASTRO 200 Mer'cury, motor Guide 1224,
EMERGENCY Water Retandom axel trailer with
moval 24hrs Lee's Carpet
brakes travel cover, tour
ready Excellent condition Cleaning 753-5827
red/ white 474-8222

METAL ROOFS= Quality
and style STOCKWELL
METAL ROOFING= Best
in Tri-State area Get your
house covered with siding
GARDEN tilling grader and NEW Windows'Call for
blade work, bushhogging, a FREE estimate
mulch hauling Gerald Car- 753-6585
roll, 492-6159
NEED A NEW ROOF or
HARDWOOD FLOOR in- improving the look of yr*,
stallation and finishing
home? Gutters siding &
Custom design Affordable small repairs are our sperates 753-7860
cialty Free estimates available by Schroeder Construcoon 767-9474
LAMB Brother Home Improvements, remodeling, NEED FERTILIZER OR
additions, roofing, siding. UME SPREAD/ No job
free estimates 436-2269
too large or &nal Call
436-6026
LEE'S Carpet Cleaning
Carpets, Upholstery Free PAINTING. Interior- exterestimates 302 S 12th
ior Pressure washing Free
753-5827
estimates 437-3879
FENCING: Midway Fence
Co. Chain link & vinyl
fence at reasonable
prices. 759-1519.

530
Service*
Offered

mb Brothers

3
DOZING, backhoe,
septic, & gravel hauling
Driveways foundations
502-4.37 4969
Al Al A TREE SERVICE,
stump removal, tree spraying, hedge trimming, landscaping, mulch hauling &
mulch spreading gutter
cleaning Licensed & insured, Full line of equipment, Free estimates Tim
Lamb
436-5744,
1-800-548-5262.
A
Tree professionals
Stump removal, tree spraying serving Murray Calloway County since 1980
Free estimates 437-3044
or 492-8737
A&A Complete Lawn Care
Mar. Lamb 436-5791
AFFORDABLE, quality
building you'll be proud ofl
Residential construction,
remodeling, roofing, vinyl
siding, porches, decks,
fencing concrete & masonry. And home repairs
Free estimates 753-8007
Elite Building

Tree Service

502-436-574-4
1.-SC110-541113-5.246.2

ALL types of work Mulch,
rock gutters outbuildings,
brush clearing tree trimming home repairs, Junk
hauled etc Reliable and
reasonable City & county
753-2092
ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking 753-8056
APPLIANCE REPAIR
PROFESSIONAL DEPENDABLE.
502-767-9552.
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 mayor
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works 753-2455
APPLIANCE REPAIR All
brands Kenmore 30+
years experience BOBBY
HOPPER 436-5848
BACKHOE Service - ROY
HILL Septic system, driveways, hauling, foundations,
etc 759-4664
BACKI-SOE Service- small
Kits driveways, box blade
rottertilling snow removal
753-0834 or 759-9835

•

*
*
*
*
*

"Financing For Every One"
* Charge Offs
Bad Credit
* Tax Liens
No Credit
* 1st Time Buyers
Bankrupt
* Medical Bills
Repossessions
* Divorced
Slow Pays
WE CAN HELP!
1-800.457-4866 • Call Shawn
Or

24 Hour Credit Hotline 1-800-748-8357
New or Used We've Got One For You!

Ceramic Tile Dry Wall Plumbing Electrical Repairs
-The

tAW
CANI1

NED

West Ky.
Seamless Gutters
•C,ompetitive Prices
'Gutters
'Free Estimates
'Gutter Supplies
'Gutter Maintenance

Call 753-0278

I

Why Pay Monthly Security System 11
Monitoring Charges?

Let L s Install Our High Tech DSC Or Linear Security
System arid You Get A Free 4 Number Auto-Phone
Dialer That Calls With Your Personal Message If
System Is Activated,
Bask System Pricing Starts At $399
Call Today For Free Home Security SurveyoEstimale'

Lee Starts Custom Homes/Cronin Engineering
502-492-8238
•Auto-Dtaler Offer Good Through October 31, 1997
•Financ-Ing Available

'w

k3

ERIAN S LANDSCAPING
7ree removal. shrub trimming ciean-up, mulch, etc,
etc Insured Free estimates 759-5353

CONCRETE RESURFACING SYSTEMS! Don't tear
out your old concrete resurface it into a decorative
product such as brick pay
ers cobblestone or tile
Free estimates by
Schroeder Construction
767 9474
CONSTRUCTION &
REPAIR Free estimates
Remodeling fencing decking roofing & electrical
489 2832
CUSTOM BUILT wooden
docks fencing pole barns
sheds carports Also repair
& rebuild Excellent work
maniship Affordable rates
753-7860

LAMB BROS

ROOFING

Large or Small Jobs

CARPET CLEANING
Serving Murray for over
25yrs Certified techni
clans Carpets, upholstery
Free estimates Leas Carpet Cleaning 753-5827

COLSON Home Repairs
Additions, garages decks,
remodeling, vinyl siding
20yrs experience
753-5592

759-0337

WALKER

Over 20 .7.—ars experience
Specializing in Bathroom Repairs

BOBS Plumbing Service
Al' work guaranteed Free
est- rrates 753-1134
492 8584

CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for
motor home, boats RVs
and etc Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 759-4664

Quafirt

Guaranteed Auto Loans

AFFORCABLE all around
hauling, junk clean-up,
cleaning out sheds, tree
work. 436-2867
ALL carpentry 15yrs exp
foundations, slabs, sidewalks, driveways, buildings,
remodeling, repairs, AGC
certified 489-2214.

Tree Trutimmg
learietp Servi.ce
Fun Luse of
Eq•upammt

LICENSED I 1NSL'RED Fred El*MOM
24 Hr. Service
Hedge Trummug
Tree Spragimg
,
Simnp
Tres
Removal

(Free Estimates)
436-2269 Anytime
800-821-6907

01044{
--
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Custom reflective addresses
Enable 911 emergency, delivery services family
& friends to locate your home day or night

Chris Cox (901) 247-5294

0
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOOOWOBKJNG

All Types Of

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
4.-1

by and see our showroom
V quay
(Pead)

RV

'140

Services
Colleted

ROOFING- New roofs
tearoffs reroofs Free estimates 437-4718

WEST KY Lawn Care
Mowing, rimming, fertilizing, liming, aerating
mulching, landscaping
Tnm shrubs, hauling, leaf
clean-up, gutter cleaning
For Free Estimate call
753-9048, leave message

PLUMBING repairs, fast
service 436-5255

STEVE'S Home Improvement. Additions, remodeling, roofing Ph 759-8645
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with fuN
line of equipment Free estimates Day or night,
753-5484
THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters, vanety
of colors Licensed, insured Esornate available
759-4690
WALTERS Contracting.
Free Estimates Guaranteed Quality Work
Licensed & Insured Over
20 years expenence Roofing, additions, vinyl siding,
decks, remodeling Call
753-2592

WOOD VCR- repairing
VCR's, microwaves 'NEW
HOURS' Mon-Fn, 1-5'30
Free estimates. Via/MC
accepted 753-0530
560
Fres
Column
BEAUTIFUL free dogs to
good country home only.
Have had shots & wormed
753-6378
FREE kittens 3 to 6mos
old 436-2510

HOROSCOPES
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday, Oct.
3, 1997:
Flow with the moment, and worry
less. Creativity is subject to surges;
during high periods, you come up
with dynamic ideas. Confusion still
lingers on the home front because of
a parent or a personal situation.
Your ability to think, take action
and direct energy are at an all-time
peak. Sometimes,however, you will
forget the well-known Libran diplomacy.Ifyou are single, boredom will
not be a problem: The universe presents an amazing collection of potential suitors. Ifattached,your love
life becomes more exciting than ever,
adding to the intensity between you.
SCORPIO can be possessive.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day
You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4-Positive;
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult.
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
*** You are on a roller-coaster
ride. A partner tries to stabilize the
situation, but to no avail. The ride
ends only when it is over, so hold on
tight. The good news is that the
weekend is coming,giving you plenty
of time to dust yourself off. Tonight:
Be gone!
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** Just when you thought all
was well, the boss throws a tantrum
and changes plans. There is very
little control over these factors of
your life, so just roll with them. A
partner is a breath of fresh air. He
helps you figure things out. Tonight:
Let off steam with friends.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** You are pushed in several directions and are unsure about what
is going on. Do not leave matters up
to Lady Luck. Take a firm stand.
Seeking out an associate gives you
renewed perspective. He is startled
by what the recent events. Tonight:
Ask for a massage.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** You need your good humor to
handle the uproar around you.There
are red flags in your direction,should
you consider going to a partner, associate or institution for help.This is
for you to work through. You can do
it! Tonight:Your creative juices flow
freely.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
** You are hard-pressed to stabilize a sinking ship. You cannot stop
the inevitable. Just clear the decks,
to minimize the damage. Your creativity surpasses any advice you
gather. You come up with better,
once you have the opening. Tonight:
It's unusually resourceful.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Express ideas, explain your
wishes and don't have great expectations! Anything that can go wrong
now will. You have the energy to
hurdle obstacles. Have faith in yourself, and you'll be all right. Tonight:
Blow off steam with a loved one.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** You have the best plans, and
areput out when you see them fizzle.
Eut this setback encourages you to
take strong action and adapt your
thinking. You like what you are creating more. Make calls, pass along
news and ask for help. Tonight: It
could be costly.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Take needed action. You are
one of the few who can create more
of what you want from a scenario. A
family member appears unstable;
for your purposes, he is. Right now,

4.44;,4"A- - ::-.•- il,

C.C.'s Sign Service

•

Services
°Herod

Services
Off wed

LICENSED for electric and
gas 435-4358

530

530

530

Used
Trucks

Congratulations! We'd Like
To Stop By And Give You
A Basketful of Free Gifts
Over the years, the Welcome Wagon°
basket has become a welcome sight to
all kinds of people New residents, new
parent; and new citizens all enjoy the
benefits of a free Welcome Wagon
basket which not only contains valuable
gifts, but also information about community services and local businesses
For you, it's a new day Why not start it
by making a new fnend? We'd love to
hear from you

947elign?icrgok,
Hostess Call
Kathryt Outland 753-3079
Ingeborg King 492-8301

you have the power. Don't rely on
anyone else. Tonight: Beam in what
you want!
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
*** Much is going on in your head.
Stating it now is not the best idea.
Consider what would work for you.
This is a time to think, not act,
though by evening you take a strong
stand. Count on your resolve, power
and striaigth. Tonight: Add mystery
to the plans!
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Aim for what you want. You
have a strong sense of direction and
incredible inner resources. You are
confused by all that's going on. Be
careful with funds.The unexpected,
for good or bad, could happen. Tonight: Relax with friends.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
** If you think others are acting
strange, hold up the mirror. Your
actions appear flaky to them,even if
you know where you are coining
from.Allow feedback,and don't make
any rash decisions. Stay focused on
the goal. Get together with others.
Tonight: The party starts now.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Distance yourselffrom what
you see. Others' reactions stun you.
Listen, but don't follow another's
advice. Emphasize the big picture.
You can understand the currents of
the day. Tonight: You are a strong
force on the scene.
BORN TODAY
Musician Lindsey Buckingham
(1947), singer Chubby Checker
(1941), writer Gore Vidal (1925)

Local bands qualify
for state regionals
is again the honorary chair of the
event. "We're ready to build on the
excitement of last year's event and
set new records this year," said
Rector, an alumnus of Henry Clay
High School and the University of
Kentucky marching bands. "Members of the community can support
the event by buying tickets and
attending or volunteering their
time." To volunteer call 606/2583026.
Co-sponsors of the event are the
Lexington-Fayette Urban County
Government, the coordinating
agency; the Kentucky Music Educators Association; the University of
Kentucky; WKYT-TV - Channel
27; Fayette County Public Schools;
the Greater Lexington Convention
& Visitors Bureau; the Lexington
Herald-Leader; and McDonald's of
Central and Southeastern Kentucky.

The Calloway County High
School Marching Band and the
Murray High School Marching
Band have qualified for the regional
competition of the 1997 KMEA
Kentucky
Marching
Band
Championships.
By earning a distinguished rating
in a recent contest, the bands won
the opportunity to compete in the
regionals, to be held in October at
various locations across the state.
The regionals will determine the
64 bands that will move oti to
compete for statewide honors in
Lexington in October.
This is the second year Lexington
has hosted—and the 12th year the
Kentucky Music Educators Association has sponsored — the state's
premier band contest. Last year's
attendance broke all records for the
contest with over 35,000 attending
the semi-finals and finals.
For the 64 bands that qualify in
the regionals, semi-final competition will begin at 12:30 p.m., Saturday,Oct. 25,at four Lexington high
schools, Lafayette (Class A); Paul
Laurence Dunbar (Class AA);
Henry Clay (Class AAA);and Tates
Creek (Class AAAA).
The 16 winners in the semi-finals
will compete for statewide bragging
rights during the finals, beginning at
7 p.m.,October 25,at the University
of
Kentucky
Commonwealth
Stadium.
Again this year, advance ticket
sales and reserved seating will be
offered. Individual reserve tickets
are $8 each-. Reserve seats are
available for school groups of 30 or
more at $5 per person. The deadline
to reserve group seating is Tuesday,
October 7.
For more information or to order
reserve tickets call toll-free 1-888231-BAND.
Ray Rector, a well-known
marching and pep band enthusiast,
4
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BILLS

BILLS

BILLS
$10,000 - $110/mo
to
$50,000 - $550/mo

El

1-800-228-9052
Homeowners Only

B

NATIONWIDE
LENDING CORPORATION
Hours: lain - Spin
Loans Shown
Based on 11.99% 20 yr.
Term Si 12.39% APR
DRE L1C 101220973
(A DOSS)
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GENERAL • MICHELIN
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Open Saturdays Until Noon
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IF YOU LIKE TO SAVE MONEY...
THIS IS THE TIME.
.
97 PLYMOUTH BREEZE 4 DR
Room for 5, automatic, air conditioning, rear defroster,
tilt, cruise, AM/FM/cassette, folding rear seat, lots
more.

97

CHRYSLER CIRRUS 4DR

Real luxury, V6, automatic, air cond., tilt, cruise, power
windows/locks, power driver seat, gold pkg., rear
defroster and lots more.

97

Sexy and fun, DP.H.C. engine, 5 speed, leather seats,
power widows/locks, power driver seat, power sunroof,
alloy wheels, performance suspension, tilt, cruise etc.

17,497

INTREPID 4DR

17,997
'/-

CHRYSLER SEBRING LXI CPE

Loaded personal coupe, V6, automatic, power windows/
locks/mirrors, remote keyless entry, power drivers seat with
leather seating, AWFM/cassette/CD player with equalizer
and 8 Infinity speakers, alloy wheels, touring tires etc.

-•-

19,897
9

ain s

ALL PRICES PLUS TAX, TITLE, PROC AND
LICENSE DEALER RETAINS FACTORY REBATE
CI-IPVSLER•P
(IF ANY)
PRICES GOOD THRU 104/97

L
=
T. ('

Room for six, V6,automatic, air cond.,tilt, cruise, power
windows/locks/remote keyless entry, trip computer,
50/50 split bench, trunk release and more (2 others at
similar savings)

97

16,997
(I.

DODGE AVENGER 'ES' CPE

97 DODGE

13,997
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Ten years ago
Ronnie Walker, principal of
North Calloway Elementary
School, was named Principal of
the Year at the 61st annual conference of First District PTA held
at Fancy Farm.
Published is a picture of Larry
Flood with his 51,5 month-old cat,
"Butterscotch" at Pets Are Wonderful Society Pet Fair at MurrayCalloway County Park.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Steve C. Bailey, a
girl to Joyce and John Butler and
a boy to Michelle and Clarence
Whitt, Sept. 26; a girl to Kari and
Phillip Bush, Sept. 27.
Twenty years ago
Calloway County was hit by a
rain storm accompanied by whipping winds that felled trees,
caused some power outages, and
knocked over a tobacco barn being used by Clifton McCallon,
four miles south of Lynn Grove,
on Oct. 1.
The Rev. W. Edd Glover has
retired as minister of North
Pleasant Grove Cumberland Presbyterian Church.
Beth Richardson and Mark H.
Hurter were married Aug. 18 at
First Baptist Church, Murray.
Mydelle Rickman, Jo Miller
and Rena Hopkins are officers of
Baptist Women of Flint Baptist
Church.
Thirty years ago
Fire destroyed a garage building and also damaged parts in the
house and store of Sledd's Grocery at Stella Sept. 30. The grocery is owned and operated by Mr.

and Mrs. Joseph Sledd.
Bill Boyd, vice president of
Peoples Bank and Kiwanian, explained the various aspects of the
banking business at a meeting of
Murray Kiwanis Club.
Mr. and Mrs. Ouis Patton attended the Kentucky Real Estate
Convention held at Louisville.
Forty years ago
About 500 women from Murray and Calloway County were in
attendance this morning for the
showing of a cancer film at Calloway County Health Department, according to Hewlett
Cooper, health educator.
Joe Pat Anderson, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Orville A. Anderson of
Murray, graduated from University of Tennessee Medical College, Memphis, Tenn. He plans to
intern at Memphis City Hospital.
Published is a picture of student body of Jackson School in
1915.
Fifty years ago
At a special chapel program on
Oct. 1 at Murray State College,
Capt. John H. Lewis, U.S. Navy,
presented the college with a
bronze plaque in appreciation of
Murray's cooperation during
World War II. During the war, a
Naval pre-flight unit was established at the college for training
Navy personnel.
Births reported include a boy
to Marion and Jo Nell Chaffin,
Sept. 25; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Wayne Burton, Sept. 28; a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Glyn Smith and boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Guy Jackson,
Sept. 29.

BLONDIE
ARE YOU GETTING
UP NOW, OR WILL I
HAVE TO COME LP
HERE AGAiN?
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...IF 4OU'RE THICK CALVED,
A CLINGY TOP AND FLOWING
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AND CLINGY SKIRT...

rWHAT I'M
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MALLARD FILLMORE

DEAR ABBY

DEAR ABBY: I am a 19-year-old know whether your mother
college student. I live at home and comes from another culture in
have always considered myself a which women traditionally
well-behaved -child." I'm an honors have no freedom, or her relastudent, active in the community tionships with men were so
and school, and have never used destructive that her perspective
drugs or been in trouble of any is distorted. By current stankind.
dards, you should have been
The problem is my mom. She
datind for several years.
overprotective, and I don't kno
It is unrealistic for your
what to do. We have a very good mother to expect you to make
relationship; I tell her everytning mature decisions concerning
about my life and am very honest men and dating at age 25 if
with her. Yet she insists my curfe
you've had no dating experibe sundown and thinks there is no ence. Since
moving is absolutely
such thing as having male friends. not an
option,
She says with men, you either love rary of your ask a contempomother's — a relathem or you hate them. I only want tive, a
clergyperson
or a friend
to go out every once in a while to of hers
— to talk to her and
the movies with friends, or just to explain what
is normal for a 19have coffee.
year-old girl.
I don't have a boyfriend, but she
thinks any guy friend I have is a
boyfriend. She has expressed to me
DEAR ABBY: When I read the
that her preference would be for me letter in
your
to wait until I'm 25 to have a theft of some column about the
boyfriend. I have tried talking to brought back items from a grave, it
painful memories of a
her, but it doesn't work. I have tried similar incident.
• coming home a little late, and she
My brother passed
suddenthreatens to never let me go out ly at the young age ofaway
39. He was a
again.
devoted St. Louis
She has told me that she fears had all kinds of Cardinals fan and
Cardinal
I'll get pregnant or married early bilia. When his body wasmemoraand will never accomplish my ered, he was wearing his discovcareer goals. I have assured her Cardinals jacket. It was cherished
a gift from
that won't happen, but she won't his employees —
and he treasured
budge.
it.
I am tired of trying to reassure
Because of the suddenness of his
her and getting yelled at for coming death, an autopsy
home at 10 p.m. Please don't sug- formed before his had to be perbody was released
gest moving out, because that is to the mortuary. We
were told at
absolutely not an option. Abby, the time that his
personal posseswhat should I do? I have been a sions would all
faithful reader of your column for body; however,be returned with the
the jacket was not
seven years and trust your advice returned to us.
completely.
When we inquired, we were told
CAGED UP IN LOS ANGELES that no one had
seen it since his
body was picked up. We telephoned
DEAR CAGED UP: I don't the police, the
coroner's office and
the funeral home that transported
CONTRACT BRIDGE
his body. No one had the jacket.
I was amazed that not only do
of three diamonds. South, the late people steal from cemeteries, they
West dealer.
Sidney Silodor,overcalled with three also steal from dead people.
North-South vulnerable.
BROKENHEARTED
hearts, which North raised to four.
NORTH
IN MISSOURI
Here, though, Silodor made six.
+ A K3
since
he
triumph,
major
This was no
11 10 9 8 4 2
DEAR BROKENHEARTED:It
had not bid the slam, but it did point
+642
seems bizarre that people
player
at
North
that
the
up the fact
4K 2
would steal from the deceased,
the other table, who reached six, but it's nothing new. Grave
EAST
WEST
robtables,
a
both
it.
At
made
have
could
Q 10 7 6 4 2+J8
bers have existed for thousands
75
diamond was led (at one table by of years. Archaeologists fre3
•5
• KQJ1087 East, at the other by West). Two quently find graves stripped of
diamond losers seemed certain. valuables when they are excaQ J 75
+10863
There is no side suit that can be vatng. It's deplorable, but
SOUTH
established and there are no high unPartunately, some people
+95
cards on which a diamond can be have no respect for the dead.
VAKQJ6
discarded.ButSilodor made 12 tricks
•A 9 3
just the same.
4 A 94
After winning the diamond, two
The bidding:
rounds of trumps were drawn. The
South
North East
West
3
2•
K-A of clubs were then cashed and a
1V
Pass
club was ruffed in dummy. Next the
Pass
6'
4V
Pass
DR. GOTT
Opening lead — king of diamonds. K-A of spades were led, followed by
a third round of spades, on which By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
B. Jay Becker, former editor of East showed out. But instead of
DEAR DR. GOTT: My husband just
this column, once played in a team- trumping the spade,South discarded
of-four event where the pair he was one of his losing diamonds, permit- died, after having received unsuccessful radiation therapy for a malignant
playing against got to a slam on the ting West to win the trick.
This left West in a hopeless posi- tumor of unspecified site. Why didn't
strange bidding shown.The declarer
struggled through the play but fi- tion. Whether he returned a club or his doctors use chemotherapy. too?
DEAR READER: Highly malignant
nally gave up the ghost at the finish, a spade, declarer would trump in
tumors
— those so cancerous that
remaindiscarding
his
while
dummy
down
going
and
losing two diamonds
ing diamond loser. Tricky? Yes. But their origin cannot be identified — are
one.
the most difficult to treat. ChemoSouth had some words to say to instructive also.
The point is that declarer should therapy is usually useless, and even
North about his opening bid, which,
radiation may have little effect. I susit must be granted, was very much never give up, even in a seemingly pect that
your husband's doctors
on the light side. Nor could South be impbssible contract. IfSilodor found chose not to subject him to expensive
points
30
only
when
solution,
six.
the
hand
to
the
blamed for pushing
and painful treatment that held no
When the North-South hands were involved, shouldn't his coun- hope of cure. With some cancers,
were held by Becker's teammates, terpart at the other table have found comfort-oriented therapy which
North did not open the bidding. East the answer when a slam was at relieves pain and suffering may be the
did, however, with a preemptive bid stake?
most appropriate approach.
Tomorrow: Two double-dummy problems.
Although I am sorry, for your loss.
your husband may have experienced a
more uncomfortable and prolonged
CROSSWORDS
death had his doctors continued to try
various therapies doomed to fail.
33 King of
DEAR DR. GOTT: My healthy 35ACROSS
Bashan
year-old husband has an embarrassAnswer to Previous Puzzle
34 Drivers' org
1 'I smell
ing problem: At the conclusion 'of sex.
35 Norton ID
INSCENE POSED. he gets a severe headache. As you can
36 Quickly
5 War
38 TV
memento
I NA F OGIEV I GAN imagine, this is not helping our marriage. What can we do?
accessory
9 Greek letter
0RT
A
39 — Francisco
DEAR READER: Known as "coital
12 Walkway
A
Y
S
40 Apiece
13 Carry
headache.- this symptom does not
A
SH
(abbr )
14 Max —
reflect any health hazard or danger.
41 Prophet
Sydow
The cause is unknown but is probably
42 "Misery- star
15 'Witness'
A
A
related to altered blood flow in the
44 — College
extras
A
brain during sexual arousal.
(Poughkeep17 Female
sie. N Y
A
parents
ES
NIv consultants tell me that coital
46 TV's David
19 — Island
A
R
I
headaches are more easily prevented
48 Storehouse
(New York
than treated. Several drugs are used
A
AD A
51 Work unit
City)
SPROUTIEF.REMS for this purpose. These include beta52 Mr Nolte
21 Opera
blockers (Inderal and others). calci54 — Stravinsky
highlight
ST R A P SED A M M
um-channel blockers (verapamil and
55 Female ruff
22 Shea
10-2 © 1997 United Feature Syndicate
56 Wallet fillers
Stadium
so forth) and anti-depressants such
57 Snares
team
as Elavil). The medicine is taken an
11 Handle
6 Enter (2
24 Greeting
hour or so before having relations.
DOWN
16 Anderson ID
wds
25 He was
To rule out other causes of
18 Angel
7 Like — - of
Tarzan
headache, such as migraine, your hus1 — — carte
bricks
headpiece
26 Judge Lance
band should be examined by his
2 Crash
8 Soak flax
20 At that place
27 Raging Bull
3 Jennifer of
22 Dairy drink
9Im—
physician. who can prescribe the necactor
Woman'
'Friends
23 Type of collar essary antidote.
29 Movie rating
4 Exams
10 Amos or
25 Therefore
31 Mr Chaney
DEAR DR. GOTT: In my profession.
(Latin)
5 — Louis Mo
Spel ing
32 Rooney ID
the tips of my fingers are commonly
27 Mend socks
traumatized. Is there any treatment
28 Jots
11
•
2
10
3
4
8
9
6
7
5
29 Walking step immediately following such ap injury
30 Ten —
that could relieve the pain and pre
14
12
13UUU
34 Not out of the vent eventual nail-loss?
Ordinary
18
15
17
DEAR REAVR: Sharp blows to
36 Breathe with
the fingertips often cause bleeding
difficulty
ill
19
21UUU
37 Meeting to
under the nails. Called "subungual
communicate hematomas.- these blackened areas
22 111
24
with the dead are painful and often result in loss of.
39 "Beetle
the nail.
2€
30
29
Bailey'
Your hest bet is to apply ice to the
.111
ill
character
11
34
32
finger as soon as possible. after the
41 Attended
3,UU
injury. The ice reduces the bruising
(2 wds
35
38
42 -Moonstruck. and bleeding, which may salvage the
star
dUUUU
1111
nail, provided that the growing por41
'3Q
43 Swiss river
tion behind the cuticle was spared.
44 Conceited
Obviously, prevention is the key.
42
41
4C
44
45 Egf4ar ID
Try to avoid injury. use protective
47 N6 on the
equipment isuch as heavy, reinforced
47
49
I
46
phone key
gloves) and don't take aspirin after
49 Cooking
48UU
vessel
52
54
the injury, because this drug can
50 Bitter vetch
aggravate hemorrhage Remember
_
53 Sutherland ID the old medical adage- For trauma,
55
1
56
use cold compresses. for infection, hot
compresses.
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By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, Oct. 2, the 275th day of 1997. There are 90
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Oct. 2, 1967, Thurgood Marshall was sworn in as an associate
justice of the U.S. Supreme Court; he was the first black appointed to
the nation's highest court.
On this date:
In 1780, British spy John Andre was hanged in Tappan, N.Y.
In 1835, the first battle of the Texas Revolution took place as
American settlers defeated a Mexican cavalry near the Guadalupe
River.
In 1869, political and spiritual leader Mohandas K. Gandhi was
born in Porbandar, India.
In 1890, comedian Groucho Marx was born in New York.
In 1919, President Wilson suffered a stroke that left him partially
paralyzed.
In 1941, German armies began Operation Typhoon — an all-out
drive against Moscow.
In 1944, Nazi troops crushed the 2-month-old Warsaw Uprising,
during which a quarter-million people were killed.
In 1950, the comic strip "Peanuts," created by Charles M. Schulz,
was first published in nine newspapers.
In 1958, the former French colony of Guinea in West Africa proclaimed its independence.
In 1985, actor Rock Hudson died at his home in Beverly Hills, Calif., at age 59 after a battle with AIDS.
In 1990, the Senate voted 90-to-9 to confirm the nomination of
Judge David H. Souter to the Supreme Court.
Ten years ago: On Capitol Hill, more Democratic senators lined up
against Supreme Court nominee Robert H. Bork as President Reagan
continued to lobby undecided lawmakers on behalf of his candidate
for the high court.
Five years ago: The campaigns of President Bush and Democrat
Bill Clinton agreed to hold three presidential debates and one vicepresidential debate.
One year ago: Mark Fuhrman was given three years' probation and
fined $200 after pleading no contest to perjury for denying at O.J.
Simpson's criminal trial that he had used a certain racial slur in the
past decade. An AeroPeru Boeing 757 crashed into the Pacific Ocean,
killing all 61 passengers and nine crew members on board.
Thought for Today: "The role of a do-gooder is not what actors call
a fat part." — Margaret Halsey, American writer.
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TODAY IN HISTORY

LOOKING BACK
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FRIDAY • SATURDAY • SUNDAY

The Fall
Sidewalk
Sale You
Cannot
Afford
To Miss!

Shop Murray's Pier 1 This
Weekend For Their Annual

FALL
SIDEWALK
SALE
3 Big Days
Fri., Sat. & Sun.

Outside...

•

You'll Find All Merchandise
On Our Sidewalks Reduced

Up To

OTWEDR

BLOWOUT
Indulge yourself with spirited looks for
Homecoming, in high heels, flats or boots.

Ladies Footwear Boutique

'The Leading Store For Today's
Men and Young Men's Fashions"

University Plaza • Murray

767-0223

50%

Inside...
You'll Find Selected Furniture
And Accessories Reduced

Up To

20%

Merl iiiipoi'ts®
University Plaza • Chestnut St. • Murray, KY
Open Mon-Fri 9-6, Sat 9-5, Sun 1-5

INSIDE/OUTSIDE SALE
9-6
& Sat.

Friday, October 3
Saturday, October 4
Sunday, October 5

Outside

Inside

Dennison-Hunt's Annual
Garage Sale

20% OFF

•Closeouts 'Discontinued Items 'Odd Sizes

All Items Way
Below Cost!
,

1-5
Sunday

1203
Chestnut
Street

Everything Throughout
The Store!

DENNISON-HUNT

Murray,
Kentucky
753-8844

SPORTING GOODS
"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR LIFE"
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MSU Homecoming 1997 • October 9-11
Oct. 10-12
National Boy Scout Museum - Tues-Sat ,9 a m -4 30p.m ,Sun.. 12 30
pm -4 30 p m MSU faculty, staff, students and alumni with ID. $3 50; under age 6
free Gateway Challenge Course, (reservauons required) $7 each or $4 with paid
museum admission For more information, call 502-762-3383 or 800-303-3047.

Thursday, Oct. 9
6th Annual Homecoming Bonfire -

830 p.m., Cutchin Field,
immediately following the Hall of Fame Banquet. Free admission, public invited. For
information, call 502-762-2310 or 2717.

Friday, Oct. 10
Homecoming Golf Tournament - 8

a.m, to sunset, Miller Golf
Course, Rt, 6, Box 347A. Tee off times from 8-10 a.m. and 1230-2130 p.m. Call the
golf course at 502-762-2238 for reservations and information.

Murray State News Open House - 9 a m. to 7 p.m., was.Hall. All
College News/Murray State News alumni invited. Reception with light refreshments
begins at 5.30 pm. For more information, call the Homecoming Hotline at 1-800758.8510 or 502-762-4491
15th Annual "Run for the Racers" - 5 p.m., 5 kilometer road run.
Race begins in front of Carr Health. Entry fee is S10. Prizes awarded to top finisher in
each age group. For more information, call Sherri GaLlirnme at 502-762-6791.
College News/N1urray State News Alumni Reception -530
to 7 p.m , Wilson Hall. All former College News/Murray State News staffers invited.

35th Annual Agriculture Alumni Banquet - 630 p.m., Cums
Center. Small Ballroom. For more information and reservations, call Dr. Tony
Brannon. chair, Department of Agriculture, 502-762-3327. Reservauons deadline
Oct 3.

16th Annual College of Business and Public Affairs
Homecoming Banquet - 6.45 p.m., Nick King '71, president of the
Wornen's Accessories Division of IC-Penney in Dallas, is the guest speaker. Cost is $13
a person Cum' Center Ballroom. For reservations and information, call 502-7624187

Nursing Alumni Banquet - 7 p.m., Curris Center, Mississippi Room.
Coat is $12 a person and reserv:•..on deadline is Oct. 3 For more information and
reservations, call 502-762-2191

Saturday, Oct. 11
"M" Club Breakfast and Meeting - 8 a.m , Cums Center Small
Ballroom, 3rd flocs. $5 a person Reservations must be made by Oct. 3. Call Janet
Futrell at 502-762-6184 for reservations and information.

Saturday, Oct. 11
12th Annual College of Education Breakfast

8to9:30a.m.
Murray Middle School. $5 adults, $2.50 for children under 12. Call Tami Dandeneau
at 502-762-3817 for more information.

Homecoming Parade - 9.30 a.m., Features State Representative and MSU
alumnus Freed Curd as Grand Marshal, and the MR;Racer Band. Begins downtown
and ends at 15th and Main Street on campus.

Bar
Uni
the
rati

Baseball Old Timers' Game - 10 a.m., Reagan Field north of Roy
Stewart Stadium. For more information, call 502-762-4192.
Tent City Homecoming Festival and Reunion - II cm.,
Adjacent to Roy Stewart Stadium. Fcatunng the "Alumni Dixieland All-Star Band
Plus Some" and the Racer Band. Everyone invited. Tents for colleges, athletics,
Bookstore, Alumni Association, Career Services, SGA,residential colleges, reunion
groups and more. Greek Row will feature tents representing Alpha Delta Pi, Alpha
Gamma Delta, Alpha Omicron Pi, Alpha Sigma Alpha, Lambda Chi Alpha, Pi Kappa
Alpha, Sigma Chi, and Sigma Sigma Sigma. Variety of food available.

dan
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College News/Murray State News Alumni Reunion - 11
am,,Tent City. All News alumni from 1928 to 1997 are invited. For more information,
call Patti Jones at 1-800-758-8510 or Orivlle Ilemdon at 502-762-4491.
5th Annual Occupational Safety and Health Alumni
Reception -II a.m., Adjacent to the College of Industry and Technology Tent at

ban
mei

Tent C,iy. Light refreshments. For more information, call 502-762-2488.

Physics and Engineering Department Alumni Reception
- II a.m., College of Science Tent at Tent City.
Homecoming pre-game festivities - 2:30 p.m. Roy Stewart Stadium.

dor
the
Fo5.

Include; crowning of Homecoming Queen.

Homecoming Game - 3 p.m. Murray State vs. Austin Peay. Tickets are $15
for reserved chair seats,$10 for reserved bleacher scats.$7 for general admission,and
$6 for children and senior citizens (general admission only). Send self-addressed,
stamped evelope with check or money order made payable to MSU Athletic Tickets to:
Athletic Ticket Office, 211 Stewart Stadium, Murray State University, Murray, Ky.,
42071. For more information, call 502-762-4895.
Len Foster Band Reunion - 6130 p.m., H.R.H. Dumplin's. For
information on other reunion activities, call Olen Martin at 614-527-9095 (h), 614890-6711 (w), or 614-890-0787 (FAX).
Political Science/Criminal Justice/Legal Studies Alumni
Reception - Postgame, Home of Dr. Joe Rose, 808 Sha-Wa Circle, Murray. For
more information, caU 502-762-2661.
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PHONE: 753-1893
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Alumni looking at new campus home
When the Murray State University Alumni Association began looking for a place to call
home, it didn't have to look far
from the current Sparks Hall
offices. In fact, sitting vacant
across the street was a building
just waiting to welcome alums
back to campus.
As the university celebrates its
75th anniversary, the former
University Church of Christ facility will take on a new look as it
prepares for its new mission as a
gathering spot for alumni. Although the development, alumni
affairs and records offices have
not yet been relocated, the

alumni association's board of
governors will meet in the facility during Homecoming.
"The offices are being prepared with a goal of us being in
the facility by December," said
Jim Carter, executive director of
the alumni association. "Initially,
the development, alumni affairs
and records offices will be located in the lower level of the
facility. We already have some
seed money raised and we will be
looking at ways to obtain additional funds in order to renovate
the facility into the welcome
center for alumni that we all
want."

The alumni association made
strides toward that goal this year
by earmarking proceeds from
Alumni Auction '97 to the
alumni house fund.
For more than 20 years, the
association has had its eyes on
establishing a special facility that
would serve as a welcome center
for alums,as well as serving as a
center for receptions and various
gatherings.
Although the association currently has accounts set aside for
an alumni house, the auction
marked the first official fundraiser for the project.
Thanks to the hard work of

Len Foster Band to perform
Members of the Len Foster
Band will return to Murray State
University Oct. 10-11 as part of
the annual Homecoming celebration.
"We were the official college
dance band," said Olen F. Martin, a 1949 graduate. "I auditioned members in the fall of
1942 and we ended up with 11,
including myself. I was called
into the service and came back in
the fall of 1946 after the war to
finish school. I reorganized the
band and a lot of our original
members came back."
The band's name is a combination of Martin's first name minus
the "0" and his middle name,
Foster.

"Over the four-year period. I'd
say we had close to 50 members," Martiii said. "Once I graduated in 1949, we went on tour
and did a lot of playing until the
big band era waned."
The band has had several
reunions and Martin said the
response for this upcoming
gathering has been good.
"We've lost a few fellows over
the years, but I would say we will
have about 20 at the reunion with
their wives," Martin said. "We
have also invited band wives
whose husbands are deceased."
The group will have special
reunion activities at Dumplin's at
6:30 p.m., Oct. 11. As part of the
evening, the band members will

pay tribute to the "Blue Wienie,"
which was a 12-13 passenger
Chevrolet bus owned by Martin.
"I always kept it parked unlocked in front of The Hut,"
Martin said. "When I had to use
it, I would have to chase people
out of it!"
The band members will be
coming from across the nation
for the reunion event.

alumni and the alumni affairs
staff, the auction featured items
such as 1997 BellSouth Senior
Classic Golf Passes, signed celebrity and sports memorabilia,
two box scats for an Atlanta
Braves home game and overnight lodging, clothing, dinner
certificates and much more.
"Since we have identified this
as our future site, we continue to
be encouraged by alumni support
as they learn that this goal is
about to come to fruition," Caner
said. "This building is close to
the main campus and it is a
stand-alone facility that will be
more than adequate for all our
needs. We look forward to having our board members there to
share their vision about what this
facility can be."
The history of the building is
interwoven with that of Murray
State and dates back to 1943
when the need for a congregation
which would meet near the Murray State College campus was
recognized, but attempts to establish one failed.

In 1952, another attempt was
made, this time to relieve the
over-crowded conditions of the
Seventh & Poplar Street Church
and to provide a congregation
with whom Murray State students could meet and worship
and for the convenience of the
members of the church living in
the immediate vicinity of the
campus.
This effort met with success in
the form of a lot and house,
located at 106 N. 15th, adjacent
to the Murray State College
campus. It was purchased from
Mertle Walker in 1953 for
S10,000. After renovating the
home, which offered a seating
capacity of about 150, the congregation met for the first time
Sept. 6, 1953.
However,it soon became clear
that the congregation would need
a larger facility so planning began in 1954 for the construction
of a new church building on the
II See Page 19

"We have some fine musicians, some of whom still play,"
Martin said. "They look forward
to coming."
For more information about
Homecoming, call the alumni
office at 762-3001.

...And Enjoy Murray's Place for
Great Food & Fast Service!

Good Luck Racers
E
YS

Thornton Tile & Marble
612 South 9th St.•753-5719
•

Hwy. 641 N. • Murray • 753-9257
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Curd remembers special times at MSU
Although Rep. Freed Mason
Curd has appeared in countless
parades, his role in Murray State
University's Homecoming Parade will be special.
After all, he will serve as
parade grand marshal for his
alma mater. This title is even
more significant because this
year marks the celebration of
MSU's 75th anniversary.
Curd has had a profound effect
on education in Calloway
County through his dual role as
educator and legislator. His experience in education spans almost three decades, with both
administrative and classroom
teaching roles.
As a legislator in the Kentucky
House of Representatives for the
past 27 years, Curd has been
instrumental in reforming education through his support for the
Kentucky Education Reform
Act.
He was the driving force behind Gov. Paul Patton's Higher
Education Reform Plan and
served as a strong voice on
behalf of Murray State. He has
served on the House Education
Committee for several years and
held leadership positions there.
Curd holds the title of elder
statesman among the eight members of MSU's legislative family.

Curd, who was born March
18, 1933 in Poole, Ky., spent his
early years in the Blood River
community of western Kentucky
with his parents, Thomas and
Octa Nix Curd, and his older
brother, Garvin. Following the
death of his father in 1946, the
family remained on the farm fora
few more years and then moved
to Hazel, Ky.
A 1951 graduate of Hazel
High School,Curd entered MSU
before enlisting in the United
States Air Force. Following an
honorable discharge, he re-entered Murray State in 1957,earning a bachelor's degree in physical education and history in
1959. He received a master's
degree in education in 1961.
"The campus was smaller
when I was there and I remember
that tuition was $78 one semester," Curd said. "I lived off
campus so I missed a lot of the
social part of college."
- After graduation, he and his
wife, Millie Jones, moved to
Karnak, Ill., where he taught
history and driver's education
and coached boys' basketball. He
and Millie, a 1957 MSU graduate, were married June 15, 1957.
They moved back to Murray
where he continued teaching and

coaching at Cuba and Faxon,Ky.
He spent a year working at
Taylor Motors before returning
to his teaching career at Lynn
Grove High School and served as
principal from 1969 to 1974.
When the Calloway County
School System was consolidated, he continued teaching history, government and driver's
education, as well as teaching
homebound students.
He was chosen as outstanding
teacher in Calloway County in
1978. Upon retiring from active
teaching, he continued in education as the coordinator of a
federal education grant program
and JTPA programs for the
county schools.
Curd has a special place in his
heart for Murray State, especially since his wife and three
daughters — Tamra Lynn Curd,
Karen Denise Curd Steele and
Stacey Curd McCuiston — all
obtained degrees from Murray.
He has been heavily involved in
campus functions.
- "It has been good to my family
and the community," Curd said.
"Murray State is the No. 1 employer in Calloway County."
In 1993, the auditorium in
MSU's Collins Center for Industry and Technology was named
in his honor. He was named

Murray resident Franklin Rogers enjoys being a part of the annual
Homecoming parade, showing off his horses and his canine friend,

Cricket.
"Citizen of the Year" in 1994 by
the Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce. He was
selected as a recipient of the 1997
Golden Horseshoe Award by the
MSU Alumni Association.
He is a member of the Lions
Club, Calloway County Teacher
Association, Kentucky Educa-

tion Association and the National Education Association.
Although he doesn't plan to
seek re-election when his term
expires in 1998, Curd said he
plans to stay involved in the
community in between trips with
Millie.
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Coming home special for Wells Lovett
By Amy Wilson
Special To The Ledger
With Homecoming just around the corner, alumni from
across the nation will return to
Murray State University to renew friendships and to reminisce
about their days on campus.
For Wells Loveu of Owensboro, Homecoming truly means
"coming home." After all, he was
born in Oakhurst in 1923, which
was then the home of his grandfather, Rainey T. Wells.
"My father, Joe, and mother,
Laurine, came to Murray from
Renton for her lying-in period,"
Loveu said. "You didn't want to
go to the hospital in those days
because the standards of cleanliness were low."
In 1927, the Lovetts moved to

Murray,ind lived on 16th Street
across 'From Wells Hall, Young
Loveu spent 12 years attending
Murray Training School and
then entered Murray State as a
freshman at the tender age of 16.
He eventually transferred to the
University of Kentucky where he
earned his bachelor's degree and
then on to Michigan Law School
for his law degree.
Now entering his fifth year as
a member of MSU's board of
regents, Lovett is carrying on a
family tradition started 75 years
ago by his grandfather, the
founder of the institution. His
mother was a member of the first
board of regents.
Lovett recently sat down with
Sid Easley, regent chairman,and
.discussed memories of his grand-

Homecoming Special
Full Set of Nails $25
753-2709 soos
•

1411 Olive Blvd • Murray

1,iiitacga

father and early campus life. As
part of the university's 75th anniversary celebration, a statue of
Rainey T. Wells will be unveiled
at 9:30 a.m., Oct. 18 behind
Pogue Library.
"My earliest memories are of
being on the stage during chapel
in the auditorium, which would
have been in the early 1930s,"
Loveu said. "My grandfather
was never thought of as being a
small person,even though I'd say
he was about 5'8" and about
180-190 pounds. He nearly always had a full head of hair, wore
fine clothes and a black Derby
hat."
Loveu described his grandfather as "a dresser," and noted
that he could never remember
seeing him in casual clothing in
Murray. Informal attire was
more suited to visits to his log
cabin located near Cypress
Springs.
Referred to as "Grandfa" by
Lovett, Rainey Wells was
granted an honorary degree from
the University of Kentucky,
which is where the "Dr." before
his name originated. He received
much of his formal education
from the Southern Normal
School in Huntingdon, Tenn.
"He had a lot of education for
his day," Lovett said. "He didn't

have any formal training in the
law, but he passed an oral exam
administered by the Circuit
Judge of Kentucky and set up a
law office in Murray."
That was only the beginning
of what would be a diverse career
for Rainey T. Wells. He became
involved in politics, and served
as chairman of the tax commission, which was the second most
powerful office in the state at that
time. The allies he made while in
Frankfort greatly influenced his
success in having Murray
selected as the site for a Kira
school.
"He had a passionate belief in
the value of education and all
eight of his grandchildren earned
an advanced degree," Lovett
said. "It was all part of his
influence."
That belief in education led to
Wells' determination that the
children of western Kentucky
would have an opportunity for
higher learning. While other
communities were gathering lists
of items that they would do if
they were selected as the site for
the normal school, Wells took a
much different approach: he collected money.
"The amount of money was
$100,000, which was considered
to be quite a task," Lovett said.

"At the selection meeting, Murray was to go last. The other
towns had presentations and related how they were going to
raise the money."
When it was Murray's turn,
Wells walked to the table and
with his trademark speaking
voice, said that it was not what
Murray promised to do, but what
it had already done that counted.
At that point, he placed two ,
$50,000 checks on the table.
The rest of the story is history.
Murray was named as the site of
the new school and work began
to carve buildings from the farmland located behind Oakhurst.
According to Lovett, although
John Carr was selected as the
school's first president, everyone
knew that when Wells finished
his term with the tax commission, he would come back and
run the institution.
"I think he and Dr. Carr had a
superb relationship," Loveu said.
"Dr. Carr was a great asset for
Murray State because he was
such a distinguished educator.
There was never a sign of jealousy between them."
Loveu emphasized that his
grandfather's success can be atIII See Page 16
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this year Is Ella Hakanson, a nursing major from Owensboro. Pictured is last year's jockey, Marl Little.
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Anniversary will mark Homecoming
Murray State University will
host annual Homecoming festivities Oct. 9-11 as part of its
diamond anniversary celebration.
The university kicked off a
year-long 75th anniversary
celebration in September. This
year's Homecoming theme is
"Forever Champions."

Beginning the activities at
8:30 p.m., Oct. 9, will be the
sixth annual Homecoming Bonfire on Cutch in Field. The public
is invited to attend this free
event. For more information,call
762-2310 or 762-2717.
Friday, Oct. 10, will be filled
with several reunion activities.
The 15th annual Homecoming

ooTtwoR
BLOWOUT

Golf Tournament will begin at 8
a.m. at Miller Golf Course, located six miles east of Murray.
Tee times will be from 8 to 10
a.m. and from 12:30 to 2:30 p.m.
For reservations, call the golf
course at 762-2238.
Alumni of the College News/
Murray State News are invited to
an open house in Wilson Hall
throughout the day from 9 a.m. to
7 p.m. A reception with light
refreshments will begin at 5:30
p.m.
At 5 p.m., the 15th annual
"Run for the Racers" 5 kilometer
road run will begin in front of
Carr Health. The entry fee is $10.
Prizes will be awarded to the top
finisher in each age group. For
more information, call 7626791.
The 35th annual Agriculture
Alumni Banquet will begin at
6:30 p.m. in the Curris Center
Small Ballroom. Reservations
may be made prior to Oct. 3 by
calling Dr. Tony Brannon at
762-3327.
The 16th annual College of
Business and Public Affairs
Homecoming Banquet will begin at 6:45 p.m. in the Curris
Center Ballroom. Nick King, a
1971 graduate and president of
the Women's Accessories Division of JCPenney in Dallas, will
be the guest speaker. The cost is
$13 per person. For reservations,
call 762-4187.
The Nursing Alumni Banquet
will begin at 7 p.m. in the Curris
Center Mississippi Room. The
cost is $12 per person. Reservations may be made prior to Oct. 3
by calling 762-2193.
Festivities will kick off at 8
a.m. Oct. 11 with the annual "M"
Club breakfast and meeting for
all former Racer athletes, cheerleaders and equipment managers
in the Curris Center Small Ballroom. Admission is $5 per person. Call 762-6184 prior to Oct.
3 for reservations.
From 8 to 9:30 a.m., the 12th
annual College of Education
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The Racer football team Is continuing its tradition of singing the fight
song to the home crowd after each win. The Racers are coming off two
back-to-back Ohio Valley Conference championships. Both years the
team was undefeated In OVC regular season action. During the 1996
season, the team advanced to the second round of the NCAA I-AA
playoffs. This year the Racers face the Governors of Austin Peay on
Homecoming.
Breakfast will be held at Murray
Middle School. Admission is $5
for adults and $2.50 for children
under 12. Call 762-3817 for
more information.
The annual Homecoming parade will begin at 9:30 a.m. in
downtown Murray and will end
at the corner of 15th and Main
streets on campus. State Rep.
Freed Curd, a 1959 graduate,
will serve as grand marshal.
Floats, bands and representatives
of various organizations will all
be a part of this traditional event.
At 10 a.m., the Baseball Old
Timers' Game will begin at Reagan Field north of Roy Stewart
Stadium. For more information,
call 762-4192.
At 11 a.m., alumni and friends
will gather for the Tent City
Homecoming Festival and Reunion on the grassy area adjacent to
Stewart Stadium. Entertainment
will be provided by the "Alumni
Dixieland All-Star Band Plus

Cradle and All
Consignment Boutique

Dress your child
for the occasion...

Indulge yourself with spirited looks for
Homecoming, in high heels, flats or boots.

)k

Ladies Footwear Boutique
University Plaza • Murray

767-0223

4.

CE

Hours: Closed Mon.
Tues.-Fri. 10 am-timt
Sat. 10 am-3 gnii"
200 N 4th St • Murray
Ph 759-0146

Some" and the Racer Band.
Tents for colleges,athletics, University Store, Alumni Association, Career Services, Student
Government Association, residential colleges and reunion
groups will feature a variety of
activities and refreshments.
Greek Row will include tents
representing Alpha Delta Pi,
Alpha Gamma Delta, Alpha Omicron Pi, Alpha Sigma Alpha,
Lambda Chi Alpha, Pi Kappa
Alpha, Sigma Chi and Sigma
Sigma Sigma.
Special reunions will be held
in conjunction with Tent City —
the College News/Murray State
News alumni reunion featuring
staff members from 1928 to
1997, the fifth annual Occupational Safety and Health alumni
reunion and the Physics and
Engineering Department Alumni
Reception.
Homecoming pre-game festivities will begin at 2:30 p.m.
and will include the crowning of
the Homecoming Queen. The
game, which will begin at 3 p.m.,
pits the Racers against Austin
Peay. Tickets are $15 for reserved chair scats, $10 for reserved bleacher scats, $7 for
general admission and $6 for
children and senior citizens(general admission only). Call 7624895 for ticket information.
Post-game activities include a
reunion of the Len Foster Band
(call 614-527-9095 for more information) at pumplin's beginning at 6:30
and a reception
for political science/criminal justice/legal studies alumni at the
home of Dr. Joe Rose (call 7622661 for information).
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Campus newspaper
celebrating over
70 years of service
Alumni from the College
News/Murray State News from
1928 to 1997 will gather at
Murray State University during
Homecoming for special reunion
activities.
Planned activities include an
open house and tours of the
newsroom located in Wilson
Hall from 9 a.m. to 7 p.m. Oct.
10, in addition to a reception
from 5:30 to 7 p.m. A reunion
will be held in conjunction with
Tent City at 11 a.m, Oct. 11.
"The alumni response has
been very good," said Patti
Jones, assistant director of
alumni affairs. "We are preparing a booklet with biographical
information that will be given to
the alums during the reunion."
Many former College News/
Murray State News staff mem-

fight
1 two
s the
1996

bers have made great strides in
the field of journalism. Perhaps
one of the most well known is
John Mack Carter, who has been
editor of several of the nation's
leading women's magazines
(Good Housekeeping, McCalls
and The Ladies Home Journal)
prior to becoming president of
Hearst Magazines Enterprises.
The Murray State News has
recently been named one of the
top 20 non-daily university
newspapers in the country and
was notified that it is a 1996-97
national Pacemaker finalist.
The Murray State News is
produced weekly during the fall
and spring semesters by a student
staff. Each week,7,000 copies of
the newspaper are distributed on
campus and to off-campus subscriber-s.
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Athletic events
highlight schedule
for Homecoming
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UniDaciaudent
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Although the Homecoming
game between Murray State University and Austin Peay may be
the spotlight event for athletic
enthusiasts, several other activities are geared for those who
enjoy sports.
Events to be held Friday, Oct_
10 include:
•The 15th Annual Homecoming Golf Tournament will begin
at 8 a.m. at the Francis E. Miller
Golf Course. Tee times are from
8 to 10 a.m. and from 12:30 to
2:30 p.m. Reservations may be
made by calling 762-2238.
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•The 15th Annual "Run for the
Racers" will begin at 5 p.m. in
front of the Carr Health Building.
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Prizes will be awarded to the top
finisher in each age group. For
more information about the 5kilometer (3.1 miles) road race,
call 762-6791.
In addition to the game, there
are also two events slated for
Oct. 11 that will be of interest to
alumni.
At 8 a.m., the "M" Club will
gather for breakfast and a meeting in the Curris Center Small
Ballroom. Breakfast is $5 per
person and reservations must be
made by calling 762-6184.
At 10 a.m., the Baseball Old
Timers' Game will begin at Reagan Field north of Roy Stewart
Stadium. For more information,
call 762-4192.

Designers
Lyn Homa
Lisa Sanders
Terri Walston
Diana Thompson
Jill Cossey-Ramsey
Manicurist - Teresa James
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Quilt helps celebrate MSU's 75 years
By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer
Thanks to the talents of one
local resident, Murray's landmark institution has the material it needs.
Dr. Alice Koenecke, retired
chair of the home economics
department and professor
emeritus at Murray State University, has made one of the
first contributions to her former employer's upcoming
celebration.
To help commemorate
MSU's 75th anniversary,
Koenecke has relied on her
hobby, quilting, to create a
lasting memento for the
school.
"I feel very Close to Murray
State, and I wanted to do it in
honor of the school,"
Koenecke told the Ledger.
"Dr. (Ann) Landini had been
talking about the fact that
MSU is getting ready to celebrate its 75th anniversary. I
just decided that it would be
fun to make a Murray State

quilt.
The blue, gold and white
quilt, which is 71 x 80 inches
in size, includes replicas of the
MSU shield and horse logos. It
is also designed with the "Star
of the Bluegrass" pattern.
Koenecke started the quilt
last fall. The project culminated with the quilting, from
April 15 to June 15.
"I worked on it for about
nine months," said Koenecke.
"It took me a while to decide a
pattern. I carefully selected the
designs that went on the quilt.
I tried to use the symbolism
that best defines Murray
State."
The quilt, which is considered a wall hanging, was displayed at the Kentucky Lake
Area Quiltfest June 27-28 at
the CUITiS Center. Koenecke
said she is unsure what will be
done with the quilt.
"It was in the show, but I
don't know how it will be
used in the future," she noted.
"Ultimately, I may give it to

I feel very close to
Murray State, and I
wanted to do it (a quilti
in honor of the school.'
Dr. Alice Koenecke

Murray state
University

1922-1991
75 Years of Hope Endeavor and Acluevement

one of our outstanding alumni.
I also have a son and a granddaugther who graduated from
Murray State. I mainly made it
for the challenge."
Making quilts has been an
integral part of Koenecke's
life since retiring from MSU

in 1988.
Her hobby is facilitated by a
group of approximately seven
other quilters, who quilt for
First United Methodist
Church.
"I'm a home economist,"
Koenecke explained. "I have a
collection of antique quilts. It
is a way for me to express my
creativity ... Hardly anyone
does this type of work
anymore."
Quilters meet at FUMC
twice a week to hone their
craft.
"We use it as a mission project at the church. We enjoy
getting together and making
quilts for families and people
in the hospital. We've got a
list of people wanting quilts
that will keep us quilting for
another two years," she said.
Koenecke said she started
quilting for her family.
"I have made a family quilt
for my family in the 'Star of
the Bluegrass' design," she
said. "It has their names and

houses that they lived in on it.
Several things like that have
made it on the quilt. I like to
design traditional quilts as
well as those that have a special meaning. I have made about 15 or 20 quilts."
A member of the Quilt Lovers of Murray, Koenecke said
quilting is a lost art that has
recently become an interest for
many persons in the present
generation.
"I think that quilting is a
part of our American heritage," said Koenecke. "Our
mothers and grandmothers
have done it in the past. I have
many memories of them
quilting.
"There are many excellent
quilters in Murray, and many
people who are interested in
quilting. They can help continue this tradition. I think it's
become more popular with
young people, particularly
with those that want to express
their creativity."
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Racer resiliency pleases
coach Denver Johnson
Resilient: "Marked by the
ability to recover readily, as
from misfortune. See '1997
Murray State football team.'"
Murray • State's game at
Southern Illinois Sept. 13 was
officially two weeks ago.
But after Saturday's 35-17
win over Middle Tennessee, it
seemed like something that
happened years before, all but
forgotten in the jubilation.
There was certainly no collapse on either side of the ball
Saturday, though there very
easily could have been.
With one injury coming in
warmups and several others
following soon afterward, how
easy would it have been for
the Racers to have just packed
it in and gone home licking
their many wounds?
For many other teams, it
would have almost been a given to throw up a white flag
and used the injuries as an
excuse.
But the 1997 Murray State
Racers aren't just another
team. They may not have the
most talent or experience, but
as Racer coach Denver Johnson said to a hobbled offensive
lineman Saturday night, "I'm
not questioning your courage."
That goes for the entire
MSU team. No one should

SPORTS
EDITOR

question its courage. Any opponent who does will likely
end up flat on its back and
hearing the Racer fight song at
the end of the night.
With the Middle Tennessee
game now in the record books,
Murray State now prepares for
an OVC game at TennesseeMartin Saturday night at 7 and
the homecoming battle with
former league foe Austin Peay
Oct. 11 at 3 p.m.
"We overcame a lot of distractions to win at Middle,"
Johnson said. "But we came
out of it a beat up team. It
seems like everybody's got
either a bum ankle, knee or
shoulder. But with five tough,
physical games to open the
season, that will happen.
We're pretty scuffed up, and
we've got three more before
we have a break (open date)."
The Martin game will be a
homecoming of sorts for Johnson, who served as assistant

KENTUCKY
FARM BUREAU
INSURANCE

head coach at UTM from
1986-1989. His stint included
a 32-24 win over Murray State
in 1988.
"This will be the first time
I've done anything like that,"
Johnson said recently. "There
are some good people in Martin and I've got nothing but
good feelings about the town
and school. I'm anxious to go
back."
With players such as Adam
Settle, Jason Williams, Tim
Linville, Rod Thompson and
Beau Guest filling in for their
injured comrades, Murray
State rolled to its 18th straight
Ohio Valley Conference win
over Middle Tennessee. MSU
goes for its 19th straight at
Tennessee-Martin Saturday.
In the process, the Racers
served notice — healthy or
hobbled, nobody is taking the
OVC title away from them
withoJt one heck of a fight.
"We're the defending OVC
champions and we're not going to lay down for anybody,"
said defensive back Kenny
Thomas, who recorded two of
MSU's four interceptions Saturday. "We still h2ve our
heads held high. We've faced
this situation before, and we

• See Peg. 17

Agency Manager

7534703

Racer head coach Denver Johnson (right) talks with quarterback Dan
Loyd during a timeout in a game earlier this year.
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Five will vie for MSU Homecoming crown
Five young women will be
vying for the queen's crown at
Murray State University's
1997 Homecoming celebration. The MSU Homecoming
Queen will be announced on
Oct. 11 at 2:30 p.m. during
pre-game festivities.
Five candidates were
selected through an interview

process. Members of the student body cast the votes that
select who will be the 1997
Homecoming Queen.
Nicole Essner, a senior from
Dexter, Mo., is being sponsored by the Student Affiliates
of the American Chemical
Society. Essner, the daughter
of Kenny and Debbie Essner,

is majoring in. chemistry at
MSU and minoring in math.
Essner has been active in
student recruitment at MSU,
serving as both a summer orientation counselor and a student ambassador. Last year,
she served as a senator representing the college of science
in the Student Government

Murray State
College of
Education

•

Murray State
University
• •',

Alumni
Homecoming
Breakfast

Saturday, October 11

8:00-9:30 a.m.
Murray Middle School
or

Association.
She is a member of the Student Affiliates of the American Chemical Society, Phi Eta
Sigma, Gamma Beta Phi, the
Oder of Omega and Sigma Xi
(science honor society). Essner
has been the intramural officer
and the new member educator
in her social sorority, Alpha
Omicron Pi.
Alison Hill, a junior from
Hopkinsville, is being sponsored by the Panhellenic
Council. Hill, the daughter of
Gary and Nancy Hill, is majoring in pre-physical therapy.
A University Scholoar, Hill
is the recipient of the John W.
Carr Scholarship. A Dean's
List student, Hill has received
the High Scholarship 4.0
Award and is a member of the
Pre-Physical Therapy Club.
Last year she served as a
senator-at-large in the Student
Government Association and
is a member of the Judicial
Board this year and the Faculty and Staff Relations Committee. Hill has also served as
a student ambassador.
She is active in the Alpha
Omicron Pi social sorority.
Hill has been a member of the
Philanthropy and Spirit committees, was named Outstanding Sophomore, Ideal New
Member and Most Dependable. She also served as the
sorority's sophomore class
chair.
On the Panhellenic Council,
Hill served as assistant rush
chair in 1996-97 and rush
chair for the 1997-98 year. She
was a contestant in the Miss
Murray State University Scholarship Pageant two years.

Megan Catherine Kelly, a
senior from Paducah, is being
sponsored by Alpha Omicron
Pi. The daughter of David and
Rebecca Carroll and Jim
Kelly, all of Paducah, she is
majoring in elementary education with a concentration in
science.
Active on campus. Kelly is
currently serving as the coffeehouse chairman for the University Center Board, is on the
MSU 75th Anniversary Committee, is on the Campus Communications Committee, and is
involved in NEA-SP. In the
past, she has served as a member of the Campus Life Committee and as assistant pageant
director of the Miss Murray
State University Scholarship
Pageant.
Kelly is active in her social
sorority, Alpha Omicron Pi,
serving as chapter president in
1997. She has been named
Outstanding Junior, Outstanding Sophomore, Outstanding
Freshman and Ideal New
Member by her sorority. In
1996, she received the Rose in
Bloom Leadership Award.
Other leadership roles in the
sorority include alumnae relations chairman, awards chairman and preference night committee chairman. She represented Alpha Omicron Pi as a
voting delegate at the national
convention in New York in
1997 and was a delegate at the
National Leadership Institute
in 19*
Patricia Ann Maxwell, a junior from Murray, is being
sponsored by Alpha Kappa
• See Page 15

Enjoy breakfast and visit with old friends
and watch the parade from the front lawn.

For Reservations Call
(502) 762-3817
Adults '5 Children Under 12'2.50

. 4
•

Visit our tent at the "Tent City"
at 11:00 a.m. adjacent to
Roy Stewart Stadium

-

Five candidates will vie for the honor of 1997 Homecoming Queen at
Murray State University. Pictured are (back row, from left) Megan
Kelly and Alison Hill. (Front row) Patricia Maxwell, Angle Roberts
and Nicole Eisner. TM queen will be announced before the Homecoming football gams versus Austin Peay State University Oct. 11 at
Roy Stewart Stadium.
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Magazine lists MSU with top ranking
Murray State University has once
again heel] recognized as a topranking university in U.S. News &
World Report's America's Best Colleges.
The rankings, released on Thursday, indicate that MSU has been
named to the top tier in the category
of Southern Regional Schools. In
addition, the university placed high
in three other categories.
Murray State was the only Kentucky school named among southern regional universities in the Best
Values — Discount Prices category,
placing fourth; in the Operating
Efficiency category, placini,, I Ith;
and in the Top Regional Public
Schools, placing fifth.
Best Value schools are recognized as those that offer a high
quality education at a reasonable
cost. According to Colleen Connors
of U.S. News & World Report,
"Best values rankings were devised
to provide a realistic measure of

where studenks may get the best
education for the money. The rankings relate the cost of attending an
institution to its quality." Only the
top quarter of regional institutions
in the quality rankings were considered in this category.
"We are pleased that this highly
regarded ranking of universities has
recognized Murray State University
as one of the best values in higher
education. Importantly, these rankings consider both quality and cosks
of the institutions. We, here at
Murray State, have always maintained that our students receive a
very high caliber education for a
low cost. We are gratified that this
continues to be verified by such a
prominent source as U.S. News &
World Report," said Dr. Kern Alexander, president and distinguished
professor at MSU.
Operating Efficiency, a new
category according to Connors,

in educational quality, as determined by their place in the rankings,
but spend relatively less money to
achieve quality," Connors said.
Only schools in the top half of the
national university and national liberal arts colleges and the top 25
percent of the regionals were considered.
Also new to the 199g guide is the
category for Top Regional Public
Schools.
"The new guidebook represents
the first time U.S. News has ranked
the nation's top public universities
in a separate table," Connors said.
KERN ALEXANDER
which uses net costs and efficiency
to evaluate schools, can assist students an their families in deciding
which schools will help them get
their money's worth.
"The new U.S. News table identifies schools that rate relatively high

Approximately 1,4(/0 schools
were surveyed for the guidebook,
with 95 percent of those schools
responding. U.S. News doublechecked the data with the schools
and cross-checked it with data collected by other sources.
Academic reputation and retention make up half the score a school

is given. Faculty resources represent another 20 percent of the score
and student selectivity counts for 15
percent. The total is rounded out
with financial resources and alumni
giving rates. Numbered ratings are
used.
In a statement of its methodology, U.S. News acknowledges
that no system of rankings can be
flawless, but "believes that its approach produces rankings that are
reliable and fair." And while cautioning students and their parents
that rankings are only one factor to
look at when choosing a school,
U.S. News is confident of the value
of the rankings as "the single best
source of information" because of
the comparison factor.
U.S. News & World Report has
been compiling ranking information for America's Best Colleges for
the past 11 years. It is the numberone selling college guide.

Founders'Day ceremony kicks off celebration
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Murray State University
kicked off its 75th anniversary
celebration Sept. 17 with a
Founders' Day ceremony in
the auditorium of Wrather
West Kentucky Museum, the
oldest building on campus.
During the ceremony, Golden Horseshoe winners for
1997 were recognized. These
awards are presented annually

to recognize the service of dedicated Murray State alumni
who have held responsible
positions and who have,
through significant and continuing support, contributed to
the excellence of the university. This year's three recipients were Rep. Freed Curd,
Michael Hamilton and Dr. Janice Weaver.
Curd, a resident of Murray,
has had a profound effect on

education in Calloway County
through his dual role as educator and legislator. His experience in education spans almost
three decades, with both administrative and classroom teaching roles.
As a legislator in the Kentucky House of Representatives for the past 27 years,
Curd has been instnmental in
reforming education through
his support for the Kentucky

Education Reform Act and
Gov. Paul Patton's Higher
Education Reform Plan. He
served on the House Education
Committee for several years
and held leadership positions
there.
A 1951 graduate of Hazel
High School, Curd entered
MSU before enlisting in the
United States Air Force. Following an honorable discharge, he re-entered Murray

State and earned a bachelor's
degree in 1959. He received a
master's degree in education
in 1961.
After graduation, he and his
wife, Millie Jones, moved to
Karnack, Ill., where he taught
history and driver's education
and coached boys' basketball.
He and Millie, a 1957 MSU

I

II See Page 18
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Museum celebrates
scout anniversary
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times

A Geo Storm pace car, built by Explorer Post 1870 in Warren, Mich., Is just one attraction on display at
the National Scouting Museum.

This year, the National Scouting Museum is celebrating
the 87th anniversary of the
Boy Scouts of America. Since
its founding in 1910, the BSA
has been active in helping over
92 million young people develop into successful American
citizens.
Pontiac-GM is sponsoring
an exhibit entitled "Adventure
and Achievement: The Scouting Journey" to help us celebrate this exciting event. This
exhibit will be on display for
the remainder of the season.
Decades of events, activities
and programs are highlighted
in this exhibit. A Geo-Storm

HOMECOMING
Celebrate in Style!

pace car built by Explorer Post
1870 in Warren, Mich. is just
one of the attractions at the
museum. Also on display is an
official Scout uniform worn at
the 1937 National Jamboree in
Washington, D.C. This uniform was worn by First Class
Scout Gerald Geiger of Troop
10, Elkhart, Ind. Included with
the uniform is a 1937 photograph of Geiger.
This exhibit was on display
at the 1997 National Scout
Jamboree held at Fort A.P.
Hill near Fredericksburg, Va.
The jamboree was held July 28
through Aug. 5. Over 30,000
Scouts and troop leaders attended. The National Scouting
Museum is very proud to have
this exhibit on display.
We hope to see all of you
very soon. The museum is
open Tuesday through Saturday from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
and on Sunday from 12:30
p.m. to 4:30 p.m. Please call
us at (502) 762-3383 or
1-800-303-3047.

Avid golfers
will gather
for tourney
Avid golfers will gather Oct.
10 for Murray State University's
Annual Homecoming Golf Tournament held at Francis E. Miller
Memorial Golf Course, located
six miles east of Murray.
Beginning at 8 a.m. and lasting until sunset, the tournament
will feature tee times from 8 to 10
a.m. and from 12:30 to 2:30 p.m.
For reservations, call the golf
course at 502-762-2238.
A minimum contribution of
$60 per player is required to
enter the tournament. Participants will receive a golf shirt
valued at $50.
This 18-hole championship
course was constructed by the
MSU Foundation on a 175-acre
tract of land donated in 1979 by
L.D. Miller, a 1937 alumnus.
The course is named in memory
of his wife who was an avid
golfer. It officially opened for
play on Memorial Day Weekend
in 1983.

murny state
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•Five...
FROM PAGE 12
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Alpha. The daughter of
George and Deborah Maxwell,
she is majoring in dietetics.
Maxwell has been involved
in student recruitment on campus including serving as both a
summer and a fall orientation
counselor, a student ambassador for the department of family and consumer studies and
as vice president of the
African-American recruitment
team.
Maxwell is treasurer of
Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority.
In 1997, she received the Celebrate Women Scholarship and
the Ella Evans Good Neighbor
Scholarship, which is given by
the Kentucky Extension
Homemakers Association.
In 1996, Maxwell had the
opportunity to work at the
Summer Olympic Games in
Atlanta.
Angie Roberts, a senior
from Bloomington, Ill., is being sponsored by Alpha
Gamma Delta. The daughter of
Don and Cathy Roberts, she is
majoring in psychology and
minoring in organizational
communication.
Roberts is active in Alpha
Gamma Delta social sorority,
serving as the standards chair,

ritual coordinator, activities
chair-pledge class, song leader
and co-Bible study leader.
An Honors Program participant, Roberts is a member of
Gamma Beta Phi honor society, serving as cooresponding
secretary; Psi Chi, serving as
president; the Honors Program
Council, serving as vice president; Omicron Delta Kappa
and the Alpha Chi honor
society.
A University Scholar, she is
a Dean's List student who has
received the Greek 4.0 Award,
was named on the OVC Commissioner's Honor Roll, received the Altruistic Award
and was named to Panhellenic
Rho-Chi. Roberts has participated in the Miss Murray State
University Scholarship Pageant and was a presenter in
1997 at the MSU Senior Honors Day and at the Southern
Regional Honors Conference
in Baton Rouge, La. In 1996,
she presented at the Kentucky
Honors Roundtable.
She is president of the Psychology Club and landed roles
in the campus musicals,
"Crazy for You" and "Guys
and Dolls." Roberts was a
member of the MSU varsity
volleyball team during the
1994-95 season.

The MSU Racer band plays the perennial favorite of MSU fans, "The Old Gray Mare." The first band in
each year's Homecoming parade, members put In hours of practice time each week to be prepared for
the activities.

Eat Pizza
For lunch. Before the game. During a movie. For dinner.
At a party. After the game. For breakfast. At a meeting.
For a snack. At work. On vacation. Just because it tastes good.
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Alumni!
Enjoy your visit
back to Murray
it's always good to see
old friends again.
Good Luck Racers!
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•Lovett...
FROM PAGE 6
tributed to his commitment to
two sayings: "Everything I do,
God is a part of it" and "When
you've made a political commitment, keep it."
During his tenure as president
(from 1926 to 1932), Wells demonstrated his love and commitment to this fledgling institution,
fighting for additional state
funds in order to provide even
more opportunities for the students.
"He embued the students with
the spirit of the place," Lovett
said."He had a tremendous interest in the music department and
the debate team. He was a very
caring, affectionate person and
could call every student by
name."
Wells left Murray to become
chief attorney for the Woodmen
of the World in Omaha, which
according to Lovett, meant a
515,(XX) increase in salary. In
spite of the miles separating him
from Murray, he still maintained
close contact.

"The first year that Murray
beat Western was at Bowling
Green after Grandfa had gone to
Omaha," Lovett said."He was no
longer affiliated with the university, but several of the football
players had been recruited while
he was at Murray. He left the
governor's box and went down to
the sidelines to cheer for the
Thoroughbreds."
Lovett also recalled an incident in which Murray almost
hired the infamous Coach Ed
Diddle when he was having
difficulties at Western. When
Wells heard about the situation,
he called Dr. Carr from Omaha
and told him to get in his car,
drive to Bowling Green and
bring Diddle back to Murray.
Instead of getting in his car, Dr.
Can wrote a letter and by the
time Diddle received it, he and
Western had worked out the
problems.
Upon his retirement, Wells
returned to Murray and lived in
Oakhurst until his death in 1958.
Throughout the years, different

scholars have sought materials
regarding Rainey T. Wells, only
to be disappointed at the Iwk of
information.
"I pressed my grandfather to
hire a secretary to write all these

Tent City a tradition already
Although the Tent City Homecoming Festival and Reunion
only started eight years ago, it
has quickly become one of the
mostpopular events during Murray State University's Homecoming celebration.
Set to begin at 11 a.m., Oct.
11, this year's celebration will
feature 26 tents, more than double the number from 1989. Participants will gather on the grassy
area in front of Roy Stewart
Stadium to see old friends and
enjoy the entertainment and
food.
.Tent City gives people a
chance to see a tremendous number of people such as former
professors and classmates in a
very festive atmosphere," said
Patti Jones, assistant director of
alumni affairs. "This year, Tent
City has been extended an extra
hour so more people will have a
chance to attend prior to the
game."

shades of fall '97
introduces rich
burgundies
Merle Norman
and burnished browns for fall. Come in for
your FREE Makeover and try this season's
most beautiful new looks.

MERLE

noRmAn.

COSMET IC

STUDIOS

908 Bel-Air Center
Murray • 753-6926

Rather than stand in the spotlight, Rainey T. Wells preferred
to leave an unwritten legacy. Yet
with every student who walks on
campus, his dream lives on.

1

Discover the rich new W.

-

things down," Lovett said. "I told
him that if he didn't record them,
they would be gone forever. His
reply was that some things need
to die."

A variety of foods will be
available including bratwurst,
hamburgers, pizza, fish and barbecue, as well as baked goods
and other items sold by student
groups.
This year's celebration will
feature several reunions, includ-

Tent City, located on the grassy area just north of Stewart Stadium, Is
always a popular draw for returning alumni. Tents from the various
colleges and organizations on campus are set up bringing food,fun and
maximum enjoyment to returning friends of the university. Last year's
Homecoming Tent City found the TKEs celebrating a reunion. Shown is
Tom Bunch (wearing white shirt and MSU cap), who Is a current member
of the MSU board of regents and a 1971 MSU grad.
ing the Len Foster Band, the
Murray State News/College
News alumni and various Greek
organizations.
"This is a very upbeat occasion because once people leave
the parade, they can park at the
stadium and go to Tent City,"

Jones said. "Because it is in a
centralized location, they can see
what is happening at the stadium
and can go right over to the
game."
Tent City festivities will take
place regardless of weather conditions.

MSU Homecoming Parade
••
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II Racer resiliency...
FROM PAGE 11
had a lot of guys tonight step
up. Give credit to everybody
on this team."
The offensive line play is no
surprise, said tackle Rob Reynolds, who was one of the few
frontmen walking without a
limp after Saturday's game.
"All of us offensive linemen
know what each other can do,"
he said. "We started with nine
and lost three, but we're all
pretty versatile and can just
about all play three different
positions. We knew the offensive line was a strong point
going into the season, and it's
really a thrill to play like we
did tonight. It makes it all

worthwhile."
In Austin Peay, Murray
State will face a former member of the OVC, which
dropped to non-scholarship
status after last season and
now plays as a I-AA independent. The Racers lead the alltime series with the Governors
26-12, winning 12 of the last
13 years.

end," he said. "You can sense
our confidence beginning to
swell near the end of a game,
and that makes us play better
offensively and defensively."
Ah, the defense. Looking so
shattered and uncertain after
the SIU game and now looking
rock-solid after dominating
both Southeast Missouri and
Middle Tennessee.

Murray State held Middle
Tennessee to a paltry 59 yards
on the ground Saturday, and
while the Raiders passed to
248, it came with a price with
hit after hit on quarterback Jonathan Quinn, not to mention
the four interceptions.
"We asked for a fanatical
effort and asked our team to
carry the fight to Middle Ten-

nessee, and they did it," Johnson said.
Anybody else looking to
pick on the Racers, hobbled
though they might be, will get
a response typical of Monday
night wrestling: "Bring it on
down, because we're not hard
to find."
Just follow the trail of ankle
tape.

Johnson said the OVC
streak is a source of pride for
his team, as it should be. Eighteen straight conference wins
is nothing to sneeze at.
"I think everybody on our
team is aware of it during the
course of the game, and
they're not ready for it to

MSU Homecoming
becomes bigger
event each year
Murray State University's
Homecoming celebration will
be on Oct. 11. This tradition,
which is designed to bring
alumni back to campus for a
chance to reminisce with old
friends and acquaintances,
seems to be getting bigger every year.
Campus organizations set up
booths to welcome back
alumni and display their yearly
accomplishments at Tent City,
located along U.S. Highway
641 in front of Roy Stewart
Stadium. TN.s year's Tent City
has a new addition, Greek
Row, which will allow those
affiliated with Greek organizations to reunite.
The majority of Murray
State University's sororities
and fraternities have purchased
individual tents to be at Tent
City. These tents will be arranged in a row, thus starting
the new tradition of "Greek
Row."
The idea is to give those
people that were part of Greek
life on campus a chance to see
members of their own organization and others. "I have

friends in all different sororities and fraternities. This new
arrangement will give me a
chance to see all of them,"
said Jeanie Morgan. Morgan
works with student activities
on campus.
In past years, some Greek
organizations have purchased a
tent to house a fund raiser or
for a reception. The tents will
still be used for these purposes, yet there will be more
of them. Greek Row is an organized effort to get 100 percent participation of all Greek
organizations. Tables will be
set up for individuals to mix
and mingle and a disc jockey
will provide music.
Sororities involved in the
event are Alpha Delta Phi,
Alpha Gamma Delta, Alpha
Omicron Pi, Alpha Sigma
Alpha and Sigma Sigma
Sigma. Fraternity tents will include Alpha Sigma Phi, Alpha
Tau Omega, Lambda Chi
Alpha, Pi Kappa Alpha and
Sigma Chi. For more information, contact your Greek organization or alumni affairs at
(502) 762-3001.

Mr. Gatti's All-You-Can-Eat
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II Founders'Day...
FROM PAGE 12
graduate, later moved back to
Murray where he continued
teaching and coaching at Cuba
and Faxon, Ky.
He spent a year working at
Taylor Motors before returning
to his teaching career at Lynn
Grove High School and served
as principal from 1969 to
1974. When the Calloway
County School System was
consolidated, he continued
teaching history, government
and driver's education, as well
as teaching homebound
students.
He was chosen as Outstanding Teacher in Calloway
County in 1978. Upon retiring
from active teaching, he continued in education as the
coordinator of federal education grant program and JTPA
programs for the county

schools.
He is a member of the Lions
b, the Calloway County
chers Association, Kentucky Education Association
and the National Education
Association. The Curds have
three daughters -- Tamra Lynn
Curd, Karen Denis Curd Steele
and Stacey Curd McCuiston -all of whom are MSU
graduates.
Hamilton, a resident of
Shreveport, La., has served as
medical center director at
Shreveport VA Medical Center
since 1994. He received a bachelor's degree in 1970, followed by a master's degree in
1973, both from Murray State.
He then received a master's

Va

degree in health administration
from Indiana University in
1978.

kk
Classes
are
forming
now!
Call or stop
by our school
today.

Now .a retired lienutenant
colonel from the U.S. Army
Reserves. Hamilton began his
military career while at Murray State. He served for a year
in South Vietnam and received
a Bronze Star. From 1972 to
1989, he held various positions
within the military's medical
service corps.
His career in health administration has led him to VA
medical centers in Dallas; Marion, Ind.; Dayton, Ohio and
Big Spring, Texas. He served
for four years as director of
veterans affairs at Indiana
University.
Among his honors are an
Outstanding Service Awards in
1993 from the Governor of
Texas, Outstanding Youth Exectuive Award from the Disabled American Veterans, Marine Corps League Distinguished Service Award and
Murray State University
Alumni Special Recognitiion
Award in 1990. He has served
as executive director of the
black alumni reunion committee at MSU since 1989 and
was instrumental in establishing a black alumni scholarship.
He is a member of the National Association Healthcare
Service Executives, American
Hospital Association, Association of Military Surgeons of
the United States and Reserve
Officers Association. He also
served on the Education and
Training Review Task Force,
Southern Region Director's
Advisory Board and the Denartrnent of Veterans Affairs
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Knowing How to Defend
Yourself Can Be a Real Life Saver
Nothing takes the place of knowing how to take care .1
yourself in any situation. Maybe that's why more and
more men and women are turning to Martial Arts self defense training. Our trained instructors will teach you how
to defend yourself in virtually every self defense situat'on
you may encounter, and you learn in a
safe, controlled environment. And most
importantly, what we teach works!

Call Today r? 7531111
1413 Olive Blvd. Murray
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Human Resources Task Force.
He and his wife, Ada, a
1974 MSU graduate, have two
children.
Weaver, a resident of Murray, obtained a bachelor's degree in 1953 from Kentucky
Wesleyan College, followed
by a master's degree in 1957
and a doctorate in 1964, both
from Indiana University.
A well-known figure in education, Weaver retired this
year as dean of Murray State's
College of Education, a position she had held since 1985.
Her administrative experience
included 18 years with Glassboro (now Rowan) State College in New Jersey in roles
ranging from dean of professional studies to chairman of
the foundations of education
department, two years as a visiting assistant professor at Indiana University and three
years as a teacher at Owensboro High School.
She has extensive professional credentials, including
serving as a member of the
Executive Committee of the
Kentucky Association of Colleges for Teacher Education,
Kentucky Education Professional Standards Board, Kentucky School Board Association, National Board for Professional Teaching Standards
and the American Association
of Colleges for Teacher
Education.
She is a member of Phi Delta Kappa and Kappa Delta Phi
honorary societies and a 1992

N,14/

'

Deli Hot Line 753-7811

Hours: Mon.-Murs. 8 am.-7 Am., Fri. & Sal 8 a m -8 p m

1407 Main St. • Murray • 753-4682

graduate of Leadership Kentucky. She is also a member of
the Philosophy of Education
Society, American Educational
Research Association, John
Dewey Society, American
Educational Studies Association and the Society of Professors of Education.
She has delivered numerous
presentations as a keynote
speaker throughout the nation,
especially on the topics of the
Kentucky Education Reform
Act and higher education reform. Her pubications have included topics such as "Inservice Education," Educational
Policy and the Next Decade"
and "Needed Changes in
Teacher Education and
Certification."
She and her husband, Richard, as avid supporters of
the Racer athletic program.
The Weaver Center for
Academic Enhancement,
which provides academic opportunities for student athletes,
opened this summer on campus. The Weavers also established the Martin J. and Lucy
M. Farmer Scholarship to assist graduates of Ohio County
High School or Owensboro
High School in Daviess
County who are seeking to be
teachers.

Video memoir
to be unveiled
The Murray State University
Diamond Jubilee Committee,
in conjunction with the Murray
State Alumni Association, plan
to unveil the "75th Anniversay
of Murray State University: A
Video Memoir."
According to the video's
line producer, Joey Hammond,
the video will offer the viewer
"a journey starting with the establishment of a rich MSU
tradition, through the strong
will that was shown by the
community during the Depression and war years, to
MSU's recognitions as a pillar
of the college education system in Kentucky."
The video features interviews with members of the
community as well as university personnel. Complete with
historical photos commerorating the founding of the institution, the video provides an opportunity to reflect upon the
past 75 years.
Anyone interested in purchasing the video may contact
the alumni office at 762-3001
or 1-800-758-8510. Cost of the
VHS tape is $20 plus shipping
and handling. Delivery may be
expected in four to six weeks
and a portion of the proceeds
will go to the alumni office.
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•Alumni...
FROM PAGE 3
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existing site. The house was sold
bYk---public auction and then
moved from the property.
Plans for the $95,000 facility
(including furnishings) were
drawn by I. Humphreys Key,
head of the buildings and
grounds department of Murray
State. In a little over eight
months, the new building was
completed. On Feb. 5, 1956, the
first service was held in the new
church building.
The facility, which measured
58 feet wide and 88 feet,4 inches
long, included three levels: the

Patton names
new regents
at MSU

•

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
With three appointments
this summer, Gov. Paul Patton
made his with the Murray
State University Board of
Regents.
Patton named three women:
Olivia Ann Burr of Paducah;
Elizabeth Griffin McCoy of
Hopkinsville and Beverly Ford
of Benton to the MSU board.
With those appointments,
the 11-member MSU board
has a majority of female members for the first time in school
history.
Marilyn Reed Buchanon
was appointed summer, while
faculty regent Dr. Nancey
France and staff regent Lori
Dial were elected by their
peers.
Burr is a school counselor
for the Paducah City Schools.
Shoe owns degrees in social
work from Murray State and
the University of Louisville. A
registered Democrat, she is an
African-American. Burr will
serve the remainder of the unexpired term of the late Richard Lewis. The term ends
June 30, 2001.
McCoy works in banking in
Hopkinsville. She holds bachelor and master's degrees from
the University of Kentucky. A
Caucasian, McCoy is a registered Republican. Griffin's
term runs until 2003.
Ford has served on the MSU
board since 1q92. A graduate
of Murray Stak Ford is a registered Republican. A Caucasian, her term runs until 2003:
The appointment of Burr
and McCoy brought four new
members to the MSU Board
for the 1997-98 school year.

balcony, main floor and basement. The auditorium was 56
feet by 56 feet and had 18 feet
ceilings. Seating capacity included more than 500 in the
auditorium add more than 100 in
the balcony.
There were 11 classrooms in
the basement, one on the main
floor, two on the second floor
and the facilities for at least five
others plus the main auditorium.
The library, located on the main
floor behind the pulpit, could
also be used as a classroom. In
addition, there was a nursery,
secretary's office and the minis-

ter's study. Two equipment
rooms, both located in the basement, as-well as several closets,
completed the facility.
In July of 1966, the church's
name was changed to University
Church of Christ in recognition
of the change in Murray State's
status. For more than 20 years,
the congregation continued to
grOw at that site, serving the
campus and surrounding community.
And then history repeated itself as once again, a larger
facility was needed. This time,
the new facility was built at the

the art department took over the
auditorium and the third floor.
Meanwhile, the basement area
was occupied by the music department. These groups moved
out at the end of the 1997 spring
semester, freeing up the facility
so plans could begin for the
alumni house.

junction of Highway 641 and the
121 by-pass. The congregation
met Sept. 6, 1987 for the final
time at the 15th and Main location.
For the next few years, the
building was occupied by various groups including University
Baptist Church. In July 1990, the
facility was sold by University
Church of Christ to Murray State
and became state property.
When the university purchased it,a speech class metfor a
while in the auditorium. When
the Old Fine Arts Building was
vacated in 1993 for renovation,

Anyone wishing to donate to
the alumni house fund should
contact the alumni office at 7623001 or send the donation to the
MSU Alumni Association at
P.O._ Box 9, Murray, KY 420710009.

Happy 75th Anniversary

HOMECOMING 1997
Join us for lunch
each Friday
11 a.m.-2 p.m. and
registerfor door prize!
Fashions
for all
ages.
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